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Abstract EN 
This thesis studies the constraints that ‘making work pay’ (MWP) imposes on poverty 

reduction in North-western EU countries. These constraints can be reflected both at 

the policy and socio-economic outcomes level, that is, in the decisions of both policy 

makers and people. The chapters of this thesis deal with the equity-efficiency trade-

off at both levels. At the policy level, the first chapter uses data on hypothetical 

households and proposes a complementary hypothesis to explain the erosion of the 

minimum social floor: because policy makers are generally interested in keeping a 

hierarchy between the incomes when people are in and out of work, the evolutions 

of minimum wages can constrain the growth of minimum incomes. This chapter finds 

a mixed picture with respect to this hypothesis. In the second chapter, considering 

the potential importance of financial participation incentives for poverty reduction, I 

and co-authors calculate how much it would cost to close all poverty gaps while 

maintaining those incentives at the bottom of the income distribution. We find that 

this would require around two times the budget needed to just lift all disposable 

household incomes to the poverty thresholds. In the third chapter, I calculate the 

actual effects of changes in financial work incentives in Belgium. I find that the year-

to-year changes in MWP somewhat affected the probability of long-term 

unemployed people taking up work, while they did not affect the hours worked by 

part-timers. Lastly, to connect both the anti-poverty and efficiency dimensions of 

reforms, in the fourth chapter I define a framework to measure the poverty gap 

change per unit of net revenue that tax-benefit reforms produce. In an empirical 

application in Belgium, I find that the anti-poverty marginal benefit of reforms is 

noticeable lower when considering labour supply reactions. All in all, the results of 

this thesis point towards the importance of keeping a balance between reforms to in- 

and out-of-work transfers to achieve better poverty, employment and public finance 

outcomes, and that this is not a ‘cheap’ thing to do.  
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Abstract NL 

Dit doctoraat onderzoekt de beperkingen die ‘werken doen lonen’ (WDL) oplegt aan 

armoedebestrijding in de noordwestelijke EU-landen. Deze beperkingen kunnen zich 

situeren op het sociaaleconomische beleidsniveau én op het niveau van de 

sociaaleconomische uitkomsten van individuen. De verschillende hoofdstukken van 

dit doctoraat behandelen de wisselwerking tussen rechtvaardigheid en 

doelmatigheid op beide niveaus. Het eerste hoofdstuk focust op het beleidsniveau en 

stelt, op basis van gegevens over hypothetische huishoudens, een complementaire 

hypothese voor om de uitholling van de minimuminkomensbescherming te 

verklaren. Deze hypothese stelt dat beleidsmakers in het algemeen een bepaalde 

hiërarchie willen nastreven tussen de inkomens van mensen die werken en mensen 

die niet werken, en dat de evolutie van het minimumloon op die manier de groei van 

het minimuminkomen kan belemmeren. Dit hoofdstuk toont een genuanceerd beeld 

met betrekking tot deze hypothese. In het tweede hoofdstuk, dat bouwt op de 

potentiële meerwaarde van financiële werkprikkels voor armoedebestrijding, 

berekenen ik en co-auteurs hoeveel het zou kosten om de armoedekloof te dichten 

wanneer werkprikkels aan de onderkant van de inkomensverdeling gehandhaafd 

blijven. We stellen vast dat dit ongeveer dubbel zoveel budget vergt als dat wat nodig 

is om alle beschikbare huishoudinkomens tot op de armoededrempel te brengen 

zonder rekening te houden met financiële werkprikkels. In het derde hoofdstuk 

bereken ik de daadwerkelijke effecten van veranderingen in financiële werkprikkels 

in België. Ik toon dat de jaar-tot-jaar veranderingen in WDL de kans dat langdurig 

werklozen aan het werk gaan enigszins hebben beïnvloed, terwijl ze geen invloed 

uitoefenen op de uren die deeltijdwerkers presteren. Tot slot, om de 

armoedebestrijdings- en de doelmatigheidsdimensie van hervormingen met elkaar te 

verbinden, definieer ik in het vierde hoofdstuk een kader om de verandering in de 

armoedekloof te meten per eenheid netto-inkomsten die hervormingen van 

belasting- en uitkeringsstelsels opleveren. In een empirische analyse voor België toon 

ik dat de marginale baten van hervormingen voor armoedebestrijding merkbaar lager 

zijn wanneer men rekening houdt met veranderingen in het arbeidsaanbod. 

Samengevat wijzen de resultaten van dit doctoraat op het belang van evenwichtige 

hervormingen met betrekking tot transfers naar mensen met en zonder werk om 

betere uitkomsten op het gebied van armoede, tewerkstelling en overheidsfinanciën 

te bewerkstelligen. Zulke evenwichtige hervormingen vallen echter niet goedkoop 

uit.  
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Introduction 
In the commedia dell'arte play Servant of Two Masters, Beatrice’s always-hungry 

servant Trufaldino secretly accepts to also be the servant of Florindo, in hopes of an 

extra dinner. From then on, Trufaldino runs around Venice trying to fulfil the wishes 

of both of his masters without being discovered. Things get even more complicated 

when both masters stay at the same hotel and are searching for each other. As 

Trufaldino, tax-benefit policy also has more than one goal. While out-of-work 

transfers reduce poverty, they can also reduce how much work pays. Thus, social 

inclusion and employment, two of the core objectives of governments, can be in 

conflict with each other. Tax-benefit policies have to serve—at least—two masters as 

well: equity and efficiency concerns. 

This thesis studies the constraints that ‘making work pay’ (MWP) imposes on poverty 

reduction. These constraints come from the fact that reducing poverty by increasing 

social transfers either reduces how much work pays or requires extra spending in in-

work compensations. In turn, how much changes in MWP affect employment 

depends on the size of labour supply reactions—among others. The constraints that 

MWP exerts can be reflected both at the policy and socio-economic outcomes level. I 

mean that it is possible that these tensions are reflected in the decisions of both 

policy makers and people. This thesis includes chapters that deal with the equity-

efficiency trade-off at both levels.  

At the policy level, the tension between poverty reduction and making work pay is 

reflected in the constraints that policy makers face when setting in- and out-of-work 

transfers. Arguably, due to considerations regarding financial work incentives and/or 

legitimacy reasons, policy makers are commonly interested in keeping a certain 

hierarchy between incomes when in and out of work1. For its part, at the aggregate 

socio-economic outcomes level, the degree to which work pays constrains poverty 

and net revenue, not only because taxes and benefits have direct effects on 

household incomes, but also because they can affect employment decisions.  

Between 2004 and 2014 in North-western EU countries2 (relative) poverty either did 

not change or increased, except in the United Kingdom (UK) which was the only 

country that reduced poverty (EUROSTAT, 2018). This occurred in parallel to some 

downward pressure on low wages, and the implementation of (cash) tax-benefit 

 
1 For instance, the 2003 report of the Employment Taskforce established by the European 
Commission stated: “efforts must be pursued to ensure that working is always a more 
lucrative option than depending on benefits, i.e. ‘make work pay’.” (Kok et al., 2003). 
2 In this thesis this includes Austria, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Finland, France, the 
Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom (UK). 
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reforms3. More specifically with respect to wages, in countries with statutory minima 

such as Belgium and France, these wage floors grew less than poverty thresholds, 

with the UK again being an exception (Marchal & Marx, 2015). For their part, tax-

benefit reforms increased in-work transfers — and therefore how much work paid — 

in practically all countries (Immervoll, 2007; Marchal & Marx, 2015), while out-of-

work transfers had more diverse evolutions across countries (Van Mechelen & 

Marchal, 2012). In sum, the non-positive poverty trends and other changes affecting 

those trends and the financial reward from work, make North-western EU countries 

interesting cases to study the effects of changes in MWP on poverty.  

For these reasons, in this thesis I study the constraints that MWP imposed on poverty 

reduction in North-western EU countries between 2004 and 2014. Depending on the 

research question and the complexity of the methodology, chapters include all 

North-western EU countries, a selection of them or a country study. With respect to 

the period studied, its beginning corresponds to the launching of the European Union 

Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) survey. In 2004 this instrument 

started to collect comparable cross-sectional and longitudinal microdata on income 

and poverty. The EU-SILC survey is also used as input data for the tax-benefit 

microsimulation model EUROMOD, which most chapters utilise.  

This thesis makes reference mainly to two research traditions: Comparative Social 

Policy and Public Economics. In relation to the former, some chapters include more 

than one country and through comparison draw some tentative conclusions with 

respect to the constraints of MWP on poverty reduction. To this tradition co-authors 

and I contribute by studying a new complementary hypothesis (described below) to 

explain minimum income protection evolutions, and by estimating more realistic 

costs of closing poverty gaps taking into account the financial participation incentives 

embedded in tax-benefit systems.  

With respect to Public Economics, my contribution is twofold. First, I study the effects 

of changes in financial incentives to both participate in the labour market (viz. 

extensive margin) and to work more hours (viz. intensive margin) in Belgium. To the 

best of my knowledge, the effect of changes in financial incentives at the extensive 

margin had only been studied in a similar way in Sweden (Selin, 2014) and Germany 

(Bartels & Pestel, 2016b). With respect to the former study I include more than just 

 
3 There have been other non-policy factors affecting poverty as well such as such as migration 
(see e.g. Blanchflower, Saleheen, & Shadforth, 2007 on the UK case), non-standard work (e.g. 
Horemans, Marx, & Nolan, 2016), (demand-driven) job polarisation (Buyst, Goos, & Salomons, 
2018; Goos, Manning, & Salomons, 2014) and others, all of which are not the focus of this 
thesis. Similarly, there have been other non-cash policy changes (e.g. sanctioning (see e.g. 
Langenbucher, 2015), childcare (see e.g. Vandelannoote, Vanleenhove, Decoster, Ghysels, & 
Verbist, 2015 on the Belgian case), etc.) that due to data limitations I do not consider either.    
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two points in time, while with respect to the latter study I do not only analyse the 

effect of changes in how much work paid (viz. substitution effects) but also the effect 

of changes in income levels. The second contribution to the Public Economics 

literature is studying the marginal benefit of tax-benefit reforms in terms of poverty 

reduction, for which I identify behavioural responses exploiting partly the same 

variation that reforms produce over time. Previous related literature had either 

assumed ‘reasonable’ labour supply elasticities (Eissa, Kleven, & Kreiner, 2008; 

Immervoll, Kleven, Kreiner, & Saez, 2007; Kleven & Kreiner, 2006) or estimated them 

exploiting variation in budget constraints across people (Figari, Gandullia, & Lezzi, 

2018). The marginal benefit of tax-benefit reforms in terms of poverty reduction is a 

special case of the Social Marginal Cost of Public Funds traditionally studied in the 

literature. By calculating the change in poverty for each unit of revenue change 

provoked by the mechanical and behavioural effects of reforms, this concept 

addresses simultaneously equity and efficiency concerns. 

This thesis also aims to take the baton from previous research at the Herman Deleeck 

Centre for Social Policy, with respect to some open questions that Cantillon and 

Vandenbroucke (2014) posed at the end of the book Reconciling Work and Poverty 

Reduction. This book was an effort led by the Herman Deleeck Centre for Social Policy 

just before my arrival. For instance, the authors stated that in many countries job 

creation occurred in parallel to poverty increases (especially among the work-poor) 

that may have been related to the way in which jobs were created. In a similar vein, 

Atkinson (2010) had stated earlier that much of the labour market reform in EU 

countries sought to increase employment by reducing social protection. These 

insinuated connections between poverty and policy changes call as well to study 

more in detail the constraints of MWP on poverty reduction. 

The first chapter of this thesis takes a look at ‘institutional’ incomes by studying 

whether statutory or collectively agreed minimum wages represent a constraint on 

the evolution of the adequacy of minimum income protection. Since co-authors and I 

analyse institutional incomes and single-parent families, we use hypothetical 

households to do so. We propose a new and complementary hypothesis to explain 

the erosion of the minimum social floor: because policy makers are generally 

interested in keeping a hierarchy between the incomes when people are in and out 

of work, the evolutions of minimum wages can constrain the growth of minimum 

incomes. In this chapter we found a mixed picture with respect to this hypothesis: 

between 2004 and 2007 in five out of the nine countries studied, minimum income 

packages developed at a slower pace than net minimum wages. In the other four 

countries, minimum incomes grew more than net minimum wages at the detriment 

of work incentives. 
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In the second chapter, taking into account the potential importance of financial 

participation incentives for poverty reduction, I and co-authors calculate how much it 

would cost to close all poverty gaps while maintaining those incentives in the first 

three deciles of the income distribution. The focus is therefore on the budget 

constraints that taxes and benefits impose on individuals when in and out of work. 

We study this in Belgium, Denmark and the United Kingdom for the year 2011. We 

find that closing the poverty gap, while maintaining average participation incentives 

at the bottom of the income distribution would require around two times the budget 

needed to just lift all disposable household incomes to the poverty threshold.  

In the third chapter, I estimate the actual effects of changes in financial work 

incentives on labour market participation. More in particular, I study the effect of 

changes in participation incentives on the probability of long-term unemployed 

people (LTU) to take up a job in Belgium. Belgium is an interesting case because its 

long-term unemployment rate is high and the household incomes of many LTU are 

below the at-risk-of-poverty threshold. Moreover, during the period studied between 

2005 and 2012 there were policy changes that affected work incentives and thus 

contribute to the identification of behavioural effects. In addition to studying the 

extensive margin, I also study the effect of changes in MWP for part-timers, for the 

following reason. Increasing out-of-work incomes for LTU while maintaining how 

much work pays would require increasing their in-work compensations. Since this 

would probably reduce how much work (marginally) pays for part-timers, studying 

this group is warranted as well. This chapter finds that the year-to-year changes in 

MWP somewhat affected the probability of LTU taking up work, while they did not 

affect (statistically significantly) the hours worked by part-timers (although changes 

for the latter group were small). 

Lastly, to connect both the anti-poverty and efficiency dimensions of reforms, in the 

fourth chapter I define a simple framework to measure the poverty gap change per 

unit of net revenue that tax-benefit reforms produce. This implies calculating the 

mechanical and labour supply effects that reforms have on poverty and net revenue. 

The framework consists in using a microsimulation-based decomposition to isolate 

the impact of reforms from the environment in which they operate, and accounting 

for labour supply reactions by using reduced-form models that partially exploit the 

same variation that reforms produce over time. Using similar labour supply models as 

in the third chapter, I am able to identify and simulate the effect of changes in how 

much work pays on the likelihood of being in the labour market. In an empirical 

application, I estimate the proposed indicator in Belgium between 2005 and 2014, 

focusing on revenue changes at the bottom half of the income distribution. I find 

that, without taking into account labour supply reactions, reforms reduced the 

poverty gap among the poor by €0.55 for each euro of net revenue decline. However, 

this decreases to €0.41 when including labour supply reactions because policy 
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changes reduced the probability of being in the labour market. This reduction 

occurred because unemployment benefits grew faster than in-work compensations. 
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I. The structural nature of the inadequate social floor 

for single-parent families 
Abstract: Why has minimum income protection for jobless single-parent families 
become less adequate in some countries? To what extent has this been occasioned 
by deliberate cuts in benefit levels inspired by neo-liberal ideas? Or, has the erosion 
been associated with exogenous inegalitarian forces against which welfare states 
were powerless? We focus on changes in the incomes of a limited set of vulnerable 
households with children, viz. working-aged lone parents who either are (non-
insured) jobless or live on one minimum wage. By distinguishing wage and tax-
benefit effects and by using standard simulations of typical households we present 
an approach to disentangle the interrelationships between pre- and post-transfer 
incomes. We find that between 2004 and 2007 in around half of cases the erosion of 
the minimum social floor for jobless households appears to have been related to cuts 
in benefit levels vis-á-vis net minimum wages. In even more countries and more 
strongly it was also related to sinking minimum gross wages compared to median 
household incomes. As a consequence, although many of the welfare states 
considered in the paper started to work harder in order to compensate for the 
relative decline of minimum wages, they have been unsuccessful in making low 
productive work pay while enhancing the inadequate level of social protection for 
jobless households. This suggests severe and increasing structural difficulties to 
reduce income poverty in contemporary rich European welfare democracies. 

Cantillon B., Collado D. & Van Mechelen N. (2018). The structural nature of the 

inadequate social floor for single-parent families. In R. Nieuwenhuis & L. C. 

Maldonado (Eds.), The Triple Bind of Single-Parent Families. Policy Press. 

(https://repository.uantwerpen.be/docman/irua/5b49e4/149167.pdf) 
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Innovation; http://improve-research.eu). The authors are solely responsible for any remaining 

shortcomings and errors. Results obtained from the OECD tax-benefit models, as well as any 

errors in their use and interpretation, are the sole responsibility of the user, not of the OECD 

(www.oecd.org/social/benefits-and-wages.htm). We make use of microdata from the EU 

Statistics on Incomes and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) made available by Eurostat (175/2015-

EU-SILC-ECHP-LFS). The results and their interpretation are the authors’ responsibility. 
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http://www.oecd.org/social/benefits-and-wages.htm
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An important factor explaining the triple bind many single-parent families – 

especially the lower skilled among them – are confronted with is related to the 

structural inadequacy of minimum income protection. Disposable incomes of jobless 

parents on social assistance fall short almost everywhere. Typically, in the past few 

decades this shortfall has become increasingly bigger. To what extend these 

disappointing trends have been associated with structural factors putting pressures 

on low wages and eventually on the incomes of jobless households compared to 

median household incomes? Analyzing the income packages of hypothetical single-

parent households during the years before the crisis, we find that at least part of the 

increasing inadequacy of minimum income protection for jobless single parents is 

structural in nature, i.e. related to the growing inadequacy of gross low wages. 

Although most welfare states effectively started to work harder in order to mitigate 

the impact of the sluggish growth of low wages, efforts to raise the wage and the 

social floor should be increased significantly almost everywhere.  

The focus is on EU’s most developed welfares states having had an extensive social 

safety net since at least the early 1990s: Austria, Belgium, Germany, France, the 

Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Finland, Denmark and the UK. We study 

hypothetical single-parent households with children when they are jobless (without 

insurance-based benefits) and when they are working full time for a minimum wage. 

As benchmark, we use the at-risk-of-poverty indicator of the EU that defines the 

poverty line as 60% of equivalized median household income. Our general time 

frame is from the 1990s until the onset of the economic crisis at the end of 20071. 

Due to data limitations2, the analysis involving disposable net incomes is constrained 

to the period 2004-2007. 

We start by taking stock of previous research and hypotheses that may guide our 

investigation of the inadequacy of the social floor in relation to poverty thresholds. 

We then move to levels and trends of the wage floor and the social floor. The focus is 

on the interrelationships between changes in the social floor on the one hand and 

gross and net minimum wages on the other. The final section concludes. 

 
1 In many countries minimum wages and benefits came closer to poverty lines as a result of 
the crisis-driven decreases of median incomes. Because we are interested in structural factors 
we do not consider the crisis (for an account of changes during the crisis see e.g. Marchal & 
Marx, 2015) 
2 Poverty thresholds after 2004 are not comparable to earlier ones (EUROSTAT, 2005). In 
addition, disposable net incomes are calculated with the OECD tax-benefit models which are 
only available during the 2000’s. Assumptions of these models can be found in 
www.oecd.org/els/soc/39753700.pdf. As we wish to study households in steady states, we do 
not consider special benefits being awarded when moving from unemployment to 
employment.  

http://www.oecd.org/els/soc/39753700.pdf
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Reconciling work and poverty reduction and the advent of a social 

trilemma 
The inadequacy and the further erosion of the social floor protecting single-parent 

families has been subject of extensive discussion in the literature. For the 1990s the 

overall picture was one of almost uniform decline of benefit levels relative to average 

wages and the poverty threshold. The picture was less uniformly negative from 2001 

onwards (Caminada, Goudswaard, & Van Vliet, 2010; Nelson, 2008, 2013; Van 

Mechelen & Marchal, 2012, 2013). Studies that have looked into the factors 

contributing to processes of change in which welfare states have been caught up, 

typically point either to structural, external or institutional forces on the one hand or 

to policy related factors on the other. Some point to external pressures associated 

with globalization and international economic integration (Lazar & Stoyko, 1998; 

Pierson, 2001; Scharpf & Schmidt, 2000). It has been argued that a ‘race to the 

bottom’, induced by globalization, is further intensified by both a fear of welfare 

tourism, especially in the wake of the Eastern enlargement of the EU (Kvist, 2004), 

and the negative impact of domestic challenges such as ageing populations, 

technological change and eroding distributional capacities of traditional social 

protection systems (Kleinman, 2002). Many authors have shown the impact of 

growing concerns about inactivity traps linked to employment centered welfare state 

reforms (Bonoli, 2011; Eichhorst & Konle-Seidl, 2008; Kenworthy, 2008, 2011; Starke 

& Obinger, 2009). Others point to large variations across countries due to laws of 

path dependence (Huber & Stephens, 2001; Pierson, 2001), the role of partisan 

politics (Klitgaard, Schumacher, & Soentken, 2015), the strength of social dialogue, 

and the specific characteristics of the minimum social floor. Bonoli and Palier (2000) 

demonstrated that government-run and tax-financed schemes that provide flat-rate 

benefits are more vulnerable to cuts than benefit schemes where benefit levels 

depend on contribution records and where trade unions are involved in the 

management and financing. Scholars have also argued that especially schemes that 

are targeted at population groups seen as undeserving poor, are prone to cutback 

measures (Van Oorschot, 2006).   

In this chapter we introduce an additional hypothesis explaining the structural 

inadequacy and the further erosion of the minimum social floor. In the ‘fabric of the 

welfare state’ there is a hierarchy of incomes: in general terms, the disposable 

income of low wage earners should be higher than the minimum incomes for jobless 

people. Therefore, we hypothesize, structural downward pressures on low wages 

might squeeze the social floor making it increasingly difficult for welfare states to 

guarantee adequate income protection for work-poor households. This is especially a 

problem for single-parent families because they rely on one single income while 

double incomes increasingly impacted median household incomes.  
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This might refer to the advent of a ‘social trilemma’ as a three-way choice between 

budgetary restraint, inequality and employment growth3. As a consequence of skill-

biased technological change and increased competition from newly industrializing 

countries it is generally assumed that it has become difficult for modern welfare 

states to successfully pursue their core objectives of full employment and social 

inclusion (Kenworthy, 2008). In the simple but accurate wordings of Tony Atkinson: 

“either unskilled workers become unemployed or they see their real pay fall” 

(Atkinson, 2013, p. 10). Only raising the minimum wage to a living wage or increased 

social spending in order to compensate for falling low wages (via tax credits, child 

benefits, in kind services or other forms of subsidies for low productive work) could 

mitigate this situation. The structural inadequacy of minimum income protection for 

single-parent families might point to this social trilemma: as a consequence of the 

insufficiency of minimum gross wages for single parents, even in welfare states with 

traditionally rather compressed wage distributions it might have become increasingly 

more difficult to successfully combine an adequate minimum income protection and 

reasonable incentives to work without additional welfare state efforts. In this way, 

the resources and employment elements of the ‘triple bind’ introduced in this book 

might be connected to welfare state policies failing to adequately compensate for 

the structural pressures on low paid work and for changes in median household 

incomes.  

The ‘glass ceiling’ of adequate minimum income protection 
Table I-1 presents results based on simulated incomes of hypothetical households 

where the adequacy of incomes is defined as the percentage that they represent in 

relation to the poverty threshold defined as 60% of median equivalized household 

income. We see that, admittedly with large cross-country variations, in all countries 

the net disposable income of single parents working on a minimum wage (column 2) 

is higher than the income in case of non-insured joblessness (the so-called ‘social 

floor’ in column 1). So devised, disposable incomes of minimum wage earners are to 

be considered as a ‘glass ceiling’ of minimum income protection. It is reasonable to 

assume that at least for reasons of legitimacy and fairness, welfare states must 

always respect a certain hierarchy between the incomes from work and the incomes 

for people out of work.  

  

 
3 We use the notion of ‘social trilemma’ in a more generic manner than Iversen and Wren 
(1998). In their influential paper they were referring to wage inequality and public outlay for 
wages only. 
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Table I-1. The adequacy of the social and wage floors, gross-to-net efforts and 

incentives to work, single parent with two children, 2007 

 
Note: Net income: wage or social assistance, housing, family and in-work benefits, income 

taxes, social contributions; Adequacy social floor and wage floor: net income as percentage of 

poverty line; Effort/Gain: (net income in work – gross wage) / gross wage; Net-of-tax rate on 

participation: 1 - ((in work: taxes – benefits) + (out of work: benefits – taxes)) / gross wage. 

We use series of statutory minimum wages with the smallest time unit available (since for 

some countries we only have hourly data), and in countries without statutory minima, hourly 

minima in collective agreements including cleaning (Austria: wage group four and regions 

including Vienna; Germany: west regions including Berlin; Finland: regions including Helsinki). 

When necessary, we assume 40 hours of work weekly which is consistent with the tax-benefit 

models. Children are aged 4 and 6. Housing costs represent the median rent for a relevant 

two bedroom apartment in each country. The housing cost corresponds to 2006 which is 

extrapolated to 2007 (and other years later) by keeping the ratio between the cost and 

household median income constant. 

Source: Statutory minimum wages and policies from OECD; collective agreements from WKO 

(AT), WSI (DE), DA (DK), PAM (FI) and ALMEGA (SE); poverty lines from Eurostat; housing 

assumptions and costs from Van Mechelen, Marchal, Goedemé, Marx, and Cantillon (2011). 

As a first step, in order to understand the reasons for the inadequacy of the social 

floor it is thus important to know how low wages compare to the poverty threshold. 

It appears that for single parents with two children, in all countries displayed in Table 

I-1, a single gross minimum wage is below the poverty threshold (or they are 

‘earnings poor’ as defined in Chapter 9), with the notable exceptions of Denmark and 

Sweden and with large variations between countries (see column 3). Deficits are the 

largest in Austria, Finland and the UK.  
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By adding family, housing, and in-work benefits (e.g. tax credits and child benefits) 

welfare states substantially increase incomes available to families on minimum 

wages. These ‘gross-to-net cash gains’ for families and corresponding ‘gross-to-net 

efforts’ for welfare states are displayed in column 4. The largest gains/efforts are 

generally recorded in the countries with the largest shortfalls of minimum wages (i.e. 

the UK and Finland, and with Austria being more of an exception). This suggests that 

countries where gross minimum wages are relatively low tend to accommodate this 

shortfall by higher tax and benefit expenditures. In most countries these net 

compensations are sufficient to lift household incomes of working single parents 

above the poverty line. However, in Austria it remains somewhat below the poverty 

threshold and in some countries it does not go far above this threshold.  

Unsurprisingly, then, the disposable incomes of jobless households on social 

assistance fall short in almost all countries ranging from a low 74 per cent of the 

poverty threshold in France to the only adequate 109 per cent in Denmark, as shown 

in column 1 of Table I-1. However, differences in work incentives across countries are 

very substantial (Chapter 9 explodes this type of variation to study earnings poverty 

outcomes). We represent the financial gain of moving from unemployment to 

employment using net-of-tax rates on participation (NTRPs) (see, e.g., Kleven, 2014). 

NTRPs measure the proportion of household earnings not taken in (effective) tax and 

withdrawn benefits when transitioning to employment. NTRPs fluctuate from a very 

strong 47 per cent in the UK (i.e. 53 per cent of the minimum wage is taken in taxes 

and withdrawn benefits) and 46 per cent in Germany to a very weak 8 per cent in 

Austria and 11 per cent in Denmark.  

As a general rule, there seems to be an inverse relationship between the adequacy of 

the minimum income protection for jobless households and the financial work 

incentives: some countries with a relative adequate social protection display rather 

low work incentives (see, e.g., Denmark and the Netherlands) while in some 

countries where work incentives are relatively high the adequacy of the minimum 

income packages is below average (see, e.g., France and Sweden). However, there 

are important deviations from this pattern: thanks to a relatively high ‘gross-to-net 

effort’ the UK combines a relative low gross minimum wage with the highest work 

incentives and an average social floor while Austria scores poorly on all indicators.  

Altogether no single country succeeds in combining simultaneously an above-average 

score on both adequacy and work incentives with below-average welfare state 

efforts to increase the household disposable incomes of low wage earners. Arguably, 

this is the reflection of the above-mentioned social trilemma. Across countries there 

are large differences in balancing the three dimensions. Only Denmark seems to be 

able to tilt the balance towards an adequate social floor. 
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Driving forces of the erosion of the social floor  
We now turn from levels to trends: how did the adequacy of minimum income 

protection evolve in recent decades? In Table I-2 and Figure I-1 we compare the 

evolution of the disposable income of jobless single parents on social assistance (row 

4 and dotted-dashed line) to the evolution of the poverty threshold (row 1 and solid 

line). In Figure I-1 the amounts are expressed as a percentage of the poverty line and 

in logarithmic scale (the poverty line is fixed to zero because the logarithm of 100 per 

cent is zero). In this way parallel lines indicate equal growth. For instance, in France 

the social assistance package (indicated as ‘jobless income’ in Figure I-1) had a 

growth slightly more negative than the poverty line which is reflected in the 

practically parallel solid and dotted-dashed lines.  

It appears that, in most countries, the shortfall of minimum income protection 

packages for single parents has grown: in two thirds of countries the pace of growth 

of disposable incomes of households on social assistance has been lower than the 

increases of median household incomes. Differences have been generally larger than 

one percentage point per year. In Sweden and the UK gaps increased with almost 

three percentage point per year. By contrast, in Austria, Belgium, and Germany the 

social floor evolved at a faster pace than the poverty threshold.  
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Table I-2. Real growth of poverty lines, minimum wages and social and wage floors, 1993-2000 and 2004-07 (in percentage per 

year) 

 
Note: see Table I-1; the minimum wage in the UK was implemented in 1999 and in Denmark during the 1990s corresponds to the agreement 

where retail is included. 

Source: see Table I-1; poverty lines calculated by the authors from ECHP during the 1990s for Denmark and Sweden; collective agreements in 

Austria during the 1990s from KV-system; Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) from European Central Bank, except for Germany and 

the UK where we use OECD ICP.  
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Figure I-1. Evolution of minimum wages and social and wage floors in relation to poverty lines, 2004-07 (in log of percentages) 

 
Note: see Table I-1 and Table I-2.  

Source: see Table I-1 and Table I-2. 
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The erosion of the social floor compared to median household incomes could have 

been related to three different mechanisms: 1) a ‘poverty line’ effect: the median 

household income growing faster than individual incomes of the active age population 

2) a low wage effect: low wages lagging behind median household incomes, 3) a policy 

effect: ‘gross-to-net welfare state efforts’ decreasing and/or the growth pace of 

minimum incomes being slower than that of net low wages.  

Poverty line effect 
Understanding the dynamics of median equivalized household income is a complex 

issue. First, this indicator depends on many factors such as the level and distribution of 

individual incomes, the structure of households, how the latter is expressed in an 

equivalence scale, the number of earners within households, etcetera. Second, the 

median is a function of the position of incomes in the distribution; therefore, not all 

income changes modify the median. For instance, top wages have little (or no) impact 

on the position of median household incomes. As Aaberge and Atkinson (2013) put it, 

the median household income acts as a ‘watershed’ in the sense that changes at one 

side of or crossing the median have different effects on it.  

In this way, there are several developments that might have induced different trends 

in median equivalized household incomes and single parent incomes. Arguably, the 

benchmark (i.e. the median-based poverty threshold) against which the incomes of 

single parents are compared might have increased due to the growing number of dual 

earner households (as argued but not proven by Marx, Marchal, & Nolan, 2013; Marx, 

Vandenbroucke, & Verbist, 2012), making it increasingly more difficult for one-earner 

households to keep up with the poverty threshold. According to our own calculation7, 

the proportion of multiple-earner households compared to single-earner households 

has increased practically everywhere. This generally ranged between half and two 

percentage points per year, except in Sweden and the UK during the 90s and Denmark 

and Finland between 2004 and 2007 where the proportion remained rather stable. In 

this regard, Thewissen, Lazzati, and Nolan (2016) decomposed changes in the mean 

household income of the 5th decile (just below the median) in Denmark (and the US) 

from 1985 to 2011 and found that spouses’ wages were of growing relevance8. This 

provides an approximation of what might have affected median equivalized household 

incomes. Homogamy and the ‘diverging destinies’ thesis also might have moved the 

median further away. Homogamy refers to the fact that couples are increasingly 

formed by partners with similar ‘resources’ while the diverging destinies thesis 

 
7 Based on the European Community Household Panel (ECHP) and the European Union 
Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC). 
8 However, it is important to bear in mind that by using cross-sectional data the authors cannot 
distinguish changes in shares of an income source (e.g. spouses’ wages) from a change in 
composition due to households switching deciles (e.g. more dual-earners in the middle). 
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assumes that new social risks such as single parenthood have tended to concentrate 

among people with less of those resources. Härkönen in Chapter 2 found that the 

latter is indeed the case among low educated women in many current societies. Thus, 

it might be the case that median incomes are driven away by more stable and 

resources-rich dual-earner couples. In addition, median household incomes may also 

have increased because of a relative improvement of incomes of elderly households. 

All these factors might point to increasing structural obstacles to close the gap 

between the wage and the social floor for single-parent families on the one hand and 

the poverty threshold on the other. To complement all these observations, in Table I-3 

we provide descriptive evidence of the evolution of median equivalised household 

income without elderly households and median individual income of working-age 

people. We observed that both trends evolved at a similar pace as only in the 

Netherlands and recently in Germany and the UK household incomes grew annually 

more than one percentage point compared to individual incomes. 
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Table I-3. Real growth of median equivalised household income without elderly households and median individual income of 

working-age people, 2004-2007 and 1993-2000 (in percentage per year) 

 
Note: median individual income of people with earned incomes higher than zero. In EU-SILC, individual incomes are calculated as the sum of 

individual components, plus household components per household member and taxes assigned proportionally to individual components.  

Source: see Table I-2; calculated by the authors from ECHP 1994-2001 and EU-SILC 2005-2008. 
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Wages under pressure  
We now turn to the wage effect. In relation to minimum wages as the floor for 

incomes from work, not many authors have compared them to poverty thresholds, 

certainly not in a long-term perspective. Some of the few authors that have done this 

for the countries with statutory minima are Marx et al. (2013) who showed how in 

France and (slightly) in Belgium between 2001 and 2009 the tendency was negative, 

while in the UK the growth of minimum wages surpassed poverty line9. Our analysis - 

which also incorporates minimum wages in selected collective agreements - indicates 

that in the 2000s before the crisis, in all countries but Austria, Denmark and France 

minimum wages sank in relation to poverty lines (rows 2 and 1 in Table I-2 and dotted 

and solid lines in Figure I-1). Besides Belgium, practically everywhere this occurred 

with more than two percentage points per year. During the 1990s the general 

situation was similar (rows 5 and 6). The dragging of minimum wages was most 

outspoken in the Netherlands where a relatively strong increase of the median-based 

poverty threshold went along with a low wage growth. In the 2000s, in most of the 

countries considered here there is evidence for a wage effect that might explain 

downward trends of minimum income protection. As a consequence of the decline of 

gross minimum wages compared to median household incomes, the policy effort 

required to lift minimum incomes of working single parents up to the poverty line has 

become more demanding.  

Running harder to stand still 
Most welfare states reacted to the drifting away of wages compared to median 

incomes and started to work harder in order to make work pay. Between 2000 and 

2005 in all countries but Austria taxes and social contributions for single individuals on 

minimum wages or low wages (defined as below 67 percent of average wages) 

diminished (Immervoll, 2007). These efforts might have allowed low net wages to 

follow poverty lines in some countries. Marx et al. (2013) documented that indeed in 

Belgium the negative trend of minimum wages against poverty lines was counteracted 

for single parents due to these efforts and increases in other type of benefits.  

 
9 A more common benchmark for minimum wages are median ones. In this regard, previous 
research found that between 2001 and 2005 minimum wages in the Netherlands generally 
followed median wages. In Sweden, minimum wages in the collectives agreements of retail and 
hotel & restaurant grew markedly more than (all) median wages, while minimum wages in the 
agreement of engineering grew somewhat less than them (Vaughan-Whitehead, 2010). In 
other countries without statutory minimum wages such as Austria, Germany, Denmark and 
Finland, one can get a grasp of the low wage sector by looking at the evolution of the ratio 
between median and first decile wages. Between 2004 and 2007 this ratio grew more than 1.3 
per cent in these countries (OECD, 2014). 
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Our analysis in Table I-2 and Figure I-1 shows that in over (just) half of the cases 

considered here net minimum wages (row 3 and dashed line) grew faster than gross 

minimum wages10. Welfare states’ reactions varied however largely across countries. A 

more detailed analysis (available upon request) of the same underlying data shows 

that increasing efforts in terms of family benefits (in relation to gross wages as defined 

in Table I-1) were recorded in Germany and Belgium; of household benefits (e.g. social 

assistance top-ups and housing benefits) also in Germany. In-work benefits became 

more important in Sweden while rising tax reductions were particularly strong in 

Finland. At the same time, household benefits decreased in France and in-work 

benefits in the UK.  

Importantly, although closing the gap between the sluggish growth of the wage floor 

and median household incomes was a fairly general trend in rich European welfare 

states, only in Germany and Belgium the growing gap has effectively been offset by 

increasing welfare state efforts.  

Going down to the lowest level of the income cascade we observe that also in above 

(just) half of the cases minimum income packages for jobless families (row 4 in Table 

I-2 and dotted-dashed line in Figure I-1) developed at a slower pace than net minimum 

wages, pointing to cuts in benefit levels or non-indexation vis-à-vis net wages. 

However, the falling behind of the social floor compared to the wage floor was less 

strong than the sinking of net wages and much less compared to the falling of gross 

wages (the latter two vis-à-vis the poverty threshold). In some cases, the social floor 

grew even faster than the wage floor. Again, we observe large cross-country 

differences. Notwithstanding significant gross-to-net efforts for working single parents 

in Sweden, the thus created room to maneuver (represented in Figure I-1 by the 

growing distance between the dashed and dotted-dashed lines) has not been used to 

close the gap between the social floor and the poverty threshold, on the contrary. 

Work incentives were clearly prioritized to the detriment of welfare generosity 

towards jobless households. In Denmark we observe a similar trend although less 

pronounced and protection levels remained adequate for both in-work and jobless 

families. In Finland, the Netherlands, Belgium and particularly in Germany, the room 

to maneuver created through increased gross-to-net efforts has effectively been used 

- at least partially - to increase social assistance packages, most of the times beyond 

the growth of net minimum wages. Specially in Belgium the latter occurred to the 

detriment of work incentives. 

 
10 These trends are in line with comparisons across a larger number of countries (Marchal & 
Marx, 2015). 
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Discussion and Conclusion: which way forward? 
The main findings of our investigation can be summarized as follows. First, gross 

minimum wages are highly inadequate for single parents, even in countries with 

traditionally rather compressed wage distributions and strong social dialogue. 

Denmark and Sweden are the only two exceptions to this rule. Second, in most 

countries gross-to-net compensations are sufficient to lift household incomes of 

fulltime working single parents above the poverty line. Third, with the notable 

exception of Denmark, the social floor for jobless households is inadequate almost 

everywhere. The observation that in the past few decades this shortfall has grown 

begged the question to what extent this was related to the sliding away of the wage 

floor compared to median household incomes. Our analysis points to a mixed picture. 

We observed that in around half of the cases minimum income packages for jobless 

families developed at a slower pace than net minimum wages pointing either to cuts 

in benefit levels or non-indexation vis-à-vis net wages and/or to increasing gross-to-

net efforts. However, the falling behind of the social floor compared to the wage floor 

was less strong than the sinking of net wages and much less compared to the falling of 

gross wages vis-à-vis the poverty threshold. In some cases, the social floor grew even 

faster than the wage floor. 

Rather than to retrench, many of the rich European welfare states started to work 

harder in order to mitigate the growing gap between the wage floor and the poverty 

threshold. This created the room to maneuver to either increase work incentives 

and/or to support the incomes of single parents at the bottom. These efforts, 

however, were far insufficient to close the gap between the social floor and the 

poverty threshold. 

The widespread deficits of gross minimum wages for single parents with children 

indicate severe structural difficulties to reduce income poverty among them: as a 

result of the inadequacy of minimum wages for single parents with children and 

additional downward pressures in most of the countries under review in this chapter, 

it seems not possible to successfully combine adequate minimum income packages for 

working and non-working single parents with children on the one hand and reasonable 

incentives to work on the other without increasing welfare state efforts. Previous 

mechanical calculations have shown that the redistributive effort required to lift all 

household incomes to the 60% of median household income would range between 

1,6% of total disposable income in Austria and 2,7% in Denmark if the impact on 

unemployment traps is not taken into account (Vandenbroucke, Cantillon, Van 

Mechelen, Goedemé, & Van lancker, 2013). However, the figures showed in this 

chapter suggest that the effort is much more important when 'gross-to-net efforts' to 

maintain work incentives are taken into account. In a recent paper with the suggestive 

title ‘The end of cheap talk about poverty reduction’ we showed that this would 
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require around two times the budget needed to just lift the social floor to the poverty 

threshold (Collado, Cantillon, Van den Bosch, Goedemé, & Vandelannoote, 2016). 

These costs would evidently become increasingly bigger if in the future minimum 

wages would continue to drift away from the middle.  

In general terms this might be the reflection at the macro-level of the advent of a 

‘social trilemma’ as a three-way choice between budgetary restraint, inequality, and 

employment growth. As a consequence of skill-biased technological change and 

increased competition from newly industrializing countries it is generally assumed that 

it has become difficult for modern welfare states to successfully pursue their core 

objectives of full employment and poverty reduction (Cantillon & Vandenbroucke, 

2014). Not unjustly, it has been suggested that social investment strategies may 

provide a way out of this trilemma (Hemerijck, 2012). Arguably, the better welfare 

states are in raising the productive capacities of people the less demanding 

redistributive policies will have to be. But, partly because there are limits to this 

strategy it remains equally important to provide adequate social floors for all.   

In order to combat poverty among single-parent families, welfare states must 

simultaneously fight unemployment traps and raise minimum income packages for 

working and non-working families. Some countries should consider an increase of 

gross minimum wages, others will first and foremost have to rebalance social floors 

and work incentives while yet another group of countries should raise beforehand net 

low wages.  

Our analysis was not complete. The presented results are limited to a rather short 

time span and to a limited number of countries, considering incomes only. Possibly, 

changes in spendable incomes paint a more qualified picture. Cost compensations and 

in kind services can indeed be used as an alternative way out of the trade-off between 

adequate income protection and work incentives (see, e.g., Kleven, 2014: NTRPs in 

Scandinavia are probably less severe when this is considered). Governments can, 

moreover, reinforce non-financial (dis)incentives to work rather than merely focusing 

on financial incentives. In addition, if we considered the income distribution more in 

general we could study other developments such as changes in other wages, policies 

(e.g. unemployment benefits) and employment conditions (e.g. temporary and part-

time work). The degree to which the ‘glass ceiling’ holds in a specific country may 

furthermore highly depend on numbers: when only a few number of people are on 

minimum wages or live in a jobless household it may be easier to cope with financial 

unemployment traps. Similarly, the degree of the ‘social trilemma’ depends on the 

effectiveness of activation measures and the poverty-revenue balance generated by 

the taxes collected and benefits paid (in terms of both numbers and levels) to people 

in and out of work. This indicates where future research is needed. 
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II. The end of cheap talk about poverty reduction: The 

cost of closing the poverty gap while maintaining work 

incentives 
Abstract: Available evidence suggests that social investment and employment 

strategies are important but not sufficient for poverty reduction. Thus, European 

Union countries must not only develop effective employment policies but also ensure 

adequate social protection. This would require increasing social transfers for working 

and nonworking households, while protecting work incentives. In this chapter, we 

show that this is not an inexpensive option. We calculate the hypothetical cost of 

closing the poverty gap while maintaining the existing average labor-market 

participation incentives at the bottom of the income distribution. We do so in three 

types of welfare regimes, namely those of Belgium, Denmark, and the United 

Kingdom. Results show that this would require around two times the budget needed 

just to lift all disposable household incomes to the poverty threshold. The cost would 

obviously be lower in countries with smaller poverty gaps and with weaker 

participation incentives. 
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The end of cheap talk about poverty reduction: The cost of closing the poverty gap 
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Introduction 
Previous research has calculated the cost of closing the gap between the incomes of 

poor families and poverty thresholds (Cantillon, Van Mechelen, Pintelon, & Van den 

Heede, 2014; Vandenbroucke, Cantillon, Van Mechelen, Goedemé, & Van Lancker, 

2013). These studies usually find that the amounts required to close the poverty gap in 

the developed welfare states of Northern and Western Europe are sizable, although 

they seem generally not beyond the capacity of these welfare states to generate. For 

example, they were between 1.9% and 2.7% of total population incomes in 2009 in the 

countries we studied, namely, Belgium, Denmark, and the United Kingdom. However, 

given that in many European countries the incomes of low-earnings households are 

below the at-risk-of-poverty threshold, such a measure in itself would result in 

considerable “unemployment traps.” Any realistic proposal to eliminate poverty 

should ensure that in-work income exceeds out-of-work income, in order to maintain 

sufficient work incentives. Hence, in this chapter we calculate the cost of closing the 

poverty gap for the entire population (including those retired from the labor market) 

while maintaining current average financial participation incentives at the bottom of 

the income distribution. 

Results of our calculations suggest that the amounts needed to close the poverty gap 

in these countries while maintaining financial work incentives are around twice the 

budget needed just to lift all disposable household incomes to the poverty threshold. 

This highlights that the eradication of poverty in Europe would require substantial 

additional income redistribution. These findings point to the need to reconnect the 

discourses about poverty reduction, on the one hand, with those on rising income 

inequality, downward pressures on low wages, and the issue of adequate work 

incentives, on the other hand. 

The chapter is structured as follows. The next section details the policy context. The 

third section discusses the data and methods used. This is followed by the results and 

then the conclusion. 

Policy Context: A Social Trilemma 
We argue that the structural forces underlying the inadequacy of social protection can 

be understood as a “social trilemma” (Cantillon & Vandenbroucke, 2014). As a 

consequence of mounting pressures on segments of the labor market with low 

productivity, resulting from skill-biased technological change and increased global 

competition, it might have become difficult to achieve adequate income protection for 
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those out of work while preserving current financial work incentives, without 

increasing social spending for both those in and out of work.1,2 

In the past decades, the first 15 countries that joined the EU (EU15) seem to have 

struggled with a social trilemma so conceived. On the one hand, there were attempts 

to increase employment by reducing and tightening social protection for jobless 

households (Atkinson, 2010; Bartels & Pestel, 2016). For example, in the 2000s, in just 

about half of the countries considered by Cantillon, Marchal, and Luigjes in Chapter 12 

in this volume, the minimum social floor for jobless households was raised in relation 

to poverty thresholds. On the other hand, “gross-to-net” efforts for households 

through cash transfers and tax credits to low wage earners were increased in most 

countries (Immervoll, 2007; Marchal & Marx, 2015; Marx, Marchal, & Nolan, 2013). 

Consistent with this, there is evidence that, before the crisis, in the richest EU 

countries, decreases in the number of jobless households were generally 

compensated by increases in poverty among the households that remained jobless. In 

some countries, this was also accompanied by increased poverty among working 

households (see Chapter 2 by Gábos et al. in this volume; Corluy & Vandenbroucke, 

2014). This suggests that gross-to-net efforts might have been insufficient (Cantillon, 

Collado, & Van Mechelen, 2015). Furthermore, while the magnitude of these trends 

strongly differed across countries and time, not a single EU15 country achieved 

simultaneously an expansion in employment, a reduction in poverty, and a decrease of 

spending on cash transfers (Cantillon & Vandenbroucke, 2014). This chapter provides 

further evidence to illustrate the complexity of simultaneously achieving all three 

objectives of the social trilemma. Our hypothesis is that significant spending is 

necessary to reduce relative income poverty without substantially reducing current 

work incentives. 

 
1 Our trilemma refers to improving the social floor by increasing social transfers while not 
affecting employment through financial work incentives. Therefore, it does not consider other 
possible ways out of the trilemma, such as measures affecting gross wages (e.g., higher 
minimum wages or working hours reallocations), nonmonetary measures, or others. 
2 This argument has some parallels with the notion of Iversen and Wren (1998) of a “social 

service trilemma.” These authors argued that advanced democracies facing the objectives of 

wage equality, employment, and low public outlays for wages, could only pursue two of them 

as a consequence of their transition into service-dominated economies. Therefore, the 

resemblance between the trilemmas is the idea of tough political trade-offs among policy 

objectives related to equality, employment, and spending, whereas the difference rests on the 

specific policy objectives analyzed and consequently on the mechanisms explaining the trade-

offs. 
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Methods and Data 

Estimating the Cost of Reducing Poverty 

Previous research has already calculated the cost of closing the poverty gap. In this 

chapter, we improve on these studies by estimating the cost of closing the poverty gap 

while maintaining average labor-market participation incentives at the bottom of the 

income distribution. The latter is defined as the three bottom deciles of equivalized 

household income. If governments closed poverty gaps regardless of the labor-market 

status of household members, the difference between household incomes when 

members work and do not work would probably be reduced or even eliminated. 

Because some individuals might withdraw from the labor market when work 

incentives are reduced in this way, the true cost of closing the poverty gap is probably 

higher than was suggested by previous calculations that did not take work incentives 

into account. For this reason, we complement the calculation of the cost of closing the 

poverty gap as follows. When a household member works, we add a top-up beyond 

the poverty threshold necessary to maintain the difference between household 

incomes in this situation and in the situation in which the household member would 

not work. We refer to the total amount spent in excess of the poverty threshold as 

“overspill,” and to the cost of closing the poverty gap allowing for overspill as the 

“poverty fill with overspill.” 

The specific way in which we allow for overspill is the following. The poverty gap 

measures the difference between the poverty line and the incomes of poor 

households. The amount needed to fill the poverty gap can thus be calculated by 

subtracting from the poverty line all of the household incomes, regardless of their 

composition in terms of earned (e) and non-earned (ne) components. We allow for 

overspill by subtracting only part of earned income. Since the overspill is equal to the 

nonsubtracted earned income, the subtracted percentage is referred to as the 

withdrawal rate  (see Equation 1). 

𝑃𝑜𝑣. 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑙 =  𝑀𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝑝𝑜𝑣. 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑛𝑒 − 𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑒 ∗ 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒) (1) 

Ideally, we would set the withdrawal rate as low as possible to ensure work incentives 

are sufficiently high. However, this would entail a high budgetary cost. For this reason, 

we take the existing situation in each country as national benchmark and aim to 

maintain the current level of participation incentives for low-income households. 

Given the very simple design of our exercise, it is not possible to keep participation 

incentives at the same level for each individual or household separately, so we focus 

on the average level of participation incentives for the three bottom (equivalized 

household income) deciles. 
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Earned and non-earned incomes are considered net, meaning that taxes and social 

contributions (including tax credits) levied on each source of income are subtracted 

from the respective gross components. The at-risk-of-poverty threshold is equal to 

60% of median equivalized household income using the modified Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) scale and remains fixed throughout 

the exercise. An important limitation of the study is that we do not specify where the 

resources to close the poverty gap with overspill would come from, except that we 

assume implicitly that it would not directly affect the incomes of households in the 

bottom of the income distribution. Total costs are presented as a proportion of total 

net (non-equivalized) population incomes to give an indication of the effort needed in 

relation to the remaining tax base. Another limitation is that we do not take into 

account any second-order effects (e.g., behavioral reactions, general equilibrium 

effects, etc.) when estimating the cost of closing the poverty gap with overspill. 

Figure II-1 exemplifies what closing the poverty gap, allowing for some overspill, would 

mean in terms of disposable household income, considering one-person households 

only. The x-axis represents current disposable income (“current income”), while the 

income after closing the poverty gap with overspill (“after income”) is represented on 

the y-axis. Households with current income below B (the at-risk-of-poverty threshold) 

and no earnings end up at the level of the poverty line (line A−B), while households 

with the same level of income but only earnings move to the line A−C, as earnings are 

withdrawn from the poverty line at a rate less than 100%. The triangle A−B−C 

represents the amount of overspill: part of the resources that would be allocated 

above the poverty line, including resources for households that were not below the 

threshold to begin with (those in the area between B and C). For all households to the 

right of C (the break-even point), the overspill is zero and after income is always equal 

to current income. 
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Figure II-1. The impact on disposable household incomes of closing the poverty gap 

while allowing for overspill. Scatterplot of disposable household income of single-

person households with positive disposable incomes, before and after filling the 

poverty gap with overspill, Belgium 2011.  

 
Source: EUROMOD simulated data for 2011. 

As shown in the two charts in Figure II-1, the withdrawal rate defines the steepness of 

the line A−C and the amount of overspill. It also determines where in the current 

income distribution the intersection point C is located, above which no household 

would benefit from overspill. At a withdrawal rate of 40%, the triangle A−B−C is larger 

than at a withdrawal rate of 60%, implying greater costs. On the other hand, 

households with earnings below C end up with a higher after income, implying that 

incentives to work would be stronger. In this way, the steepness and the intersection 

point defined by different withdrawal rates represent the trade-off between work 

incentives and financial costs. Our methodology then boils down to (a) finding the 

withdrawal rate that maintains average participation incentives at the bottom of the 

income distribution and (b) calculating the financial cost of closing the poverty gap 

with that amount of overspill. 

Measuring Work Incentives 

Financial work incentives are usually measured in two ways: participation tax rates 

(PTRs) and effective marginal tax rates (EMTRs; Immervoll, Kleven, Kreiner, & Saez, 

2007; OECD, 2005, 2009, 2014a). PTRs are used to measure the financial incentive to 

start working, in comparison to not working at all. This is often called the incentives at 
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the extensive margin. It is also possible to look at the intensive margin on the basis of 

EMTRs, a measure of the financial incentive to work more hours. In this chapter, we 

are primarily concerned with participation incentives, because the population below 

the poverty line includes many jobless households and because changes in 

participation in many cases have a larger impact on household income. Also, 

behavioral responses at the extensive margin tend to be larger than at the intensive 

margin (Bargain, Orsini, & Peichl, 2014). This does not mean that the intensive margin 

is not relevant or that EMTRs would not be affected if the poverty gap were closed as 

explained in Equation 1, to which we come back at the end of the chapter. 

The general formula of PTRs is expressed in Equation 2: 

𝑃𝑇𝑅 = 1 −
(ℎℎ. 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘) − (ℎℎ. 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘)

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘
 

(2) 

 

PTRs can be understood as the inverse of (i.e., one minus) the gain in household 

disposable income when a household member is working, relative to the household 

income when that member is not working, expressed as a proportion of the individual 

gross wages of that member. Alternatively, PTRs can be interpreted as how much 

household gross income is taxed away when a person enters or stays in the labor 

market, be it explicitly through income taxes and social insurance contributions or 

implicitly through the loss of benefits. We use this specific measure to represent the 

financial incentives constraint of the social trilemma. Bartels and Pestel (2016) showed 

that, at least in Germany, PTRs indeed change the likelihood of a person’s taking up 

employment, which supports their usage in this context. 

To calculate the PTR of each person available for work, the disposable household 

income both in and out of work must be calculated. To do so, in each status we verify 

the benefits households and their members are entitled to and calculate the 

corresponding taxes and social contributions. PTRs are calculated only for persons 

available for, or actually doing, paid work (thus excluding pensioners, students, and 

those who are disabled or sick), living in households composed of either couples or 

singles, with or without dependent children. The reason for selecting this subsample3 

is that PTRs assume that decisions to work are based on pooled household incomes, 

an assumption that is difficult to make for other household types (e.g., how do 

households with two working parents and a working child pool their incomes?). 

Although we examine PTRs within this subsample, and therefore other groups are not 

 
3 People living in households belonging to our subsample are the lowest in the United Kingdom, 
where they represent 62% of the total population, and the highest in Denmark, where they 
represent 68%. As a percentage of the people living in households with at least one person 
available for work, they represent from 77% in the United Kingdom to 93% in Denmark. 
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considered when finding the withdrawal rate that maintains incentives, the cost of 

closing the poverty gap with overspill using that withdrawal rate is calculated and is 

presented for the full population. Note also that PTRs take into account household 

incomes but they represent an individual measure of incentives. Therefore, we 

calculate PTRs separately for each partner in a couple, one time modifying the labor 

income of one partner, keeping constant the labor income of the other partner, and 

then vice versa. 

Some additional assumptions and calculations must be made for each labor-market 

status. 

1. Calculating in-work incomes of persons currently out of work: It is necessary to 

make a prediction about the hourly wage that these persons would receive if they 

were working. This is done by a so-called Heckman selection model in which we use 

information about people currently in work to estimate an hourly wage for persons 

currently not working. A Heckman selection model is used to control for sample 

selection bias given that those currently in work might have unobserved 

characteristics different from those currently out of work. We assume that persons 

currently out of work would work full-time (38 hours) and for the whole year. 

2. Calculating out-of-work incomes of persons currently out of work: For those 

recorded in the dataset as recipients of an unemployment benefit, we simulate the 

amount of this benefit. We use simulated rather than observed amounts to make sure 

they are comparable to the necessarily simulated benefits for those currently in work 

(step 4). As unemployment benefits are earnings-related in Belgium and Denmark (but 

not in the United Kingdom) and in order to be consistent with the previous step, for 

the simulation we utilize the predicted hourly wage recalculated to a full-time full-year 

basis. We assume that this wage equals the wage received in the previous year, so we 

adjust it (downward). For persons who are recorded in the dataset as not receiving an 

unemployment benefit, we verify whether their households are entitled to social 

assistance. 

3. Calculating in-work incomes of persons currently in work: To make PTRs 

comparable between those not working and those working part-time (or more than 

full-time) or only a part of the year, observed wages of people in work are also 

recalculated to a full-time full-year basis. 

4. Calculating out-of-work incomes of persons currently in work: We verify 

whether these persons would be eligible to receive an unemployment benefit, using 

different assumptions regarding work history.4 The amount of this benefit is calculated 

 
4 In Belgium, we assume that the months worked in the current year are representative for the 
qualifying period; in Denmark, we use an indicator variable included in EUROMOD that reflects 
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on the basis of their observed wage. To be consistent with previous steps, this wage is 

recalculated to a full-time full-year basis, adjusted to the previous year, and, if a 

person is not eligible for unemployment benefit, we verify whether the household is 

entitled to social assistance. 

Given these assumptions, we probably underestimate the size of the PTRs. Extra 

details on PTRs calculations and results of the Heckman selection model are available 

in the online Addendum.5 

Data and the Microsimulation Model 
In order to calculate the cost of closing the poverty gap (with some overspill), we make 

use of the EU Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) data (wave 2012 

version 3). Income data refer to the year before the survey year (except for the United 

Kingdom, where it refers to the survey year), whereas information on the household 

composition refers to the survey year. 

For calculating PTRs, information is required on incomes both in and out of work, 

while we can observe only one. For this reason, we simulate in- and out-of-work 

incomes (see previous discussion) by making use of the microsimulation model 

EUROMOD.6 With EUROMOD, it is possible to calculate net incomes, given people’s 

gross wage and household characteristics. Because simulated data have the drawback 

of assuming full compliance with taxes and take-up of benefits, we only use it to 

calculate PTRs (and not to calculate budgetary costs). 

We consider the fiscal and social policies of 2011. In the case of the United Kingdom, 

EUROMOD estimations rely on the Family Resources Survey (FRS) data of 2012/2013, 

rather than EU-SILC 2012 data. Because FRS monetary values correspond to 2012, they 

are (downward) adjusted in EUROMOD. As aforementioned, when we estimate work 

incentives using simulated data, we assume full take-up of benefits. This means that 

we estimate the hypothetical budget constraint as imposed by the tax−benefit system, 

regardless of whether people make full use of it. Negative self-employment incomes 

 
the probability of being insured; and in the United Kingdom, we use work history as a proxy for 
the number of months paying National Insurance contributions. 
5 It is presumable that an important portion of the unemployed would not work full-time full-
year (FTFY). PTRs for individuals not working FTFY tend to be somewhat higher than for 
individuals working FTFY (OECD, 2009). Therefore, assuming that potential and current not 
FTFY workers work FTFY probably replaces their PTRs for lower ones. More details on the PTRs 
and results of the Heckman selection model are available in the online Addendum: 
http://www.centrumvoorsociaalbeleid.be/index.php?q=node/6216. 
6 EUROMOD is a tax−benefit microsimulation model that operates on microdata and follows 
the country-specific tax−benefit rules (Figari, Paulus, & Sutherland, 2015; Sutherland & Figari, 
2013). 
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are bottom coded to zero in EUROMOD. In the nonsimulated data that we use to 

calculate budgetary costs, we also bottom code to zero negative self-employment 

incomes and, in contrast to Eurostat practice, we do not include the imputed value of 

company cars as part of disposable income in order to be consistent with the 

EUROMOD simulated datasets. 

Equation 1 describes how we calculate the cost of closing the poverty gap with 

overspill, distinguishing between earned and non-earned income components (see 

Table II-2 and Table II-3 in the Appendix). Allocating taxes and social contributions to 

either earned or non-earned income is not always possible unambiguously. In those 

cases, we allocate them proportionally to gross earned and non-earned incomes.7 In 

addition, in the EU-SILC data, some earned and non-earned components are included 

in the same variable. For instance, in the United Kingdom, tax credits are included in 

the same variable as social assistance. This implies that, in the EUROMOD data, the 

U.K. tax credits are correctly treated as earned income when calculating financial 

incentives, whereas in the EU-SILC data they are considered non-earned income when 

calculating financial costs. Consequently, for cases in which earned income 

components are included in a variable referring to non-earned income, we are 

underestimating the financial cost, because in that case they are fully withdrawn. 

Results 
We begin by showing in Figure II-2 the impact on participation incentives of using 

different withdrawal rates when closing the poverty gap with overspill. It is important 

to remember that earned income components are withdrawn at a rate of less than 

100% when filling the poverty gap, whereas non-earned components—for example, 

unemployment benefits and social assistance—are fully withdrawn. Thus, as the 

withdrawal rate is increased, the difference between in- and out-of-work incomes 

after closing the poverty gap with overspill would become smaller—which increases 

PTRs (cf. Equation 2).8 Withdrawal rates of 58%, 50%, and 52% maintain current 

average PTRs for the first three income deciles in Belgium, Denmark, and the United 

Kingdom, respectively. 

 
7 The caveat of this approximation is that it does not include different treatments for both 
types of incomes, which might provoke some misallocations in the hypothetical transfer. These 
can be caused by, for example, different tax schedules for each source of income or the fact 
that some benefits are fully or partially exempted from taxation. 
8 For some non-earners in single-earner couples, PTRs can be decreasing in the withdrawal rate 
(see, for example in Figure II-2, the top half of the income distribution in the United Kingdom at 
withdrawal rates of 52% and 100%). This is because, from certain withdrawal rates and above, 
some single-earner couples would be below the break-even point only when the non-earner 
partner remains out of work. In those cases, a higher withdrawal rate would lower the overspill 
and hence the value of the out-of-work option, while the value of the in-work option would 
stay unaffected, therefore resulting in higher PTRs. 
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Figure II-2. Participation incentives when closing the poverty gap applying different 

withdrawal rates (w), 2011.  

Source: EUROMOD simulated data for 2011. 

At the same time, since higher withdrawal rates imply less overspill (cf. Figure II-1), 

those higher rates represent a lower budgetary cost. Figure II-3 shows that closing the 

poverty gap while not withdrawing at all earned income would cost more than 30% of 

total population incomes, while closing the poverty gap without taking into account 

work incentives (i.e., a withdrawal rate of 100%) would amount to less than 5% of 

total population incomes. 
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Figure II-3. Trade-off between participation incentives and costs when closing the poverty gap 

with overspill applying different withdrawal rates, 2011.  

Note: Costs are estimated as a proportion of current total (non-equivalized) population 

incomes.  

Source: EU-SILC 2012 data and EUROMOD simulated data for 2011. 

Now we present the cost and the impact on incentives of lifting all incomes just up to 

the poverty line, compared to including the extra expenditure (overspill) needed to 

maintain participation incentives at the bottom of the income distribution. Table II-1 

shows estimates of the poverty headcount rate, the cost of closing the poverty gap,9 

and the average PTRs in the first three equivalized household income deciles. The first 

column presents the current situation—that is, without closing the poverty gap. The 

second column shows the cost (in relation to total net population incomes) of closing 

the gap only up to the poverty line. This is equivalent to applying a withdrawal rate of 

100%, thus reducing or eliminating work incentives for persons in households that 

were below the poverty line. The third column includes the overspill needed to 

maintain the average PTRs in the first three income deciles at their present level. 

  

 
9 Because in the United Kingdom income data refer to the survey year, as sensitivity analysis we 
calculated the budgetary costs using EU-SILC 2011, and the results were practically the same. 
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Table II-1. Cost of Closing the Poverty Gap and PTR (in %) 

 
Note: Bottom means are average in the first three equivalized household income deciles. Costs 

are estimated as a proportion of current total (non-equivalized) incomes. In square brackets, 

90% confidence intervals (CI). CI of poverty estimates take into account the sample design of 

EU-SILC (Goedemé, 2013; Zardo Trindade & Goedemé, 2016), while for PTRs in the UK we 

assume random sampling due to lack of sample design variables in the simulated data based on 

FRS. 

Source: EU-SILC 2012 data and EUROMOD simulated data for 2011. 

If we compare the current situation in the first column of Table II-1 with the cost of 

lifting incomes up to the poverty threshold in the second column, we see that 

Denmark presents the lowest poverty headcount but the highest budgetary cost,10 

 
10 Although the cost difference with the United Kingdom is only statistically significant at an 
85% confidence level. 
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which implies that poverty is less frequent but deeper in Denmark. However, if 

households composed solely of students are removed, the estimate of the cost of 

closing the poverty gap in Denmark would be just 1 percentage point higher than in 

the United Kingdom. Belgium presents a higher poverty headcount but the lowest 

estimate for the cost of closing the poverty gap, while poverty estimates are slightly 

worse in the United Kingdom, although these differences are not statistically 

significant. 

When we analyze participation incentives, we see that Belgium combines the lowest 

cost estimate for closing the poverty gap (without overspill) with the highest current 

PTRs. The United Kingdom presents a slightly higher cost estimate combined with the 

lowest PTRs, while Denmark has the highest cost estimate but in-between PTRs. It is 

interesting to mention that, when calculating the in-work components of the formula 

for PTRs, in the United Kingdom, the high average ratio of net in-work incomes to 

gross wages is achieved with the lowest effective taxation (i.e., balance between taxes 

and benefits) on low gross incomes. Effective taxation on low incomes in the United 

Kingdom actually does not affect the ratio between in-work incomes and gross wages, 

compared to decreases of 16% and 27% in Belgium and Denmark, respectively. 

The cost of closing the poverty gap displayed in column 2 of Table II-1 does not take 

work incentives into account. As already mentioned and as indicated in the same 

column, in this case, PTRs would worsen. Since some households might work less or 

not at all after these changes, the estimates at a withdrawal rate of 100% are very 

likely an underestimation of the true cost of closing the poverty gap. As a 

consequence, if we want to close the poverty gaps while maintaining existing average 

participation incentives at the bottom of the income distribution, we need to allow an 

important overspill above the poverty line to working households. Due to different 

poverty gaps and participation incentives created by tax−benefit systems, these 

overspill costs vary considerably between countries. In the third column, the cost 

includes the overspill needed to maintain the average PTRs in the first three income 

deciles at their present level. This is achieved with the withdrawal rates (presented in 

Figure II-2) of 58% in Belgium, 50% in Denmark, and 52% in the UK. In Belgium, closing 

the poverty gap while keeping average PTRs unchanged at the bottom of the income 

distribution would come at a lower budgetary cost (4.2% of total net population 

incomes) compared to Denmark (7.1%) and the United Kingdom (5.7%).11 The source 

 
11 As a percentage of GDP, amounts are around half: 1.8 in Belgium, 3.3 in Denmark, and 2.9 in 

the United Kingdom. As a reference, social expenditure on cash benefits as a percentage of 

GDP in the branches of family (allowances and other), unemployment (compensation and 

severance pay), and other social policy areas (income maintenance and other) was 5.2% in 

Belgium and 2.9% in Denmark and the United Kingdom (OECD, 2014b). 
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of funding is left unspecified, so any effects of increased taxes or contributions needed 

to finance the closing of the poverty gap and the overspill are not taken into account. 

The budgetary cost would be the lowest in Belgium because currently this country 

presents the lowest cost of lifting incomes up to the poverty line and a comparatively 

low difference between the in- and out-of-work incomes involved in the calculations 

of PTRs. As we close the poverty gap, the overspill needed to maintain low PTRs for 

working families is consequently relatively limited—and can be achieved with a 

relatively high withdrawal rate. The opposite is the case for the United Kingdom, 

where the difference between in- and out-of-work incomes is the largest. Denmark 

presents the highest cost due to the relatively large cost of lifting incomes up to the 

poverty line and also because, despite not having the strongest work incentives, it 

would allocate the largest amount to overspill. As earnings are not fully withdrawn, 

having a higher density of earnings below the break-even point implies that filling the 

poverty gap is more costly. 

The effort required to close the poverty gap maintaining existing participation 

incentives thus depends importantly on the current incentives and the earnings 

distribution in each country, which vary substantially. It is interesting to see in Figure 

II-3 that, at each level of PTRs, the withdrawal rate needed implies a cost that is always 

the highest in Denmark and the lowest in the United Kingdom. For example, achieving 

in all countries average PTRs of 50% at the bottom of the income distribution (without 

taking behavioral reactions into account) requires withdrawal rates that imply costs of 

roughly 15%, 20%, and 10% of total population incomes in Belgium, Denmark, and the 

United Kingdom, respectively. 

Similarly, in Figure II-4 we look at the costs of closing the poverty gap in each country 

to achieve its own and other countries’ PTRs. For instance, the required withdrawal 

rate for the United Kingdom to close the poverty gap without changing its average PTR 

of 59% in the bottom deciles is 52%. For Belgium and Denmark, reaching the PTR of 

the United Kingdom would only be achieved at a withdrawal rate of 37%, and 

therefore would be associated with substantially higher costs. The reason is that, to 

reach this PTR, substantially more resources should flow to working (poor and 

nonpoor) households in Belgium and Denmark than flow with current systems. In 

other words, the United Kingdom is already making a gross-to-net (wage) effort that 

the other countries would need to make if they wanted to achieve stronger 

participation incentives. Defining the appropriate level of incentives for each country 

is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is clear that sizable incentives, as 

measured by the PTRs, are not a precondition for high employment rates: Denmark 

has high PTRs and the United Kingdom has low ones, but both have high employment 
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levels. This suggests that, in some countries, the magnitude of work incentives could 

be reconsidered. 

Figure II-4. The cost of closing the poverty gap to achieve other countries’ average 

participation tax rates (PTR) at the bottom of the income distribution.  

 
Source: EU-SILC 2012. 

Note: Costs are estimated as a proportion of current total (non-equivalized) population 

incomes. Country labels on top of x-axis indicate current PTRs in the respective country. BE = 

Belgium, DE = Denmark, UK = United Kingdom. 

We should mention that, keeping work incentives at the extensive margin at the same 

level does not imply that those at the intensive margin will also remain constant. To 

measure incentives in the intensive margin, EMTRs follow the same logic as PTRs but, 

instead of a change in incomes from not working to working, we use a marginal 

change in hours equal to 5%—that is, they represent how much of a person’s gross 

income is taxed away when she works more hours.12 If governments were to close the 

poverty gap allowing for overspill, because they would withdraw part of earned 

income, this would lower the current marginal gain of working more hours, increasing 

EMTRs. That being said, the effect of closing the poverty gap is different across 

countries due to important differences in current EMTRs. Average EMTRs in the lowest 

three income deciles are 45% in Belgium, 40% in Denmark, and 63% in the United 

Kingdom. Closing the poverty gap while allowing overspill to maintain average PTRs in 

 
12 Relevant assumptions of PTRs for people in work apply to EMTRs. The formula of EMTRs is 

1 −
𝑦+5%−𝑦

𝑔+5%−𝑔
. 
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the lowest three deciles of the income distribution would increase EMTRs to 68% in 

Belgium, to 67% in Denmark, and to 70% in the United Kingdom. The divergent results 

of our estimates at both the intensive and the extensive margin reflect the very 

different nature of current tax−benefit systems. The current U.K. tax and benefit 

system somewhat resembles the way we simulate filling the poverty gap with 

overspill: the United Kingdom already imposes low PTRs and high EMTRs at the 

bottom of the income distribution. If Belgium and Denmark want to increase work 

incentives at the extensive margin in the same way, this would come at the cost of 

worsening incentives to work more hours (higher EMTRs). Although there is a growing 

agreement that labor-force participation is more responsive to taxes and transfers 

than hours worked,13 especially at the bottom of the income distribution (Bargain et 

al., 2014; Eissa, Kleven, & Kreiner, 2008; Immervoll et al., 2007), this points to an 

additional trade-off. 

Conclusion 
Poverty reduction requires substantial additional welfare-state efforts. In this chapter, 

we calculated the cost of closing the poverty gap while adding an earnings-based top-

up beyond the poverty threshold to maintain current average participation incentives 

at the bottom of the income distribution. We found that this cost would be around 

two times the cost of just lifting all incomes to the level of the poverty threshold. The 

cost would be the lowest in Belgium because Belgium combines a relatively small 

poverty gap with low work incentives. The cost is higher in the United Kingdom 

because of the very large differences between in- and out-of-work incomes in that 

country. Surprisingly, Denmark presents the highest cost, due to a relatively big 

poverty gap and a higher density of in-work incomes in the vicinity of the poverty 

threshold (incomes that would need to be lifted to keep work incentives). If, instead of 

just maintaining participation incentives, we want to increase them, the cost would be 

considerably higher in countries where these incentives are lower, such as Belgium 

and Denmark. One should keep in mind as well that a top-up decreasing in earnings 

inevitably diminishes the marginal gain of working more hours at the intensive margin. 

In general, our analysis not only points at the high cost of poverty reduction but also 

signals difficult trade-offs between the cost of social spending, guaranteeing decent 

incomes for the poor, and work incentives for both those out of work and those in 

work. However, results vary enormously between countries, reflecting differences in 

tax−benefit systems and in the wage distribution. 

 
13 Labor supply elasticities in Bargain et al. (2014) are calculated as the responses in hours to a 
1% increase in wages. As a reference, in 1998 in the countries we studied, gross wage 
elasticities in the first quintile at the extensive margin were on average 0.36 and 0.15 for single 
and married people, respectively, while they were just 0.02 at the intensive margin for both 
groups. 
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On a broader level, our results illustrate the complexity of countries’ attempts to 

simultaneously achieve the objectives of what can be considered a social trilemma—

poverty reduction, employment growth, and budgetary restraint. Although our 

analysis is static, our results can be seen as a first minimum estimate of the cost of, 

and the trade-offs involved in, a strategy balancing social protection and financial work 

incentives. Ultimately, the magnitude of the efforts required both in terms of the 

budgets involved and the design of smart policies, point to the fact that anti-poverty 

strategies inevitably have to address the drivers of rising income inequality and 

downward pressures on the bottom end of the labor market. 
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Appendix—Income Components 
Table II-2. Income Components of Net and Gross Non-earned and Earned Incomes in EUROMOD Datasets 
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Table II-3. Income Components of Net and Gross Non-earned Income and Net Earned Income in EU-

SILC Datasets 

 
Note: The name of the variables in EU-SILC is in parentheses. 
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III. Financial work incentives and the long-term unemployed: the 

case of Belgium 
Abstract: There is an abundant body of research studying the effect of financial work incentives on 

employment. Most studies exploit variation within groups over time or across employed and 

unemployed people, while little research has studied individual changes over time and focused on 

the long-term unemployed (LTU). In Belgium the long-term unemployment rate is high and the 

household incomes of many LTU are below the at-risk-of-poverty threshold. Policy proposals aiming 

to improve this situation might benefit from knowing whether changes in work incentives affect the 

likelihood of taking up work. Thus, we study whether changes in work incentives, measured by the 

participation tax rate (PTR), affected the likelihood of going from long-term unemployment to more 

than half a year of employment. We examine the seven two-year episodes that took place between 

2005 and 2012 in Belgium. During these years there were policy changes that affected work 

incentives and thus contribute to the identification of behavioural effects. We also study whether 

changes in effective marginal tax rates (EMTRs) affected the hours worked by people already in the 

labour market working part-time. Increasing out-of-work incomes while maintaining how much work 

pays would require increasing in-work compensations. As this would probably raise EMTRs, studying 

the intensive margin is also warranted. We calculate work incentives using the tax-benefit 

microsimulation model EUROMOD, adapting it to utilise longitudinal data. Results from regression 

analysis show that a 10 percentage point increase in the PTR (i.e. if work paid less) had a negative 

average marginal effect of around 4 percentage points on the probability of taking up work. This 

effect is sizable considering that the baseline probability of transitioning to more than half a year of 

employment was 9 per cent. Changes in EMTRs did not have a statistically significant effect on hours 

worked by part-timers. This might leave some room to compensate increases in out-of-work 

transfers with changes in in-work transfers.  

Collado, D. (2018). Financial work incentives and the long-term unemployed: the case of Belgium. 

EUROMOD Working Paper Series. Retrieved from 

https://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/research/publications/working-papers/euromod/em1-18.pdf. [the 

version in this thesis contains some revisions compared to the original working paper] 
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Introduction 
Whereas high out-of-work incomes can help people to avoid social exclusion, they can also affect 

their decisions to join the labour market. In this way, social inclusion and employment, two of the 

core objectives of governments, can be in conflict with each other (Adam, Brewer, & Shephard, 2006; 

Blundell, 2002). If governments wanted to increase the often inadequate out-of-work transfers for 

the long-term unemployed (LTU) – defined as at least 12 months unemployed – it becomes relevant 

to know whether changes in financial work incentives affect their likelihood of taking up work. In this 

paper we study whether changes in work incentives have affected the likelihood of going from long-

term unemployment to more than half a year of employment. We do so in Belgium during the seven 

two-year episodes that took place between 2005 and 2012. 

Binary changes between unemployment and employment are often referred to as the extensive 

margin of the labour market, whereas the intensity of work supplied by those in work is referred to 

as the intensive margin. In the presence of substitution effects1 at the extensive margin, increasing 

out-of-work incomes of LTU would require augmenting in-work transfers if governments do not want 

to reduce the likelihood of taking up work. To offset these surges in expenditure, the targeting of 

current social contribution (SC) rebates based on full-time equivalent earnings2 could be increased, 

or progressive tax credits based on actual earnings – as they exist in other developed countries – 

could be raised. Making up for increasing out-of-work incomes in either of these ways would raise 

current effective marginal tax rates for some people already in the labour market (Collado, Cantillon, 

Van den Bosch, Goedemé, & Vandelannoote, 2017). For this reason, we also study whether changes 

in financial incentives have affected the number of hours worked by people working part-time. We 

focus on part-timers because relevant policy changes tended to increase the financial reward to work 

more hours.  

While most research studying labour supply decisions in the extensive margin exploits variation 

within groups over time or across employed and unemployed people, very little research has studied 

individual changes over time and focused on the long-term unemployed. To the best of our 

knowledge, the only study that has done so and presented effects as a function of changes in 

financial work incentives is the research of Bartels and Pestel (2016a) on Germany. Our paper builds 

on this research, focusing now on another country, studying simultaneously the intensive margin, 

and including income effects. 

Compared to other North-western EU welfare states, Belgium presents one of the highest long-term 

unemployment rates. For many households with LTU members, incomes are below the at-risk-of-

poverty threshold and if those members came back to the labour market, work would pay relatively 

little compared to staying unemployed. During the last two decades in Belgium and most North-

western EU countries, ‘make work pay’ policies generally increased the take-home pay of low wage 

workers (see e.g. Immervoll, 2007; Marx, Marchal, & Nolan, 2013). In relation to out-of-work 

incomes, benefits for unemployed Belgians remained rather stable or even increased for some 

categories. These events have affected financial work incentives (Decoster, Perelman, 

Vandelannoote, Vanheukelom, & Verbist, 2015b; Kalíšková, 2015) and potentially also employment 

decisions.  

 
1 In this context, substitution effects refer to changing the probability of substituting work for leisure (or not 
work) when how much work pays changes (or the relative prices of these two goods). In contrast, income 
effects refer to absolute (price) changes.  
2 This means that they do not distort financial incentives to work more hours but do distort incentives to work 
more than full-time (as the rebate does not increase beyond that) and incentives to increase hourly wages. 
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We operationalise (substitution) work incentives utilising Participation Tax Rates (PTRs) and Effective 

Marginal Tax Rates (EMTR). PTRs measure the proportion of household earnings taken in (effective) 

tax and withdrawn benefits if a household member moved from unemployment to employment. This 

means that an increase in the PTR reflects a reduction in how much work pays. EMTR measure the 

same but when a household member increases her hours of work.  

In the next section we review previous related work. In section 3 we describe the data, methods and 

variation used. In section 4 we present descriptive information and results from regression analysis. 

Section 5 concludes.   

Previous related research 
Most research studying labour supply responses in the extensive margin exploits cross-sectional 

variation in budget constraints between employed and unemployed people. Among these studies we 

can distinguish structural and non-fully structural approaches. Within the structural literature, the 

current dominant methodology is the Random Utility Maximisation (RUM) Approach (Aaberge & 

Colombino, 2014). The RUM approach is based on a flexible but structural representation of utility 

maximisation, e.g. choosing a combination of work and leisure subject to a budget constraint. This 

type of research thus corresponds to ex-ante evaluations of what could happen if constraints were 

changed. Non-fully structural approaches present simpler or reduced-form models and combine 

quasi-experimental approaches by exploiting exogenous policy variation over time for identification, 

thus improving the tractability of the models (Meyer & Rosenbaum, 2001).  

Regarding the RUM approach, the substitution elasticities obtained are commonly presented not as a 

function of changes in PTRs or EMTRs but of changes in net wage rates. There is of course a 

relationship between the two types of indicator: changes in net wage rates affect in-work budget 

constraints which modify the amount of earnings lost when changing employment status or hours 

worked. Numerous ex-post studies focusing on the intensive margin have already studied elasticities 

as functions of changes in marginal tax rates, whereas only Kalíšková (2015: cross-sectionally), Bartels 

and Pestel (2016a) and Selin (2014) (both longitudinally) have focused on the extensive margin and 

presented effects as functions of changes in PTRs. We adhere to the latter way of presenting results 

as these effects have a more direct policy interpretation3. Coming back to the results from the RUM 

approach, Bargain, Orsini, and Peichl (2014, using 2001 data for Belgium) present an extensive cross-

country study including 17 EU countries and the US. These authors found three consistent findings 

across countries: the extensive margin dominates the intensive one; for singles, effects are generally 

stronger for low-income people; and income effects are extremely small.  

In particular for Belgium, Bargain et al. (2014) also found that women and married people were more 

responsive, men were practically non-responsive in the intensive margin, and effects were stronger 

also for low-income married men. The RUM approach has also been used in Belgium to estimate the 

effect of recent policy changes. For example, Orsini (2007) evaluated a tax reduction in 2001 and the 

implementation in 2004 of a Federal social contribution (SC) rebate - the so called Work Bonus -, 

Dagsvik, Jia, Orsini, and Van Camp (2011) evaluated the increase in 2006 of that same SC rebate, and 

Decoster and Vanleenhove (2012) evaluated the implementation in 2007 of a Flemish in-work tax 

credit known as the Jobkorting. All these studies found positive effects on labour supply. On the one 

hand, by changing budget constraints following a reform, the RUM approach has the advantage of 

attributing the calculated labour supply responses to those reforms, which, as will be shown, is 

challenging in ex-post studies. On the other hand, the flexible but structural nature of RUM models 

 
3 As will be explained below, percentage point changes in PTRs can be seen as equivalent changes in 
replacement rates or in (effective) tax rates. 
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might influence the results and, as Orsini (2007) mentioned, with panel data one could control for 

fixed effects in preferences. Moreover, whereas the cited evaluations calculated the effects of 

specific reforms, we will exploit the exogenous variation that these types of reforms produce in work 

incentives to study average responses to these and other reforms combined.  

In relation to cross-sectional studies using ‘non-fully structural’ models to study employment 

decisions in the extensive margin, our research resembles the work of Meyer and Rosenbaum (2001) 

and Eissa and Hoynes (2004) which exploited several reforms in the US (mainly related to the 

expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit). Instead of presenting effects as a function of a synthetic 

indicator as the PTR, the first study broke down the effects by in- and out-of-work programs, while 

the second presented them as function of net wage rates. Kalíšková (2015) exploited similar cross-

sectional variation during the period 2005-10 in 26 EU countries which allowed her to control for 

unobserved country-level factors. Moreover, the author expressed effects as a function of changes in 

PTRs, finding that a 10 percentage point increase in the PTR decreases the female employment 

probability by 2 percentage points.  

While studies using the RUM approach rely on their flexible but structural representation of utility 

maximisation for identification, Kalíšková (2015) utilised a group-level simulated instrumental 

variable4. Still, these approaches can suffer the problem of unobserved individual characteristics that 

influence work preferences and other variables in the models. This warrants the usage of ex-post 

evaluations based on actual employment changes and individual longitudinal data so as to control for 

individual time-invariant unobserved characteristics. To the best of our knowledge, the only study 

focusing on long-term unemployed, exploiting individual variation over time and presenting 

substitution effects as a function of changes in PTRs is the recent work of Bartels and Pestel (2016a)5. 

Focusing on Germany between the years 1993 and 2010 – a period that, for example, included the 

Hartz reforms – the authors found that a 10 percentage point decrease in the PTR increased the 

employment probability between 0.8 and 1.3 percentage points. The work of Selin (2014) on married 

women in Sweden also studied the effect of PTRs on employment and used individual longitudinal 

data. By studying two points in time before and after the change from joint to individual taxation in 

1971, the author was also able to instrument PTRs. The author studied income effects as well, 

although he declared that it is difficult to estimate more than one behavioural parameter with one 

reform (Blundell, Duncan, & Meghir, 1998) and that large reductions in PTRs occurred simultaneously 

with changes in non-labour income. Evaluated at the (geometric) mean PTR in 1969, the author’s 

findings imply that a 10 percentage point decrease in the PTR of married women increased their 

employment probability between 8 and 15 percentage points6. 

 
4 The research of Jäntti, Pirttilä, and Selin (2015) is similar except that – among others – the former used semi-
parametric methods instead of a micro-simulation model to calculate counterfactual budget constraints in the 
non-observed (un)employment state. 
5 Dockery, Ong, and Wood (2008) studied similar employment transitions; however, they analysed the impact 
of the level of PTRs and not of their changes. 
6 Besides the fact that the author evaluated the effects after four years, Bastani, Moberg, and Selin (2017) 
explain that the pre-reform share of employed married women was only 67 per cent and that therefore the 
strong effect is consistent with their finding regarding the relationship between the participation elasticity and 
employment level. In addition, elasticities estimated from large policy changes might be larger than elasticities 
estimated from small changes (Chetty, 2009) which may be relevant here as PTRs of some women married to 
very high-income husbands dropped up to 40 percentage points. The research of Bastani et al. (2017) is closely 
related to Selin (2014) except that – among others – the former exploited household type variation (instead of 
individual) and did not control for income effects. 
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The research of De Lathouwer and Bogaerts (2004) studying more local effects of the suspension of 

unemployment benefits (UB) in Belgium in 1998 is also connected to our work. This research is 

related to the quasi-experimental literature exploiting group variation over time caused by policy 

change and using difference-in-difference estimators. This literature contrasts the responses in the 

extensive margin of groups that are supposedly comparable except by the fact that one is not eligible 

for a policy change e.g. due to income level or having children (e.g. Eissa, 1995; Eissa & Hoynes, 2004; 

Eissa & Liebman, 1996; Meyer & Rosenbaum, 2001)7. The suspension meant that the unlimited UB of 

a cohabitee could be interrupted if she/he was out of work for more than 1.5 times the average 

unemployment period according to age, sex and region. As a control group the authors used a 

somewhat comparable set of non-suspended women. The authors found that the suspension 

increased the likelihood of re-entry by 9 percentage points 15 months after. In terms of percentage 

point changes in a PTR, a suspension of benefits represents a drop equivalent to the gross 

replacement rate of those benefits8. 

In relation to responses to changes in marginal tax rates in the intensive margin, the literature 

exploiting actual changes over time is much richer (e.g. Gruber & Saez, 2002; Kleven & Schultz, 2014; 

and for a review, Saez, Slemrod, & Giertz, 2012). Responses in the intensive margin can include 

changes in hours of work and also changes in hourly wages, tax compliance, etc. We are interested in 

responses to possible changes in in-work transfer that affect mainly the bottom and part of the 

middle of the income distribution. Accordingly, the specific response that we study is hours of work, 

as we believe that in the short term it is the most common reaction in this part of the distribution. 

Focusing on changes in hours of work, Moffitt and Wilhelm (1998) examined the 1986 tax reform in 

the US which reduced marginal tax rates for the highest incomes by 22 percentage points. The 

authors concluded that hours of work were inelastic for males. Klevmarken (2000) studied the period 

1986-1993 in Sweden which included important changes in the progressivity of the tax benefit 

system that, for example, amounted to a reduction in marginal tax rates of 30 percentage points for 

the highest incomes. This author established that the hours worked by men were inelastic as well, 

but he also found that for women a 10 percentage point decrease in the marginal tax rate increased 

yearly hours of work by 168 (roughly equivalent to 3.2 weekly hours). Lastly, Thoresen and Vattø 

(2015) studied the reactions after three years of a reform in 2006 in Norway that, for example, cut 

marginal tax rates of the top tercile by around 4 percentage points. Evaluated at the pre-reform 

means, their findings imply that a 10 percentage point decrease in the marginal tax rate increased 

weekly hours of work by just 0.2 hours on average for both genders (with women being more 

sensitive).9 

Data and method 

Data 

We utilise the European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) data which 

consists of a four-year rotational panel. This means that each year a quarter of the sample is 

 
7 The research of Bargain and Doorley (2016) uses the same principle but in a cross-sectional regression 
discontinuity design. They exploit the discontinuity provoked by an age eligibility rule for social assistance in 
France. 
8 For instance, if in relation to gross earnings a benefit has a 40 per cent replacement rate – around the Belgian 
average at that time – the suspension implies a decrease in 40 percentage points in the PTR. Thus, this result is 
comparable to others presented previously. Extrapolating linearly, a 10 percentage point decrease in the PTR 
increased the probability of re-entry in 2.3 percentage points. 
9 This literature review focused on non-experimental studies of labour supply. Examples of experimental 
studies are the evaluation of negative income tax experiments in Robins (1985) and of full-time work subsidies 
in Card and Hyslop (2005), both finding positive effects on labour supply. 
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replaced. It can thus be used as a longitudinal survey for a maximum of four years. As the long-term 

unemployed (LTU) represent a small portion of the population, any individual panel that is followed 

for four years includes a reduced number of respondents. Therefore, we follow individuals for only 

three years, which results in approximately 50 per cent of the cross-sectional sample. Although we 

utilise people present in three years, we only study their transitions in the last two years. The first of 

the three years is used only to obtain important retrospective information, for the following 

purposes. First, unemployment benefits (UBs) are constant for most categories after 12 months of 

unemployment. This means that we are able to simulate them more accurately by looking at the 

employment status in the previous 12 months. Second, by looking at this we will also be able to 

distinguish in our models people that had been unemployed from even longer than that. Third, 

income and employment information refer to the year before the interview, while weekly hours 

worked refer to the year of the interview. To make these variables consistent when studying the 

intensive margin, we recover the hours declared from the previous year as well. Variance estimations 

take into account the sample design of the survey (Goedemé, 2011). 

To calculate financial incentive measures in the extensive margin, for each person we need to know 

how much would be her household income when she is in and out of work, while we can observe it 

only in one of the two states. The same occurs when comparing the incomes of a person working at 

her current and increased hours of work. We predict earnings for LTU and increase them for part-

times to subsequently simulate net income in these hypothetical states with the tax-benefit micro-

simulation model EUROMOD G3.0+ (Figari, Paulus, & Sutherland, 2015; Sutherland & Figari, 2013). 

With EUROMOD it is possible to calculate net incomes, given gross incomes and personal/household 

characteristics. Originally EUROMOD runs on the cross-sectional component of the Belgian version of 

SILC. As we wish to follow incentive measures over time, we create instead EUROMOD input files 

based on the longitudinal component of EU-SILC. This component has fewer variables than the cross-

sectional component. As a consequence, there are a few variables which are required for the 

simulations that are not available; this means that we have to make some assumptions about them10. 

To follow incentive measures over time, we also add to EUROMOD the simulation of UBs in the 

second year of unemployment (for details on the simulation of UBs and social assistance see the 

Appendix A). Our analysis starts in the first year with available data, and stops in 2012 because later 

UBs became so tightly linked to work history that their simulation became even more challenging.  

In relation to the LTU, we study persons who were available for the labour market11, unemployed 

during one year and in the following year either remained in this status for the whole year or 

switched to employment for more than half a year. When studying the intensive margin, we focus on 

people working the whole year and who declared in the first year of observation to be working part-

time, defining part-time as 36 or less hours of work (the vast majority works 38 or more hours). We 

 
10 For Belgium, EUROMOD started using EU-SILC (instead of the more detailed Belgian version of SILC) since the 
data year 2015 when income variables became more disaggregated. We use the same assumptions as in the 
latter file except for the following variables that were missing in longitudinal files from previous years: firm size 
and leave benefits. We assume that everybody worked in a firm of 10 people which was the average size in 
2007 (this impacts slightly social contributions). Although we do not study persons receiving maternity leave, 
we do include their partners. To calculate maternity leave benefits, we simulate child benefits and subtract 
them from the variable including all the observed family benefits.  
11 Hereby including people aged between 19 and 65 years old and excluding self-employed (due to the limited 
quality of their income data (Immervoll, 2004)), (early) retired, students, disabled or other inactive. The 
replacement benefits of these inactive categories and (the very few) housing benefits are not simulated in 
EUROMOD. While we do not include people receiving housing benefits, we do calculate incentive indicators of 
people whose partners receive the other type of non-simulated benefits, assuming that those benefits would 
not change much when partner’s wages are modified.  
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only consider households composed by either couples or singles, with or without (non-working) 

children. We do not include people whose partner left the household, who started having a partner 

or changed household during the transitions analysed. We apply a 99 per cent winsorisation with 

respect to changes in incentive measures, and when studying income effects we do it additionally 

with respect to income changes.  

Measuring financial work incentives 

We utilise Participation Tax Rates (PTRs) and Effective Marginal Tax Rates (EMTRs) to measure the 

distortion of taxes and benefits on financial incentives to work at all and to work more hours, 

respectively. Due to data limitations, we do not consider benefits in kind. PTRs measure the 

proportion of household earnings taken in tax and withdrawn benefits when a household member 

moves from unemployment to employment. This is depicted in equation 1 where 𝑖 corresponds to 

the person for whom the PTR is being calculated, 𝑗 to all household earners, 𝑤𝑗 to hourly wages, ℎ𝑗 to 

hours of work and 𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝐼𝑗 , 𝑍) to the tax-benefit function that depends on the sum of 

household earnings 𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗, household non-labour income 𝐼, and other household characteristics 𝑍12. 

𝑤𝑖0 corresponds to the situation in which individual 𝑖 does not work. Note that e.g. for a jobless 

household with one potential earner, 𝑇(0, 𝑍) is negative when out-of-work benefits are higher than 

the taxes paid in that state. In the non-observed state, household incomes are simulated changing 

individual 𝑖 into this state, and it is assumed that other household members do not change their 

behaviour. PTRs take into account household incomes but represent an individual measure. For this 

reason, we calculate them separately for each (working) partner in a couple: one time modifying the 

earnings of one partner, keeping the income sources of the other constant, and then vice versa. 

More details about the calculation of PTRs and the prediction of potential earnings for LTU can be 

found in Appendix B. We utilise predicted earnings regardless of whether a LTU transitioned or not to 

employment so as to treat evenly these two groups that we will compare. To not introduce 

exogenous estimation errors, we only use the earnings prediction from the first year and inflate it for 

the second year using the wage index of EUROMOD. 

𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖 =
𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝐼𝑗 , 𝑍) − 𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝑤𝑖0 + 𝐼, 𝑍𝑗≠𝑖 )

∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗)𝑗 − (∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝑤𝑖0)𝑗≠𝑖

=
𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝐼𝑗 , 𝑍) − 𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝐼, 𝑍𝑗≠𝑖 )

𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑖
 

(1) 

  
EMTRs follow the same logic as PTRs: they measure the proportion of household earnings taken in 

tax and withdrawn benefits when a household member increases her hours of work by five per cent. 

This is described in equation 2. Relevant assumptions of PTRs also apply to EMTRs. 

𝐸𝑀𝑇𝑅𝑖 =
𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑗

+5% + 𝐼, 𝑍𝑗≠𝑖 ) − 𝑇(∑ (𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗) + 𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑗 + 𝐼, 𝑍𝑗≠𝑖 )

𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑗
+5% − 𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑗

 
(2) 

Empirical strategy 

Specification 

To define the main variables of the regression models we utilise as a starting point the basic micro-

economic framework with two goods: consumption and leisure. In the intensive margin, utility 

maximisation results in a labour supply function that depends on the slope of the budget line and on 

 
12 An equivalent and sometimes useful interpretation of this equation is one minus the difference between in- 
and out-of-work household net incomes in relation to individual gross earnings. 
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virtual income13. Analogously, choosing between working and not working depends on the difference 

between the consumption available in each state, and in the level of the consumption when not 

working. This means that changes in labour supply can be decomposed in substitution and income 

effects. Following Gruber and Saez (2002: who studied only the intensive margin), in the regressions 

we capture substitution effects using changes in PTRs and EMTRs, and income effects using log 

income changes14. We use other variables (𝑋𝑗) in the model to attempt controlling for time-variant 

elements or their initial levels. To study the effect of changes in PTRs (∆PTRs) on the likelihood of 

taking up work we utilise a stacked first differences logit model. The binary dependant variable is 

whether or not a LTU (U) transitioned to more than half a year of employment (E) over two 

consecutive years. The model we use is described in equation 3. Since we pool differences across 

multiple EU-SILC years, the same respondents may be included in more than one difference. For this 

reason, we cluster errors at the primary sample unit level.   

𝑃(𝑈𝑖𝑡−1 → 𝐸𝑖𝑡) = 𝛬(𝛾∆𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑡 + 𝑿′
𝑖𝑡𝑗𝜷𝑗 + 𝜇𝑡) 

 

(3) 

By using a first difference model we are able to control for unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity 

such as individual characteristics influencing employment status or different preferences for work 

and leisure. This is the main reason to use longitudinal micro data. Year fixed effects 𝜇𝑡 are added to 

control for common business cycles affecting labour demand. Regional changes in employment rates 

broken down by broad age categories and education are included to control for more specific 

changes in demand. We introduce a dummy variable for people unemployed (at least) in the 12 

months previous to the years studied to control for state dependency and study possible interaction 

effects. Region and age are included to account for common cleavages in the Belgian labour market. 

We also include interactions between changes in PTRs and variables that the literature has focused 

on such as gender, cohabitation and the initial level of (observed) equivalised household income. 

Lastly, we include changes in the log of equivalised income to control for income effects. This 

variable has to be instrumented which is explained below together with other variables instrumented 

when studying the intensive margin.  

To study the effect of ∆EMTRs on weekly hours of work we utilise a similar first difference linear 

regression. The model is the same as for ∆PTRs except that, similarly to Auten and Carroll (1999), we 

add the tercile in the initial hours distribution and instrument ∆EMTRs. We add the tercile in the 

hours distribution to control for mean reversion. We instrument ∆EMTRs because for people who 

change their hours of work the tax rate can increase mechanically due to progressivity. Likewise, 

changes in worked hours or employment status can imply a mechanical change in income as well; 

therefore, we also instrument this variable. We test two type of instrumental variables (IV): ∆EMTRs 

and incomes changes assuming that i) the person analysed does not change her behaviour which we 

refer to as IV1s, and ii) the whole household does not change its behaviour which we refer to as IV2s. 

Thus, IV1s take care of possible endogenous changes of the persons analysed, while the remaining 

source of variation comes from exogenous policy reforms and changes in the behaviour of other 

household members. IV2s in addition take care of those changes of other household members. We 

test both types of variables because as it will be seen, some of them are weak instruments. For ∆PTRs 

we are already doing something similar to IV1 by using only the earnings prediction from the first 

 
13 The piece-wise linear budget line defines the mechanical transformation of gross earnings into net incomes. 
Virtual income is the level at which the projection of a linear segment would intercept the income axis if the tax 
payer worked zero hours. 
14 When controlling for income effects in the intensive margin, we will be estimating substitution compensated 
effects (and not uncompensated effects as e.g. Kleven and Schultz (2014) did by controlling for virtual 
incomes). 
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year of observation, while we will also test an IV2 for this variable. In all cases we inflate (the 

‘frozen’) earnings using EUROMOD’s wage index.  

Sources of variation 

The sources of variation in ∆PTRs, ∆EMTRs and income changes can be divided in two: exogenous 

changes in tax-benefit policies and (possibly endogenous) changes in individual/household 

characteristics. In relation to policy changes, the source of identification comes from the fact that we 

compare different transitions which have somewhat dissimilar policy parameters and that some 

changes affected only certain groups (e.g. by family type or income level). The policies that during 

the period analysed had more changes in their amounts and eligibility rules were UBs and social 

contribution (SC) rebates.  

The main changes in the parameters of UBs and SC rebates are detailed in Table III-1 and illustrated 

for SC rebates in   
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Figure III-1. Table III-1 expresses parameter changes in relation to changes in the EUROMOD’s wage 

index. Replacement rate and wage index changes are compared in terms of percentage points, while 

for monetary parameters (e.g. the SC base reduction), their growth is compared to the wage index. In 

this way no change means that the evolution in the numerators of equations 1 and 2 would be – 

ceteris paribus – equal as in the denominators. The central characteristics of UBs in Belgium is that 

they replace a percentage of lost earnings within certain limits, are contributory, (conditionally) 

unlimited and depend on the family situation15. UBs generally do not change over time for heads of 

household, and decline from the first to the second year of unemployment for singles and people 

cohabitating, remaining at the same level thereafter (flat zone) for singles and possibly also for 

cohabitees indefinitely or for a given number of months depending on their work history, after which 

they switch to a flat lump sum benefit16. For this reason we present separately the evolution of 

parameters that change from the first to the second year of a spell and of parameters that do not 

change from the second year onwards. The first set of parameters is applicable to people 

unemployed for less than two years, while the second set to people unemployed for longer. In 

relation to SC rebates, as it is shown in   

 
15 For UBs, heads of households are defined as people not living alone and whose partners or dependent 
children contribute nothing or very little to household income. Singles correspond to people who live alone or 
dependent children earning above a threshold.  
16 In addition, for workers older than 50 who have been employed for more than 20 years, from the second 
year onwards their replacement rates drop less steeply (or not at all) according to defined age categories. 
There are also few cases of people cohabitating who are subject to an increase in UBs due to having a partner 
whose sole source of income is a low UB. There are as well a couple of cases of young people receiving UBs and 
not having any work experience, which we simulate as belonging to the special category of UBs after studies 
(see Appendix A for more details). 
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Figure III-1, they start from a basic amount which remains constant until a certain level of full-time 

equivalent (FTE) monthly earnings, after which the rebate is withdrawn at a certain rate. That the 

rebate is based on FTE earnings imply that the withdrawal rate does not affect work incentives to 

work more hours; however, people working more than full-time do not receive a higher rebate; 

therefore, there is a kink at this point of the budget constraint17. 

In Table III-1 it can be seen that, for instance, during the last three transitions there was a sharp 

decline in maximum UBs from the first to the second year of a spell for all categories. This included 

head of households who until then did not have larger automatic decreases in their maximum UBs. 

The drops in replacement rates of cohabitants during the second half of the period analysed also 

became much steeper. For people unemployed for more than two years, i.e. already in the flat zone, 

we see that the maximum UB for singles was strongly increased in 2008. With respect to SC rebates, 

they increased in all years except in 2010 and 2012. In 2006 there was an important increase in the 

base reduction, together with a large expansion in the people covered by the rebate. In 2009 the 

increase in the base was even larger; however, it was targeted at low FTE earnings where there are 

very few earners (see   

 
17 Our linear model assumes that people behave as if they were located in the interior of segments of the 
piece-wise linear budget constraint and therefore it is less suitable to study kinks where people bunch at 
(Kleven & Schultz, 2014). For this reason, even if we had policy changes increasing marginal tax rates and we 
would therefore be able to also study the phenomenon of full-timers possibly becoming part-timers, our 
modelling would not be suitable. 
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Figure III-1). 

Table III-1. Percentage point change in UB and SC rebate parameters in relation to changes in 

EUROMOD’s wage index 

 
Note: Changes are expressed in relation to changes in EUROMOD’s wage index. Replacement rate and wage 

index changes are compared in terms of percentage points, while for monetary parameters their growth is 

compared. Blank cells mean that the parameter did not exist in the policy that year. 

Source: EUROMOD, and the UB parameters in the second year are obtained from the Office National de 

l’Emploi. 

  

05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12

Parameters of UBs that are the same since the 1st year of a spell

Min earnings to declare 1.25 2.35 3.99 5.31 0.60 4.27 1.61

Max earnings to declare 1.25 2.35 1.90

Replacement rate head -0.55 0.49 -0.18 -1.10 0.60 -0.35 -0.77

Min UB 1.46 2.50 3.89 2.94 4.61 1.64 3.27

Difference between the parameters of the 1st and 2nd year of a spell

Max earnings to declare single 3.77 -12.31 -11.51 -13.86

Max earnings to declare head & cohabitating 3.77 -12.31 -8.61 -11.93

Replacement rate single -10.55 -9.51 -7.18 -7.30 -5.60 -5.35 -5.77

Replacement rate cohabitating -15.55 -14.51 -15.18 -19.10 -19.40 -20.35 -20.77

Max UB single -15.53 -14.50 -9.19 -8.48 -19.75 -19.70 -21.11

Max UB head 1.45 2.50 2.84 3.77 -10.57 -10.42 -11.94

Max UB cohabitating -26.37 -25.32 -31.51 -28.79 -40.17 -40.40 -41.54

Parameters of UBs that are the same since the 2nd year of a spell

Max earnings to declare head & cohabitating 0.60 5.06 1.26

Replacement rate single -0.55 0.49 2.82 -0.30 0.60 0.85 -0.77

Replacement rate cohabitating -0.55 0.49 -0.18 -1.10 0.60 -0.35 -0.77

Max UB single 1.46 2.49 9.00 3.77 4.15 2.93 1.24

Max UB head and cohabitating 1.45 2.50 2.84 3.77 2.58 2.92 1.24

SC rebate parameters

Base reduction 11.45 2.89 -0.18 24.50 0.60 -0.35 -0.77

Max reduction 18.97 2.88 4.74 1.44 0.60 3.74 1.26
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Figure III-1. Main changes in social contribution rebates 

 
Source: EUROMOD 

In relation to changes in characteristics or circumstances of the persons analysed, two relevant ones 

are the automatic decrease of UBs for recent LTU of some categories and the fact that work incentive 

measures and income changes can be endogenous. The fact that the UBs of singles and cohabitees 

decrease for relatively new LTU and generally remain flat for very LTU and head of households, can 

imply different ∆PTRs within the first two groups and compared to those head of households. Thus 

this represents a source of identification (seniority and other complements as well).  

Regarding possible endogeneity, indicators of relevance of our instrumental variables and tests of 

exogeneity of the variables instrumented are presented in   
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Table III-2. First we test the IV2s, i.e. ‘freezing’ the behaviour of all household members. For ∆PTRs 

we find that its IV2 is relevant but the exogeneity test is not rejected. This means that it does not 

make a big difference for the point estimate to use the IV2, while using it would probably come at 

the cost of larger standard errors (Bartels & Pestel, 2016a did not use an IV either). The IV2 for 

income changes in the extensive margin was also relevant and its exogeneity test rejected; therefore, 

we do utilise this IV2. IV2s in the intensive margin were not very relevant, whereas IV1s were 

relevant and their tests of exogeneity rejected; therefore, we utilise the IV1s in this margin. These 

IV1s ‘freeze’ the behaviour of the person analysed, leaving as a source of variation both exogenous 

policy reforms and changes made by other household members18.  

  

 
18 IV2s in the intensive margin perhaps are not very relevant because policy changes might be relatively small in 
relation to behavioural changes of the whole household. Regarding changes made by other household 
members, they are mostly cancelled out in incentives measures as they are present in both terms of equations 
1 and 2, which reduces possible endogeneity. This is supported by the rejection of the exogeneity test of IV2 for 
PTRs. However, changes of other household members are not cancelled out for income changes, and as tax 
benefits are not completely linear nor individually based, there is still some room for those changes to affect 
EMTRs as well. 
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Table III-2. Relevance of IVs and tests of exogeneity of independent variables 

Margin Variable Type of IV 
Relevance Test of exogeneity 

p-value Partial R-sq. F 

Extensive 

∆PTR IV2 0.216 23.58 0.275 

∆Eq. hh. income 
IV2 0.072 25.87 0.005 

IV1 0.692 393.16 0.000 

Intensive 

∆EMTR 
IV2 0.021 12.69  

IV1 0.145 110.77 0.013 

∆Eq. hh. income 
IV2 0.002 1.92  

IV1 0.643 2,151.79 0.002 
Note: To estimate relevance we use the Stata command ivregress, including for the binary outcome as the 

command ivprobit does not perform this (and there is no ivlogit command). These commands are able to 

accommodate the survey’s sample design except the strata. Results were obtained entering these independent 

variables one at the time and using all control variables (without interactions). 

The standard deviation of our main independent variables is presented in Table III-3. We also present 

the mean of these variables broken down by the categories that defined the main changes in 

parameters shown in Table III-1. We see that, for instance, in 2006 occurred the largest decrease in 

PTRs for people potentially eligible for the SC rebate, which is consistent with its largest expansion as 

after the reform work paid more. As, there are other policies affecting the means – besides 

composition effects and non-policy factors –, we decompose them in terms of changes in the 

different tax-benefit components (this is a simple arithmetic decomposition, as e.g. in Decoster et al., 

2015b, equation 7)19. By looking at this decomposition, we see that the increases in SC rebates 

indeed contributed to making work pay more in all years, and that the largest contribution occurred 

in 2006 when many more people became (potentially) entitled to the rebate. A similar situation 

occurred in the intensive margin where SC rebates generally contributed to increasing the marginal 

gain from work. The difference between the mean incentive measures and the contribution of SC 

rebates is due to other factors, the automatic response of some policies, and other policy changes. 

An important automatic response was the one from taxes as decreases in SCs increase taxable 

income, which means that ‘net’ SC rebates are somewhat smaller. Non-automatic changes in taxes 

also contributed since although the tax brackets cut-offs did not move very differently in relation to 

the evolution of taxable incomes, for the few households that actually changed tax-bracket, this can 

imply a considerable change in tax liability.  

  

 
19 E.g. if taxes are 40 percent of gross earnings in the in-work state (or when working 5 per cent more) and 30 
per cent in the out-work state (or when working current hours), the contribution of taxes to the PTR (EMTR) is 
10 percentage points as this is the amount taken in taxes when moving to employment (or working more). In 
the case of an UB with 40 percent replacement rate in relation to earnings, the contribution of the UB are 
those 40 percentage points as this is withdrawn when moving to employment. The mean change over time of 
these differences gives the contribution of each component.  
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Table III-3. Standard deviation of main independent variables and means by the groups defined by 

main policy changes (in percentage points) 

  05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 

 Extensive margin (LTU) 

SD ΔPTR  6.6 4.7 4.2 4.9 5.8 7.1 9.0 

Mean ΔPTR non-elig. for SC rebate  -0.2 -0.1 0.4 -0.4 -0.1 1.0 -1.8 

Mean ΔPTR elig. for SC rebate  (-2.5)  (0.4) (1.9) (1.9) (-1.1)  

Mean ΔPTR single  

U>2 

(0.3) (0.5) (0.8) (0.3) (2.1) (0.6)  

Mean ΔPTR head (0.3) (1.3) (0.6) (1.2) (3.2)   

Mean ΔPTR cohabitee  (-1.4) (-0.1) (1.3)  (-1.4)  (-1.5) 

Mean ΔPTR sing., head & cohab. U<=2 (-4.3)     (-0.6)  

ΔSC component non-elig. for SC rebate  0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 

ΔSC component elig. for SC rebate  (-1.9)  (-0.5) (-0.5) (-0.1) (-0.6)  

ΔUB component single  

U>2 

(1.0) (1.1) (1.5) (1.5) (1.3) (0.9)  

ΔUB component head  (1.1) (1.8) (1.3) (1.5) (2.9)   

ΔUB component cohabitee  (-1.0) (0.5) (0.3)  (-2.3)  (-1.5) 

ΔUB component sing., head & cohab. U<=2 (-3.1)     (-1.2)  

N subsample  107 106 102 85 79 80 75 

 Intensive margin (part-timers during the whole year in both periods) 

SD IV1 ΔEMTR  3.7 6.6 4.8 4.4 5.0 5.0 5.4 

Mean IV1 ΔEMTR non-elig. for SC rebate 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.4 0.5 -0.6 -0.7 

Mean IV1 ΔEMTR elig. for SC rebate  -1.8 -2.1 -1.4 -0.6 -0.4 -1.9 2.0 

ΔSC component non-elig. for SC rebate   0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 0.0 -0.1 

ΔSC component elig. for SC rebate   -2.1 -0.8 -0.3 0.1 0.4 -0.6 -0.3 

N subsample  308 375 362 354 309 307 310 

Note: U>2 and U<=2: unemployed for more and less than two years at the end of the first year of observation, 

respectively. Elig. = eligible. Numbers in parenthesis are based on 20-49 observations, while empty cells would 

be based on less than 20 observations and therefore cannot be displayed due to confidentiality reasons. 

With respect to UBs, besides composition effects and non-policy factors, changes to the parameters 

of UBs are harder to distinguish because sometimes different parameters were changed 

simultaneously and some changes apply to people only affected by the (discrete) minima or maxima. 

That being said, for people unemployed for more than two years, the sharp increase in the maximum 

UB for singles in 2008 coincides with one of the largest contributions of UBs to increasing PTRs. For 

people unemployed for less than two years (at the end of the first year of observation), due to 

confidentiality reasons, we cannot break down the means by family type and can only display the 

results in two transitions. With this information we are not able to distinguish the effect of specific 

reforms. We are only able to see that the contribution of unemployment benefits to declining PTRs is 

the largest for this group (compared to those unemployed for more than two years), which is 

probably related the (general) automatic drop in benefits in the second year of a spell.  

In the extensive margin, substitution and income effects can be identified separately because 

changes in in-work policies tend to only affect PTRs, people with similar changes in PTRs can have 

different incomes changes and vice versa, and there were some changes in policies that do not 

depend on employment status. Regarding the latter, a universal back-to-school premium was 

introduced together with a supplement to low and middle income single parents, and it could also be 

the case that compensations between in- and out-of-work incomes changed the level of incomes but 

not how much work pays. In the intensive margin, besides the latter type of changes, adjustments in 

the slopes of budget constraints involve in the same way all those on a segment subject to a similar 

EMTR, but the income effect differs by how distant one is from a kink (Gruber & Saez, 2002). In any 
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case, as the sources of identification could still be closely related, we do not include income effects in 

our main specifications.  

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Among North-western EU welfare states, Belgium presents one of the highest long-term 

unemployment rates (Figure III-2). The long-term unemployment rate is the number of persons 

unemployed for 12 months or longer as a percentage of the economically active population. In 

addition, the incomes of many household with long-term unemployed (LTU) members are below the 

at-risk-of-poverty threshold, defined as 60 percent of median equivalised household income. Among 

households with people being unemployed for at least 12 months, the at-risk-of-poverty rate during 

the period we study was around 37 per cent according to our own calculations based on EU-SILC, 

compared to 15 per cent in the whole population (Eurostat, 2017). Moreover, if unemployed 

members returned to the labour market, work would pay relatively little compared to staying 

unemployed. Cross-country studies using microdata to calculate PTRs usually rank Belgium among 

the highest (Collado et al., 2017; Immervoll et al., 2007, using 1998 data; Jara Tamayo, Gasior, & 

Makovec, 2017).  

Figure III-2. LTU in North-western EU’s welfare states 

 
Source: EUROSTAT (LFS) 
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Table III-4 presents descriptive statistics of our sub-samples. First, with respect to the LTU, we see 

that the baseline probability of transitioning from unemployment to more than half a year of 

employment was 9 percent. In addition to the variables that enter the models, we include the initial 

level of work incentives. The level of PTRs shows that when moving to employment, on average 76 

per cent of the potential earnings realised would have been taken in (effective) taxes and withdrawn 

benefits. We also observe that a large majority of the LTU were unemployed for 12 or more months 

previous to the two-year transitions analysed. When we compare the sub-sample of LTU to the larger 

sub-sample of part-timers studied in the intensive margin, we see that people at the bottom income 

tercile, elderly and from Brussels and Wallonia are overrepresented among the LTU. There are also 

more females and cohabitants among part-timers, which to a large extent is probably related to the 

greater prevalence of this type of work among these groups. Second, regarding the sub-sample of 

working people, the level of EMTRs shows that if a household member had worked five per cent 

more hours, on average 53 per cent of the potential earnings realised would have been taken in 

taxes and withdrawn benefits.  

Third, in relation to other descriptive statistics, 93 per cent of LTU relied on unemployment benefits 

(UBs), whereas the rest relied on social assistance, both benefits or none. Fourth, in the descriptive 

statistics of the LTU we added an extra column showing the means for the people who transitioned 

to more than six months of employment. This is an unconditional way of anticipating what we might 

find in the next section. Here we see that people who transitioned tended to perceive a larger 

decrease in PTRs and (equivalised) household income. As these drops are correlated with the length 

of unemployment spells, it is important to compare people with somewhat similar lengths as we do 

in the next section. The groups that were overrepresented among the LTU transitioning were: people 

not unemployed for the whole previous year to the transitions analysed, from higher terciles and 

Flanders, cohabitating and not elderly.  

Lastly, we also checked whether changes in PTRs and EMTRs were different across some categories. 

In the intensive margin, the only statically significant difference was non-cohabitants having larger 

average decreases in EMTRs. In the extensive margin, the groups that had larger average decreases 

in PTRs were: people who were not unemployed the whole previous year, from higher terciles and 

not elderly. At the same time, within the categories with smaller average changes, the variances of 

changes in incentives measures were not much smaller than the variances in the categories with 

larger average changes. That people not unemployed the whole previous year had larger decreases 

in PTRs is consistent with the reduction in UBs for some people with relatively shorter spells. With 

respect to income levels, some policy changes were indeed progressive such as the augmentation of 

SC rebates. This was sometimes also the case for UBs, although this can have different effects on 

changes in how much work pays from one year to the next depending on the length of 

unemployment spells20. For their part, some elderly people are eligible for seniority supplements 

which tends to soften the reduction of their unemployment benefits over time.  

  

 
20 E.g. an increase in minima can raise the starting point for people unemployed for relatively shorter periods 
inducing subsequent larger drop in PTRs, while it can imply the opposite for people unemployed for longer if it 
reduced those drops.  
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Table III-4. Descriptive statistics of the sub-samples studied 
 

Obs Weighted obs. Mean SD Min Max 
Mean 
U_E=1 

 Extensive margin (LTU) 

Transition U -> E 634 1,321,174 0.09 0.28 0.00 1.00 1.00 

ΔPTR (pp) 634 1,321,174 -0.47 6.41 -35.70 30.36 -4.62 

T1 PTR (pp) 634 1,321,174 75.50 15.20 28.19 194.82 73.50 

U whole prev. year (or more) 634 1,321,174 0.78 0.41 0.00 1.00 0.41 

Female 634 1,321,174 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.50 

Cohabitating 634 1,321,174 0.45 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.67 

T1 tercile 1 634 1,321,174 0.78 0.41 0.00 1.00 0.64 

ΔEmp. reg-age-edu (pp) 634 1,321,174 0.14 1.71 -8.00 9.20 0.08 

20-35 634 1,321,174 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00 0.35 

35-50 634 1,321,174 0.33 0.47 0.00 1.00 0.54 

50-64 634 1,321,174 0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.10 

Brussels 634 1,321,174 0.17 0.38 0.00 1.00 0.10 

Flanders 634 1,321,174 0.36 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.56 

Wallonia 634 1,321,174 0.47 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.34 

IV2 ΔEq.inc. (monthly € 2012) 621 1,295,702 -10.47 51.05 -257.99 364.45 -61.10  
Intensive margin (part-timers during the whole year in both periods) 

ΔWeekly hours 2,325 4,356,634 1.57 5.66 -29.00 44.00  

IV1 ΔEMTR (pp) 2,325 4,356,634 -0.27 5.08 -36.11 31.73  

T1 EMTR (pp) 2,325 4,356,634 52.77 7.26 -0.00 88.65  

Female 2,325 4,356,634 0.72 0.45 0.00 1.00  

Cohabitating 2,325 4,356,634 0.83 0.38 0.00 1.00  

T1 tercile 1 2,325 4,356,634 0.11 0.31 0.00 1.00  

ΔEmp. reg-age-edu (pp) 2,325 4,356,634 0.08 1.32 -11.40 20.30  

20-35 2,325 4,356,634 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00  

35-50 2,325 4,356,634 0.56 0.50 0.00 1.00  

50-64 2,325 4,356,634 0.25 0.43 0.00 1.00  

Brussels 2,325 4,356,634 0.07 0.26 0.00 1.00  

Flanders 2,325 4,356,634 0.60 0.49 0.00 1.00  

Wallonia 2,325 4,356,634 0.33 0.47 0.00 1.00  

T1 weekly hours 2,325 4,356,634 27.53 6.88 2.00 36.00  

IV1 ΔEq. inc. (monthly € 2012) 2,272 4,271,277 -2.78 131.60 -717.30 805.60  

Note: T1=first period of observation, U_E = 1 refer to LTU who transitioned to more than six months of 

employment, terciles are based on non-simulated equivalised household income. 

Regression analysis 

Table III-5 presents results of the effect of changes in PTRs on the likelihood of taking up work. 

Columns 1 and 2 are presented in terms of odds. In the model of column 1 all variables are included, 

while the preferred specification in column 2 removes the interaction between cohabitation and 

ΔPTRs as this does not imply a decrease in log-likelihood. The result of the average marginal effects 

(AME) of the preferred specification in column 3 is that: a 10 percentage points increase in the PTR 

reduced the likelihood of transitioning to more than half a year of employment by 3.7 percentage 

points. This is sizable taking into account that the baseline probability of transitioning from 
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unemployment to more than half a year of employment was nine percent (and 13 when including 

transitions to six or fewer months). For the categories of the interacted variables, column 3 also 

shows the difference in the AME of increasing 10 percentage points the PTR, while column 4 presents 

the level of the AME of those categories. The only statistically significant interaction in terms of both 

odds and AMEs, was that people from Brussels were less responsive to increases in PTRs. The 

difference between the AME of increasing the PTR of LTU and very LTU (i.e. unemployed the whole 

previous year to the two-year transitions analysed) was also statistically significant. The level of this 

AME for very LTU was actually not statistically significantly different from zero. In terms of odds, the 

direction of the interaction term for very LTU supports the fact that this group seemed less 

sensitive21. However, this interaction term is not statistically significant, which is probably due to our 

small sub-sample. The last model in column 5 adds (log equivalised) income changes finding no 

significant income effects nor a large change in the magnitude of the effect of ΔPTRs (for simplicity 

we only present these two AME). In relation to other control variables in the models and with 

respect to their reference categories: people not unemployed the whole previous year and from 

Flanders were more likely to change employment status, while elderly people were less likely to do 

so. We also checked whether the main results changed when increasing and decreasing by two 

months of employment the period to which people transitioned, finding that the AME of increasing 

10 percentage points the PTR did not decrease more than 1.5 percentage points. Similarly, we did 

not find either statistically significant income effects when using the IV1 (i.e. besides policy change, 

also including variation caused by household members22) instead of the IV2 and the point estimates 

were very similar.  

Table III-6 presents results of the effect of changes in EMTRs on weekly hours worked by people 

already in the labour market working part-time (at least the first year of observation). The models 

are similar to the ones we utilised when studying PTRs. A difference is that we first include models in 

column 1 and 2 with the observed ΔEMTRs as subsequent models use an instrument for this variable. 

Another difference is that all models include the tercile in the distribution of hours among part-

timers in the first periods of observation. We select the specification of the model in column 2 

because by removing some variables, the explanatory power does not decrease. In relation to 

instrumenting changes in EMTRs, this is necessary because people who increased their hours could 

have had a mechanical surge in their EMTRs due to progressivity. Accordingly, once we remove this 

possible reverse causality using the IV1 in the model of column 3, the sign of the effect is reversed 

and more aligned with previous findings in the literature. However, the effect is not statistically 

significant. No interactions are statistically significant either, nor income effects in the model of 

column 4. The coefficients of hours terciles were all statistically significant and their signs and 

magnitudes aligned with the presence of mean reversion. Regarding other control variables in the 

model of column 3, females, people in the first income tercile, older and not from Brussels reduced 

more or increased less their hours of work.  

  

 
21 By multiplying the odds of the reference category by a number larger than one, the odds become closer to 
one.  
22 For this IV1, we decided to use the non-simulated (or observed) UBs of other people living in the households 
to approximate better the income changes. This comes at the cost of not simulating changes in those benefits 
when ‘freezing’ the behaviour of the few people analysed who transitioned to employment.  
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Table III-5. Results of regression analysis in the extensive margin 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 DV: U->E DV: U->E DV: U->E DV: U->E DV: U->E 
 logit logit logit logit ivprobit 
VARIABLES odds odds AME (contrasts) AME (levels) AME 

      
Change in PTR (10 pp) 0.139 0.136*** -0.037**  -0.055 
 [0.015 - 1.270] [0.054 - 0.339] [-0.061 - -0.013]  [-0.159 - 0.048] 
Unemployed whole previous year  0.419* 0.420** -0.069**   
 [0.200 - 0.877] [0.214 - 0.822] [-0.118 - -0.020]   
Change in PTR * U whole previous year = 0 1.000 1.000  -0.078***  
 [1.000 - 1.000] [1.000 - 1.000]  [-0.120 - -0.036]  
Change in PTR * U whole previous year = 1 1.747 1.761 0.061** -0.017  
 [0.645 - 4.732] [0.886 - 3.503] [0.013,0.109] [-0.046 - 0.012]  
Female 0.996 0.996 -0.014   
 [0.548 - 1.812] [0.548 - 1.810] [-0.047 - 0.020]   
Change in PTR * Female = 0 1.000 1.000  -0.057***  
 [1.000 - 1.000] [1.000 - 1.000]  [-0.093 - -0.021]  
Change in PTR * Female = 1 1.924 1.927 0.040 -0.017  
 [0.955 - 3.878] [0.955 - 3.886] [-0.000,0.081] [-0.044 - 0.011]  
Cohabitating 1.411 1.413 0.021   
 [0.711 - 2.798] [0.716 - 2.787] [-0.020 - 0.061]   
Change in PTR * Cohabitating = 0 1.000     
 [1.000 - 1.000]     
Change in PTR * Cohabitating = 1 0.980     
 [0.227 - 4.236]     
1st Eq. hh income tercile 0.807 0.807 -0.023   
 [0.413 - 1.576] [0.413 - 1.579] [-0.060 - 0.015]   
Change in PTR * 1st eq. hh income tercile = 0 1.000 1.000  -0.061***  
 [1.000 - 1.000] [1.000 - 1.000]  [-0.096 - -0.026]  
Change in PTR * 1st eq. hh income tercile = 1 1.606 1.611 0.033 -0.028  
 [0.641 - 4.022] [0.656 - 3.954] [-0.017,0.083] [-0.060 - 0.005]  
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20-35 1.512 1.513 0.043   
 [0.727 - 3.147] [0.728 - 3.145] [-0.038 - 0.125]   
50-64 0.084*** 0.084*** -0.124***   
 [0.030 - 0.234] [0.030 - 0.234] [-0.169 - -0.079]   
Change in PTR * 35-50 1.000 1.000  -0.052  
 [1.000 - 1.000] [1.000 - 1.000]  [-0.123 - 0.018]  
Change in PTR * 20-35 1.277 1.281 0.021 -0.031  
 [0.486 - 3.355] [0.507 - 3.238] [-0.075,0.117] [-0.092 - 0.030]  
Change in PTR * 50-64 0.721 0.719 0.032 -0.020  
 [0.217 - 2.394] [0.222 - 2.329] [-0.041,0.106] [-0.047 - 0.007]  
Brussels 0.875 0.875 -0.021   
 [0.360 - 2.130] [0.360 - 2.126] [-0.053 - 0.012]   
Flanders 6.088*** 6.092*** 0.123***   
 [3.173 - 11.683] [3.154 - 11.769] [0.072 - 0.175]   
Change in PTR * Wallonia 1.000 1.000  -0.045***  
 [1.000 - 1.000] [1.000 - 1.000]  [-0.072 - -0.017]  
Change in PTR * Brussels 3.030 3.042* 0.048* 0.003  
 [0.985 - 9.323] [1.043 - 8.869] [0.006,0.089] [-0.027 - 0.032]  
Change in PTR * Flanders 1.597 1.605 -0.004 -0.048  
 [0.622 - 4.102] [0.698 - 3.689] [-0.067,0.060] [-0.111 - 0.015]  
Change reg-edu-age emp (pp) 1.154 1.154 0.008   
 [0.845 - 1.575] [0.848 - 1.570] [-0.009 - 0.026]   
Change in IV2 log eq. hh income (Euro 2012)     -0.156 
     [-1.271 - 0.958] 
      
Pseudo-R2 0.295 0.295    
Log-likelihood -275689 -275690    
AIC 551428 551428    
N_sub 634 634 634 634 620 

Note: *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1. 90% confidence intervals in brackets. Models include transition dummies with base category 2005-06. AME=average marginal 
effects. In column 3, AME refer to contrasting between the categories of the interacted variables the effect of increasing the PTRs in 10 percentage points, while in 
column 4 they refer to the level of this effect for those categories. For simplicity column 5 omits other AME. Unemployed whole previous year refers to the year before 
the two-year transitions analysed. Information criteria and the command ivprobit are able to accommodate the survey’s sample design except the strata. 
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Table III-6. Results of regression analysis in the intensive margin 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 DV: hours change DV: hours change DV: hours change DV: hours change 
VARIABLES OLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS 

     
Change in observed/IV1 EMTR (10 pp) 1.438* 1.638*** -2.297 -2.002 
 [0.198 - 2.679] [0.829 - 2.446] [-6.452 - 1.859] [-5.912 - 1.907] 
Change in IV1 EMTR * Female 0.283    
 [-0.531 - 1.098]    
Change in IV1 EMTR * Cohabitating -0.989** -0.977** 2.216 1.554 
 [-1.806 - -0.172] [-1.747 - -0.207] [-1.741 - 6.172] [-2.054 - 5.161] 
Change in IV1 EMTR * 1st eq. hh income tercile -0.056    
 [-0.942 - 0.830]    
Change in IV1 EMTR * 20-35 -0.224 -0.221 0.662 -0.047 
 [-1.081 - 0.633] [-1.080 - 0.639] [-2.177 - 3.501] [-2.848 - 2.754] 
Change in IV1 EMTR * 50-64 -0.950** -0.978** 1.319 1.189 
 [-1.728 - -0.173] [-1.755 - -0.201] [-0.811 - 3.449] [-0.957 - 3.335] 
Change in IV1 EMTR * Brussels 2.075*** 1.971*** -0.646 -0.343 
 [0.884 - 3.266] [0.803 - 3.140] [-3.228 - 1.936] [-2.574 - 1.888] 
Change in IV1 EMTR * Flanders -0.249 -0.237 -0.911 -0.325 
 [-0.930 - 0.432] [-0.930 - 0.455] [-3.140 - 1.317] [-2.444 - 1.795] 
Female -2.165*** -2.160*** -2.137*** -2.176*** 
 [-2.749 - -1.580] [-2.739 - -1.580] [-2.710 - -1.565] [-2.773 - -1.580] 
Cohabitating -0.582 -0.583 -0.613 -0.614* 
 [-1.197 - 0.034] [-1.205 - 0.038] [-1.252 - 0.027] [-1.221 - -0.006] 
1st eq. hh income tercile -1.579*** -1.558*** -1.197** -1.439*** 
 [-2.231 - -0.927] [-2.207 - -0.908] [-2.020 - -0.374] [-2.234 - -0.644] 
20-35 1.302*** 1.308*** 1.353*** 1.365*** 
 [0.674 - 1.931] [0.677 - 1.939] [0.692 - 2.013] [0.680 - 2.050] 
50-64 -1.292*** -1.301*** -1.358*** -1.328*** 
 [-1.746 - -0.837] [-1.756 - -0.847] [-1.829 - -0.887] [-1.796 - -0.861] 
Brussels 1.198** 1.228** 1.557*** 1.641*** 
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 [0.361 - 2.035] [0.392 - 2.065] [0.647 - 2.466] [0.700 - 2.581] 
Flanders 0.173 0.181 0.206 0.105 
 [-0.282 - 0.628] [-0.269 - 0.631] [-0.263 - 0.674] [-0.364 - 0.575] 
Hours tercile = 1 1.708*** 1.705*** 1.725*** 1.722*** 
 [1.057 - 2.360] [1.058 - 2.352] [1.056 - 2.394] [1.015 - 2.429] 
Hours tercile = 3 -2.190*** -2.189*** -2.122*** -2.128*** 
 [-2.674 - -1.706] [-2.675 - -1.704] [-2.612 - -1.632] [-2.632 - -1.623] 
Change reg-edu-age emp (pp) -0.042    
 [-0.229 - 0.146]    
Change in IV1 log eq. hh income (Euro 2012)    -1.362 
    [-3.338 - 0.614] 
     
R-squared 0.117 0.117 0.053 0.054 
Adjusted-R2 0.108 0.109 0.044 0.044 
N_sub 2325 2325 2325 2272 

Note: *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1. 90% confidence intervals in brackets. Models include transition dummies with base category 2005-06. Base 
categories are male, single, not 1st income tercile, age 35-50, Wallonia, 2nd hours quintile among part-timers. Adjusted-R2 takes into the survey’s 
sample design except the strata. 
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Conclusion 
Although many of the household incomes of long-term unemployed (LTU) people in 

Belgium are below the at-risk-of-poverty threshold, their potential in-work incomes 

may limit the room for increasing their often inadequate out-of-work benefits. The 

reason is that in the presence of substitution effects, changes in the difference 

between the incomes obtained when working and not working may affect the 

likelihood of taking up work. To study whether this is the case, we analysed the effect 

of changes in participation tax-rates (PTRs) on the likelihood of transitioning from 

long-term unemployment to more than half a year of employment during the seven 

two-year episodes that took place between 2005 and 2012. PTRs operationalise 

substitution incentives by measuring the proportion of household earnings taken in 

(effective) tax and withdrawn benefits when a household member moves from 

unemployment to employment. We found that a 10 percentage point increase in the 

PTR (e.g. due to an equivalent decrease in replacement rates or increase in tax rates) 

decreased the likelihood of transitioning by around four percentage points. This effect 

is sizable taking into account that the baseline probability of taking up work for more 

than half a year was nine per cent (it was 13 per cent when including transitions to six 

or less months). We also found that people very LTU were less responsive to increases 

in PTRs in terms of average marginal effects. However, the difference was not 

statistically significant in terms of odds, which is probably due to our small sub-

sample. 

The substitution effects found in the extensive margin imply that increasing out-of-

work incomes would require augmenting in-work compensations if governments do 

not want to reduce the likelihood of some groups taking up work. To offset these 

surges in expenditure, the targeting of current in-work compensations based on full-

time equivalent earnings could be increased, or progressive tax credits based on actual 

earnings could be raised. In either case the current effective marginal tax rates 

(EMTRs) of some people would rise. For this reason, we also studied whether changes 

in EMTRs affected the number of hours worked by people already in the labour market 

working part-time, finding no statistically significant effects. This might leave some 

room to compensate increases in out-of-work transfers with changes in in-work 

transfers. However, it is relevant to mention that the policy variation used was not 

large and that it tended to reduce marginal tax rates. Effects could be bigger with 

larger policy changes (Chetty, 2009) and different if reforms tended to increase 

marginal tax rates, which could, for example, induce some full-timers to reduce their 

hours of work.  

As avenue for further research, longitudinal register data could be used to increase 

sample sizes and have more accurate income and employment data. This would 

require combining this type of data with tax-benefit microsimulations models. Another 
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avenue for further research would be taking advantage of the harmonised tax-benefit 

model EUROMOD to study more countries simultaneously, especially those with large 

changes in policy which would also enhance the identification of behavioural 

responses. Lastly, including changes in in-kind services such as childcare and active 

labour market policies would allow extending and improving the results.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A – Simulating unemployment benefits and social assistance 

EUROMOD is programmed to use cross-sectional data and does not have information 

of the length of unemployment spells. This means that by default UBs are 

programmed only for the first year of unemployment assuming that the spells started 

that year1. We improve on this by looking at the employment status during the last 12 

months. Singles and heads of household unemployed at least 12 months are already in 

the flat part of their benefits, while when these groups were unemployed for less, we 

simulate their decreasing benefits accordingly. People cohabitating have a flexible 

limit to start the flat part of their benefits. After 12 months of unemployment, 

cohabitees are entitled to three months at a lower replacement rate and later to a 

lump sum benefit. This limit of three months is extended for three more months for 

every year worked, and indefinitely for people who were more than 20 years 

employed. For people employed for less, we assume that the observed spell is their 

first which we accordingly calculate as the difference between the years since first 

joining the labour market and their current work experience.  

 
1 There are two other assumptions. First, assuming that all people who used to work part-time 
declared to do so involuntarily. In reality, those working part-time voluntarily would have 
received a “halved” UB. As a reference, we can say that we predicted that only around ¼ of LTU 
women would have come back to the labour market as part-timers, and according to our own 
calculations based on EU-SILC, only around ¼ of people working less than 30 hours did so 
because they did “not want to work more”. That being said, we overestimate the UBs of  the 
few (previously) voluntary part-timers and therefore also their PTRs and household incomes. 
Part of this is cancelled out in incentives measures and first differences. Second, the other 
assumption is that people is not in the category “temporary unemployed”. This category is for 
unemployed still bounded by a contract of which the work is temporarily suspended (e.g. 
because of economic circumstances). Replacement rates are slightly higher and do not 
decrease over time. According to the EUROMOD country report, among the categories that we 
should simulate, temporary unemployed represented around 20 per cent during the period 
studied. Nonetheless, we expect that the majority of LTU are not in this category, while 
misestimation for ‘other household members’ are also partially cancelled out. 
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In terms of eligibility, benefits are always simulated for people observed as recipient. 

When calculating in the second year the counterfactual out-of-work incomes of people 

who transitioned to 12 months of work, we simulate their benefits only if they were 

recipients in the first year. Regarding the calculation of benefit amounts, they depend 

on previous wages. When people were unemployed during the last months of the first 

year of observation, we modify EUROMOD to use that year’s reference earnings to 

keep simulating the benefit in the second year. This corresponds to predicted earnings 

for individuals analysed in the extensive margin (see Appendix B), while for ‘other 

household members’ we used observed earnings when we can and otherwise 

predicted ones2.  

The few people who are not entitled to UBs may be entitled to social assistance (SA). 

By default, EUROMOD simulates this benefit for everybody who would be entitled, 

assuming either full take-up or introducing random non-take-up. We modify 

EUROMOD to simulate SA only for those households that are indicated as recipients in 

the data. As in the case of UBs, for people analysed who transitioned to 12 months of 

work in the second year of observation, we simulate SA only if they were recipients in 

the first year.  

When people work, under certain circumstances they could still receive SA, and if they 

worked involuntarily part-time, they could receive an income guarantee connected to 

their UBs. EUROMOD allows combining earnings and SA but does not simulate the UB 

income guarantee. As a reference, the EUROMOD country report shows that part-time 

employees with income guarantee only amounted to around six per cent among the 

categories that we should simulate. To somewhat improve this, for LTU that in the 

counterfactual situation of working are eligible for SA, we also allow them to receive it 

if they are recipients of UBs (in the non-counterfactual situation). For people receiving 

the UB income guarantee in a non-counterfactual situation, we overestimate it by 

applying the same rules as for regular UBs. Part of this is cancelled out in incentives 

measures and by using first differences.  

Appendix B – Calculating PTR’s and predicting earnings 

For the individuals for which PTRs are being calculated, some additional assumptions 

and calculations must be made in each labour market state. Incomes in both states 

must be made comparable. We achieve this by estimating earnings and out-of-work 

benefits in a full-year basis. To estimate hypothetical hourly wages and hours of work, 

we construct regression models (available upon request) based on employed people. 

 
2 For the very few ‘other household members’ that are not employed or unemployed and do 
not have observed earnings, we do not predict them ourselves. For them we utilise the 
prediction of hourly wages in-built in EUROMOD and assume that they worked 38 hours per 
week.  
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Previous studies analysing the relationship between PTRs and employment have either 

predicted earnings for the unemployed (Kalíšková, 2015) or assumed a fixed number 

of hours of work and predicted hourly wages (Bartels & Pestel, 2016a calculated an 

scenario where everybody works 20 hours per week and another where everybody 

works 40; Selin, 2014 also included 30 hours)3. We cannot rely on the former as some 

tax-benefit calculations require specific numbers of hours (e.g. social contribution 

rebates in Belgium are based on full-time equivalent income). In relation to the second 

option, we utilise a similar method to predict hourly wages. Regarding the hours 

assumption of this option however, it can have an effect on PTRs. For this reason, we 

do not assume a fixed number of hours but match unemployed people to their most 

likely hours.  

We predict hourly wages using a Heckman selection model. This model controls for 

sample selection bias given that those currently in work might have unobserved 

characteristics different from those currently out of work. The variables that we use 

for the wage equation are education, age and experience (including squared terms), 

and for women also region. The extra variables necessary for the selection equation 

are the number of children younger than three years old, between four and six and 

between seven and 12, and for men also region. To improve our estimations we do 

not include people with too high/low hours (e.g. full-timer working more than 70 

hours). We predict log hourly wages separately for men and women.  

In relation to matching unemployed people to their most likely hours of work, first we 

observe the distribution of hours of work by gender. If there is one clear most 

common option, we assume that one. If there is more than one common option, we 

predict the probability of choosing those options using a multinomial logistic model. 

This results in choosing 39 hours for men as more than 50 per cent of them works 

between 38 and 40 hours and no other options is above 10 percent. For women the 

most common options are around 19, 30 and 39 hours. For the women’s model we 

use the same variables as the selection equation of our Heckman model and match 

unemployed women to the hour option for which they have the highest predicted 

probability. 

  

 
3 Predicting wages assuming a fixed number of hours is also the most common assumption in 
the descriptive literature on participation incentives (e.g. Callan, Keane, Savage, Walsh, & 
Timoney, 2012; Decoster et al., 2015b; Immervoll & O'Donoghue, 2002). An exception is Adam 
and Browne (2010). As the UK tax-benefit system does not depend on exact hours but on 
bands, the latter authors could predict earnings at different hour bands, evaluate PTRs at those 
different predictions and weight these PTRs by the predicted probability of each hour band.  
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IV. The anti-poverty marginal benefit of public funds 
Abstract: Policy makers are generally interested in both the anti-poverty impact and 

the efficiency of reforms. To connect these two dimensions, I measure the poverty gap 

change per unit of net revenue that tax-benefit reforms produce. To isolate the impact 

of reforms and account for labour supply responses, I apply a microsimulation 

decomposition framework to poverty gap and net revenue changes. Labour supply 

responses are accounted for using reduced-form models, partly exploiting variation 

over time that reforms produce. I measure this indicator in Belgium between 2005 and 

2014, focusing on revenue changes at the bottom half of the income distribution. 

Without considering labour supply reactions, reforms reduced the poverty gap among 

the poor by €0.55 for each euro of net revenue decline. However, this drops to €0.41 

when negative labour supply reactions are included, which were caused by 

unemployment benefits growing faster than in-work compensations. These results 

highlight the importance of looking simultaneously at reforms to in-and out-of-work 

benefits. 

Collado, D. (2020). The anti-poverty marginal benefit of public funds. EUROMOD 

Working Paper Series. Retrieved from 

https://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/research/publications/working-papers/euromod/em2-

20.pdf. [the version in this thesis contains some revisions compared to the original 

working paper] 
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Introduction 
Policy makers are generally interested in both the anti-poverty impact and the 

efficiency of tax-benefit reforms targeted at low-income households. Many studies 

evaluate the impact of reforms using tax-benefit microsimulations techniques. These 

techniques allow isolating the distributional impact of reforms from the environment 

in which they operate (for a formal framework and examples see e.g. Figari et al., 

2015). Many of these studies consider only the mechanical effect that reforms have on 

incomes. This leaves aside other effects such as reform-driven labour supply reactions 

that can also affect poverty outcomes. At the same time, studies that do consider 

labour supply reactions, generally do not estimate the cost of reducing poverty in 

terms of the net revenue changes provoked by those same reforms. In addition, those 

studies usually do not identify labour supply effects exploiting the same changes that 

reforms produce. To connect the anti-poverty and efficiency concerns regarding policy 

reforms, I measure the poverty gap change per unit of net revenue that tax-benefit 

reforms produce. In doing so, I include labour supply effects that are partly identified 

by the same changes that reforms produce. 

Connecting anti-poverty and efficiency concerns is particularly relevant because there 

can be inherent tensions between them. In this regard, it has been argued that the 

goals of redistribution, encouraging labour market participation and limiting 

government costs often conflict with each other. This has been referred to as the ‘iron 

triangle’ of welfare reform (Adam et al., 2006; Blundell, 2002). The idea behind this 

trilemma is that increasing transfers to the poorest would come at the cost of 

hampering financial work incentives or at a high budgetary cost (e.g. if in-work 

transfers were also increased). In line with this, in the last decades in Belgium and 

other Northwestern EU welfare states, tax-benefit reforms that deal with these 

interrelated challenges have been implemented. An illustration of this is the fact that 

‘making work pay’ policies that deal simultaneously with in-work poverty and work 

incentives have become widespread. For their part, the evolution of out-of-work 

benefits across countries has been more diverse.  

I measure the proposed indicator in Belgium for two reasons. First, Belgium was one of 

the many countries were in-work benefits were implemented and expanded during 

the last two decades. Moreover, also out-of-work benefits were increased and 

considerably more than in-work benefits. Second, previous research using tax-benefit 

microsimulation techniques studied the tensions between redistribution, work 

incentives and government budgets in Belgium (Decoster, Perelman, Vandelannoote, 

Vanheukelom, & Verbist, 2015a). Nonetheless, this research analysed each element 

separately, and did not fully account for reform-driven labour supply reactions. The 

empirical methodology that I propose improves on these elements.  
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That being said, I study the (cash) tax-benefit reforms implemented in Belgium 

between 2005 and 2014, focusing on households with members available for the 

labour market and at the bottom half of the income distribution. This means 

comparing poverty and revenue indicators based on the income distribution of 2005 

and based on a counterfactual distribution in which the policies of 2014 are applied to 

the population of 2005. By utilising the same population, changes other than policy 

reforms are not considered. For their part, labour supply reactions are taken into 

account using a reduced-form model. Without considering labour supply reactions, 

results indicate that tax-benefit changes reduced the average poverty gap among the 

poor by €31, while they reduced net revenue at the bottom half of the income 

distribution by €56 per person. This implied a ratio of €0.55 of poverty gap reduction 

for each euro of net revenue decline. However, this drops to €0.41 when including 

labour supply reactions because policy changes reduced the probability of being in the 

labour market. This reduction occurred because unemployment benefits grew faster 

than in-work compensations. As a reference, up to 2009 the ‘mechanical’ ratio 

between poverty and revenue changes was €0.08 and it goes down to €0.07 when 

including labour supply reactions. This meant that reforms in later years were more 

targeted to the poor and created somewhat more deadweight cost. These results 

highlight the importance of looking simultaneously at and balancing reforms to in- and 

out-of-work tax-benefits. 

The next section reviews previous related research. Section 3 describes the empirical 

methodology. Section 4 presents the empirical application and section 5 concludes.  

Previous related research 
By studying changes in a welfare measure per unit of net revenue, my research is 

related to the literature on the marginal cost of public funds (MCF). The MCF 

measures the welfare cost of raising an additional unit of income, taking into account 

both the mechanical and behavioural effects of reforms (see e.g. Kleven & Kreiner, 

2006). In this way, this concept connects the three elements of the aforementioned 

trilemma: redistribution (that affects welfare), net revenue and labour market 

participation. Alternately, this concept can also measure the marginal benefit of 

spending an additional unit of income. After Saez (2002) showed the importance for 

theoretical optimal taxation of including responses both at the intensive and extensive 

margin, just a few papers have studied the MCF using this insight (Figari et al., 2018; 

Kleven & Kreiner, 2006). In line with the concept, these studies used a welfarist 

approach.  

With respect to previous studies on the MCF, this paper differs in the following. I 

argue that it is also relevant to study the marginal benefit of public funds using a non-

welfarist and official measure such as poverty. This is the same argument that Kanbur, 
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Keen, and Tuomala (1994, p. 1613) used to initiate the study of optimal taxation for 

poverty alleviation, to thus ‘capture the tone of much policy debate’. Regarding 

analytical approaches, the recent studies on the MCF have used a small reform 

approach combined with microsimulation techniques. Although I follow the same 

general logic of those studies, my approach is solely based on microsimulations, which 

will not generate many differences when focusing on poverty—instead of welfare. 

With respect to the reforms studied, in my empirical application I study all reforms 

between two points in time, but the concept could also be applied to a subgroup of 

reforms or to hypothetical ones. Within the MCF literature using microsimulations, all 

earlier research studied hypothetical reforms (Browning, 1978; Browning & Johnson, 

1984; Kleven & Kreiner, 2006; Triest, 1996), while more recent research focusing on 

actual (supposedly marginal) reforms has been scant. Moreover, this recent literature 

had some limitations such as using stylised labour supply elasticities (Eissa et al., 

2008), identifying those elasticities not using the variation that the analysed reforms 

produce, and making strong analytical simplifications to represent those reforms  

(Figari et al., 2018). I come back to the identification issue at the end of this section. 

With the advent of tax-benefit microsimulation models, many studies have analysed 

the mechanical effects of tax-benefit reforms using the decomposition framework 

formalised by Bargain and Callan (2010). In this framework, by generating 

‘intermediate’ counterfactual income distributions that hold constant the underlying 

population and allow policies to change, policy effects are separated from the 

environment in which they operate. This ‘no population change’ decomposition has 

been applied to many European countries (Bargain et al., 2015; Hills, Paulus, 

Sutherland, & Tasseva, 2019; Matsaganis & Leventi, 2014; Paulus, Figari, & Sutherland, 

2017; Paulus & Tasseva, 2017) and elsewhere (e.g. Bargain et al., 2015). In Belgium, 

studies have analysed periods that somewhat overlap with the one I investigate, 

finding that policies have generally reduced inequality or relative poverty, and—

accordingly—impacted negatively public budgets (Decoster et al., 2015a; Hills et al., 

2019; Paulus & Tasseva, 2017).  

These studies reveal the ‘morning-after effect’ of policies and therefore give a partial 

account by not considering other policy-driven effects such as labour supply 

responses. In Belgium in particular, Decoster et al. (2015a) did study the related issue 

of financial work incentives, finding that reforms have weakened them. This means 

that the marginal benefit per euro spent was actually less than one euro due to the 

distortions produced by the same reforms. Because Decoster et al. (2015a) did not 

translate the reform-driven changes in work incentives into behavioural changes, they 
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were not able to calculate the precise marginal benefit of each euro spent1. To include 

reform-driven labour supply responses when isolating the effect of reforms on 

distributional outcomes, few studies for other countries (e.g. for the UK Bargain, 2012; 

and for Australia Creedy & Hérault, 2015; Herault & Azpitarte, 2016) have utilised the 

framework that Bargain (2012) extended to include policy-driven labour supply 

effects. This consists of first estimating a structural labour supply model exploiting 

cross-sectional variation in base- or end-period data. Subsequently, an income 

distribution where the underlying population is held constant and policies are allowed 

to change is compared to a similar distribution in which the labour supply of people is 

also ‘allowed’ to respond to the reforms.  

I utilise the framework of Bargain (2012) with two differences to previous studies. 

First, previous studies did study distributional outcomes such as poverty but did not 

calculate changes per unit of net revenue. Second, I identify labour supply responses 

exploiting partly the same variation that reforms produced, which is more aligned with 

decomposing changes over time. With respect to the latter, using a similar 

decomposition framework for the US, Hoynes and Patel (2017) studied the mechanical 

and behavioural effects on poverty of changes in the Earned Income Taxed Credit. 

While their behavioural model did not estimate the impact of policy changes on labour 

supply but directly on poverty2, for identification they did exploit the same variation 

that reforms produced, which is closer to my identification strategy. 

Empirical methodology 
In this section I elaborate on my empirical methodology to measure the poverty gap 

change per unit of net revenue that tax-benefit reforms produce. In particular, I define 

this concept and explain my microsimulation approach and the strategy to identify 

labour supply responses. 

The anti-poverty marginal benefit of public funds 

In this paper I measure the poverty gap change per unit of net revenue that tax-

benefit reforms produce. For brevity I refer to this indicator as the Anti-poverty 

 
1 They did calculate a special case of the marginal cost of public funds. They mainly used this 
concept to aggregate incentives across people and margins. However, in the formula of the 
MCF they used stylised elasticities and instead of parameterising the reforms studied, they use 
a simple proportional tax increase (the latter is the same simplification of Figari et al., 2018). 
Therefore, the only parameters representing the reforms studied were incentive measures. 
2 Their model therefore includes more margins of reaction. This comes at the cost of a model 
for a more multifaceted outcome and relying on a ‘larger’ parametric prediction when 
contrasting behavioural effects to mechanical ones coming from a tax-benefit microsimulation 
model. Furthermore, they would have needed another behavioural model for net revenue to 
be able to estimate poverty changes per unit of net revenue (whereas a labour supply model 
serves both indicators). 
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Marginal Benefit of Public Funds (AMBF). This is simply defined as the ratio between 

changes in the average poverty gap among the poor ΔP (in monetary terms) and 

changes in net revenue ΔR that tax-benefit reforms produce, that is, ΔP/ΔR. This 

resembles the concept of the Marginal Cost of Public Funds (MCF). The MCF measures 

the welfare cost of raising an additional unit of income. Alternatively, it can also 

measure the marginal benefit of spending an additional unit. To allow for 

distributional concerns, Dahlby (1998) defined the Social Marginal Cost of Public Funds 

(SMCF) which measures the same as the MCF but weighting differently the welfare 

changes of people according to their income position. In this way, the AMBF can also 

be seen as a special case of the SMCF whereby changes in welfare come only from the 

incomes of people below the poverty threshold, attaching to them equal weights. 

With respect to the specific components of the AMBF, I study the average poverty gap 

among the poor due the intuitiveness of this indicator. In other words, I study the 

average distance (in income units) between the poverty threshold and the incomes of 

the poor3. In relation to net revenue, this is obtained by summing for each household 

taxes and social contributions and subtracting social benefits, and subsequently 

computing the average per person (at the bottom half of the income distribution in my 

empirical application). Consequently, because poverty is driven by a smaller segment 

of people than revenue, the AMBF without taking into account labour supply reactions 

reflects how targeted to the poor are tax-benefit changes. In turn, including those 

reactions gives the actual AMBF, and comparing both indicators shows the size of the 

behavioural effects. Regarding the reforms that one can study, they can be all those 

implemented between two points in time, a subgroup of them or hypothetical ones.  

A microsimulation approach  

The intention of this paper is measuring the poverty gap change per unit of net 

revenue that tax-benefit reforms produce. Because both outcomes can change due to 

tax-benefit reforms and many other factors, I must isolate the effect of reforms from 

the effect of those other factors. To do so, the recent literature estimating the MCF 

has used a small reform approach combined with tax-benefit microsimulations. This 

approach allows deriving an analytical formula that depends—among others—on the 

derivatives of marginal and participation tax rates with respect to a small tax-benefit 

change, and on labour supply elasticities. These multipliers represent rates of change 

while holding other factors constant. Thus, by applying small tax-benefit changes, one 

can obtain counterfactual outcomes under those scenarios. Instead of this approach to 

obtain the necessary counterfactual outcomes, I propose using an approach fully 
 

3 This indicator considers only the depth of poverty and not its extent in the population. 
Alternatively, the poverty gap index (Ravallion, 2017) apportions the sum of the poverty gaps 
among the whole population instead of only among the poor. However, because it represents 
the average poverty gap among poor and non-poor, its units are less intuitive.  
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based on microsimulations, which will not generate many differences when focusing 

on poverty—rather than welfare4.  

To isolate the effect of tax-benefit reforms on poverty and revenue changes, I start 

from the decomposition framework of Bargain (2012). Equation 1 shows this 

decomposition for a change between two points in time in any aggregate index 𝐼. 𝑑𝑡 

refers to the function that transforms household gross incomes into net incomes, 𝑧𝑡 to 

the monetary parameters of policies, 𝑦𝑡 to the gross income distribution and 𝛼 to an 

uprating factor to make monetary values of year 1 comparable to those of year 2. 

Subscripts refer to the year of the element, whereas the gross income distribution of 

year 1 with a superscript indicates that people are ‘allowed’ to react to the policies of 

year 25. First, the index 𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1)] based on a counterfactual income distribution 

that holds constant the underlying population 𝑦1 (including their gross incomes) and 

applies the policies of year 2, is compared to the observed index in year 1 

𝐼[𝑑1(𝛼𝑧1, 𝛼𝑦1)]. Because the only discrepancy between these indices is the policies 

applied, their difference reflects the effect of those policies. Second, to obtain the 

policy-driven labour supply effect, the same index 𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1)] is compared to the 

index [𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1
2)] which differs by ‘allowing’ people to adapt their behaviour to the 

imposed policies of year 2. Lastly, the difference between the index [𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1
2)] and 

the observed index in year 2 𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝑦2)] represents other effects (changes in wage 

inequality, demographics, etc.). To calculate the AMBF I use the policy and the policy-

driven labour supply effects, which are now separated from other effects6. 

  

 
4 In addition, the small reform (or sufficient statistics) approach does not have the same 
advantages when applied to a non-welfarist measure. Within a welfarist approach, when 
reforms are small, the aggregate welfare formula does not depend on the functional form of 
utility. This is because when people’s reactions are small, they end up with a similar post-
reform utility. In turn, labour supply responses do not influence welfare and these effects come 
only from mechanical changes in income due to the reforms. Estimating labour supply effects 
on welfare would require specifying the functional form of utility, which under these 
assumptions becomes conveniently unnecessary. 
5 It is relevant to mention that this decomposition is path dependent. I chose this path 
combination based on base-period data because it considers the impact of policy changes in 
prospect. 
6 It is possible that changes in revenue from personal taxes and benefits are counterbalanced 
by increases in other fiscal sources not considered among the policies (e.g. VAT). Another 
limitation of this approach is that, besides considering labour supply reactions, the 
counterfactual scenarios are partial equilibriums and therefore do not include other potential 
effects of policies. 
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∆= 𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2,   𝑦2)] − 𝐼[𝑑1(𝛼𝑧1, 𝛼𝑦1)]   = 
     {𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2,    𝑦2)] − 𝐼[𝑑2(  𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1

2)]} + 
     {𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1

2)] − 𝐼[𝑑2(  𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1)]} + 
     {𝐼[𝑑2(𝑧2, 𝛼𝑦1)] − 𝐼[𝑑1(𝛼𝑧1, 𝛼𝑦1)]}  

 

 
other effects 
labour supply effect 
policy effect 

(1) 

To account for labour supply effects, previous studies using the framework of Bargain 

(2012) have estimated structural discrete choice models of labour supply exploiting 

cross-sectional variation in base- or end-period data. Instead, using reduced-form 

models I identify labour supply responses exploiting partly the same variation that 

reforms produce, which is more aligned with decomposing changes over time. As in 

the small reform approach, I separate the contribution of labour supply responses in 

the intensive and extensive margins. This implies estimating models at each margin. 

Equation 2 shows how I implement this for poverty gap changes ΔP by further 

specifying the policy and policy-driven labour supply effects of equation 1. To simplify 

the notation, I assume that monetary values are already expressed in values of the 

year 2. 𝑝(. ) represents a function that returns the contribution of a household to the 

average poverty gap among the poor. That is, the extra income that would be required 

to mechanically bring a household to the poverty threshold, divided by the number of 

poor people in the population. Expressed as a formula 𝑝(𝑑𝑖(. )) =

𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, �̅� ∗ 𝑠𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖(. )) 𝑁𝑝⁄ , where �̅� is the poverty threshold, 𝑠𝑖  an equivalence scale 

(e.g. the OECD one), 𝑑𝑖  the household net disposable income of person 𝑖 and 𝑁𝑝 the 

number of poor people in the population. In contrast to equation 1, 𝑑𝑖𝑡(. ) and 𝑦𝑖1(. ) 

also have the subscript 𝑖 because now they do not represent the whole distribution of 

gross and net incomes but the household net and gross incomes of person 𝑖. 

Continuing with equation 2, 𝑁 is the number of people available for the labour 

market, 𝑁𝑖  the number of available persons in the household of person 𝑖 (e.g. two for 

couples and one for singles), 𝐸𝑖1 the probability of being employed of person 𝑖, ℎ𝑖1 

hours worked, 0𝑖1 describes the situation in which person 𝑖 is unemployed, and 𝐸𝑖1
2  

and ℎ𝑖1
2  represent the probability of working and hours worked under the policies of 

year 2. In the next paragraph I explain the combined use of household and individual 

concepts, and the simultaneous use of in- and out-of-work incomes. The formulas for 

decomposing net revenue are the same but instead of summing the poverty gap 

contributions 𝑝(. ), I sum the balance between taxes and benefits of households 𝑟(. ).   
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𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 

∑ {
𝑝 (𝑑𝑖2(𝑧2, 𝑦𝑖1(ℎ𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖
𝐸𝑖1 −

𝑝 (𝑑𝑖2(𝑧2, 𝑦𝑖1(0𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖
(1 − 𝐸𝑖1)}

𝑁

𝑖=1

− 

∑ {
𝑝 (𝑑𝑖1(𝑧1, 𝑦𝑖1(ℎ𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖
𝐸𝑖1 −

𝑝 (𝑑𝑖1(𝑧1, 𝑦𝑖1(0𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖

(1 − 𝐸𝑖1)}

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦  𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 

∑ {
𝑝 (𝑑𝑖2 (𝑧2, 𝑦𝑖1(ℎ𝑖1

2 )))

𝑁𝑖
𝐸𝑖1

2 −
𝑝 (𝑑𝑖2(𝑧2, 𝑦𝑖1(0𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖
(1 − 𝐸𝑖1

2 )}

𝑁

𝑖=1

− 

∑ {
𝑝 (𝑑𝑖2(𝑧2, 𝑦𝑖1(ℎ𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖
𝐸𝑖1 −

𝑝 (𝑑𝑖2(𝑧2, 𝑦𝑖1(0𝑖1)))

𝑁𝑖
(1 − 𝐸𝑖1)}

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

(2) 

Equation 2 deserves some further explanation. First, each person available for the 

labour market is represented twice: when s/he is employed and unemployed. The 

non-observed incomes are obtained using microsimulations. This approach 

corresponds to the pseudo-distribution approach of Creedy and Kalb (2005) (and is 

similar to the theoretical model of Eissa et al. (2008) within the small reform approach 

literature7). While people are counted twice in this approach, their two pseudo-

observations are weighted by the probabilities of being employed and unemployed, 

which add-up to one. Second, the household poverty gap 𝑝(. ) of person 𝑖 is divided by 

the number of persons available for the labour market 𝑁𝑖  because of the following. 

While the poverty gap and net revenue are household concepts and labour supply 

decisions will also consider household incomes, non-structural reduced-form models 

are traditionally individual, and therefore also my general approach. This implies that, 

for example, for a couple in which both partners are employed, the household 

incomes when each partner is unemployed can be different. Normally one would 

count the poverty gap and net revenue of the common household once, whereas in 

my approach I count the possibly somewhat different poverty gaps and net revenues 

 
7 E.g. the change in the in the average poverty gap among the poor applying a small reform 
approach after a small reform dz would be   
dP

dz
= ∑ {

𝛥𝑝𝑖
𝑧

𝛥𝑑𝑖
𝑧

𝜕𝑇𝑖

𝜕𝑧
𝐸𝑖 −

Δ𝑝0 (𝑖)

Δ𝑑0 (𝑖)

𝜕𝑇0

𝜕𝑧
(1 − 𝐸𝑖) +

𝛥𝑝𝑖
ℎ

𝛥𝑑𝑖
ℎ (1 − 𝑚𝑖)𝑤𝑖

𝑑ℎ𝑖

𝑑𝑧
𝐸𝑖 + (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝0(𝑖))

𝑑𝐸𝑖

𝑑𝑧
}𝑁 , where 𝑇𝑖  

and 𝑇0 are net tax-benefits when working and not working, 𝑚𝑖  the effective marginal tax rate 

and 𝑤𝑖  hourly wages. Because  𝑝𝑖  is not differentiable near the poverty threshold, the terms 
𝛥𝑝

𝛥𝑑
 

would adjust the derivatives for people crossing the threshold (simply making the change in 
income proportional to the change in the poverty gap and thus correctly leaving out changes 
above the threshold). The four terms of this equation represent the mechanical and labour 
supply effects in each margin respectively.  
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twice but then they are divided in half. Third, the labour supply models (detailed in the 

next sub-section) allow estimating 𝐸𝑖1
2  and ℎ𝑖1

2  and also getting the baseline probability 

𝐸𝑖1 and the likely hours that unemployed might work (while for employed I use their 

observed hours).       

Estimating labour supply responses 

Most previous studies decomposing the labour supply effect of tax-benefit reforms 

have estimated labour supply models exploiting static variation in budget constraints 

and behaviour across people. I differ from those studies by identifying these responses 

exploiting partly the variation that reforms produced over time, which is more aligned 

with decomposing the effect of those reforms (also over time). The following is the 

basic model to take into account labour supply responses. I start from the standard 

static model of labour supply. Individuals are assumed to maximise utility with respect 

to consumption (which as in other studies will be approximated by disposable income) 

𝑑𝑖  and labour supply ℎ𝑖 subject to the budget constraint 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑖 + 𝑂𝑖 −

𝑇𝑖 (𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑖 + 𝑂𝑖), where 𝑤𝑖 is the (assumed exogenous) gross hourly wage rate, 𝑂𝑖 other 

household incomes, 𝑇𝑖 (. ) the tax-benefit function, −𝑇0 (. ) net benefits when not 

working, and then gross earnings are 𝑒𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖ℎ𝑖. Similar to Immervoll et al. (2007), 

utility is assumed quasi-linear in consumption and specified as 𝑢𝑖(𝑑𝑖, ℎ𝑖) =  𝑑𝑖 −

𝑣𝑖(ℎ𝑖). 𝑣𝑖(. ) is an increasing function for the disutility of work that includes the fixed 

cost of working. This specification rules out income effects which in the labour supply 

literature are often small or not statistically significant (e.g. Bargain et al., 2014; 

Collado, 2018; Jäntti et al., 2015; Selin, 2014). At the intensive margin, first order 

conditions lead to a labour supply function ℎ𝑖 that depends on the slope of the budget 

constraint: ℎ𝑖(𝑤𝑖(1 − 𝐸𝑀𝑇𝑅𝑖)), where EMTR is the Effective Marginal Tax Rate. At 

the extensive margin, the condition for being employed is that utility in this state is 

higher than when unemployed, which implies 𝑒𝑖(1 −
𝑇𝑖−𝑇0

𝑒𝑖
) > 𝑣𝑖(ℎ𝑖). Defining the 

Participation Tax Rate as 𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖 =
𝑇𝑖−𝑇0

𝑒𝑖
, the previous condition defines an individual 

employment function 𝐸𝑖  that depends on the net-of-PTR earnings: 𝐸𝑖(𝑒𝑖(1 − 𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖)). 

The PTR measures the proportion of household earnings taken in (effective) tax and 

withdrawn (net) benefits when a household member moves from unemployment to 

employment8. In turn, net-of-PTR earnings represent the net gain of moving to 

employment in income units. More details on the calculation of work incentives can 

be found in Appendix A. The derived labour supply functions have the empirical 

counterparts showed in equations 3 and 4, where 𝑿𝑖𝑡 is a vector of control variables 

 
8 Taxes in relation to earnings represent tax rates, and benefits in relation to earnings 
represent replacement rates. Then for a person who only receives a benefit when unemployed 
and only pays taxes when employed, the PTR can be understood as the sum of her replacement 
and tax rates. Note that 𝑇(. ) is negative every time benefits are higher than taxes paid. 
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and in the extensive margin I assume 𝑣𝑖(. ) follows a logistic distribution. Once I have 

identified the relationship between work incentives and labour supply, for the 

decomposition analysis I can predict labour supply under the policies of a given year.  

ℎ𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝐸𝑀𝑇𝑅𝑤𝑖𝑡(1 − 𝐸𝑀𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑡) + 𝜷𝑖𝑡
′𝑿𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡  

 
(3) 

𝑃𝑟(𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝛬(𝛽𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑡(1 − 𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑡) + 𝜷𝑖𝑡
′𝑿𝑖𝑡) 

 
(4) 

To overcome potential omitted-variable bias between labour supply and work 

incentives, with repeated cross-sectional data (as it is available for my empirical 

application) one can estimate these models in the following way9. Following the 

method pioneered by Cutler and Gruber (1996) and similar to the application of 

Kalíšková (2018) estimating the effect of work incentives on female employment in EU 

countries, one can instrument work incentives with a group-level simulated variable. 

This simulated instrumental variable (IV) is built by ‘freezing’ a population (e.g. of a 

first year) and recalculating group average work incentives applying the policy changes 

that took place over the years. Groups must be defined by the differential treatment 

that reforms have on different people. In this way, those group-averages reflect 

exclusively mechanical policy changes. This approach can be understood as a 

parameterised difference-in-difference framework (Hoynes & Patel, 2017). In my case, 

the treatments correspond to the policy changes that took place between the two 

periods of the decomposition. In this regard, including more points in time would 

allow adding more policy variation10 and estimating more accurately group fixed 

effects to remove constant differences (while adding time fixed effects to absorb 

common shocks). There is a (exclusion) restriction and a (relevance) condition for 

using such a framework. The restriction is that tax-benefit treatments must be 

(conditionally) exogenous to labour supply outcomes. For its part, the condition is that 

after adding control variables such as group and time fixed effects, there must be 

enough variation left in the instrumented variable to be explained by the instrument. 

In this context, this means that reforms must have affected different groups 

differently.  

 
9 As it will be seen, in my application I only estimate an extensive margin model. I do not 
estimate an intensive margin model because there was very little policy variation affecting that 
margin. If one did estimate an intensive margin model, there might also be a self-selection bias 
because that model would be estimated on the observed hours of work of employed people. In 
that case one could test and correct for this.    
10 Adding more points in between implies that the mean of the predicted individual 
probabilities matches the observed aggregate employment in all years combined but not 
necessarily in a specific year. For this reason, for the decomposition I scale the predicted 
probabilities of the first year to match the observed aggregate employment levels (in my 
empirical application I also scale them to match the somewhat different subsample used in the 
decomposition). 
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It is common that important policy changes take place but that they do not have 

(sufficiently) different impacts on different groups (e.g. a general increase in 

unemployment benefits). This would violate the condition to use the previous 

approach. Then the IV approach of Blundell et al. (1998) could be an alternative. This 

approach consists in defining groups by exogenous variables (e.g. birth cohort and 

education achieved), adding group and time fixed effects, and instrumenting marginal 

net earnings by their group’s averages. Thus, this approach exploits the differential 

growth in marginal net earnings between groups. This means that it exploits both the 

differential impact of reforms on groups as well as the differential growth in their 

gross earnings. Compared to the aforementioned simulated IV, on the one hand this 

approach might lose some variation coming from policy reforms because the groups 

are not necessarily defined by those changes. On the other hand, it gains variation 

from differential growth in gross earnings. Originally this approach was applied to the 

intensive margin, and more recently Bartels and Shupe (2018) and Jäntti et al. (2015) 

applied it to the extensive margin as well.  

Empirical application 
In this section, I measure the poverty gap change per euro of net revenue provoked by 

the (cash) tax-benefit reforms implemented in Belgium between 2005 and 2014. 

Data and microsimulation model  

I utilise data from the tax-benefit microsimulation model EUROMOD H1.0+ (Figari et 

al., 2015; Sutherland & Figari, 2013) which is mostly based on the cross-sectional EU-

SILC survey11. With EUROMOD it is possible to calculate net incomes, given gross 

incomes and personal/household characteristics12. I use counterfactual incomes 

produced by this type of model for several purposes: i) to obtain counterfactual net 

income distributions for the decomposition analysis in which policies from one year 

are applied to another (and to ‘reobtain’ the observed distributions for comparability), 

ii) to simulate the non-observed incomes in my pseudo distribution approach and 

when calculating work incentive measures,  and iii) to estimate econometric models 

exploiting group variation over time in policy, earnings and labour supply. My 

decomposition analysis goes from the earliest to the most recent year with available 

data, that is, from 2005 to 2014. For the labour supply models I also include available 

data from years in between (2006, 2007, 2009 and 2011) to add more variation. I 

 
11 Standard errors take into account the sample design of EU-SILC following the Stata files of 
Zardo Trindade and Goedemé (2016) and Goedemé (2011). EUROMOD uses other EU-SILC 
versions than these files. In the versions used by EUROMOD some sample design variables are 
missing: in 2008 primary sampling units (PSU) are missing so I use instead household identifiers 
as PSU, and in 2012 the strata is missing so I use a single strata instead. 
12 More information can be found in the EUROMOD country report in 
https://www.euromod.ac.uk/using-euromod/country-reports.  

https://www.euromod.ac.uk/using-euromod/country-reports
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make some modifications to the default simulation of out-of-work benefits in 

EUROMOD, which are specified in Appendix A. I do this mainly because these benefits 

are not ready to be simulated for ‘new unemployed’.  

I study people living in households that contain persons available for the labour 

market, that is, (self-defined) employed or unemployed13. I only consider households 

composed by either couples or singles, with or without (non-working) children. This 

represents 78% of the people in households with persons available for the labour 

market and are the groups typically considered in the labour supply literature because 

other groups may have additional access restrictions to the labour market. For the 

decomposition analysis, I concentrate on the bottom half of the income distribution. I 

do so to not consider parts of reforms that only affected the top of the distribution 

(while to estimate models I also use the top half of the distribution to have more 

statistical power).  

For the decomposition analysis I use the following uprating factor (see equation 1) and 

poverty threshold. As uprating factor I use average wages14. Thus, tax-benefit 

parameters growing differently than average wages contribute to the policy effects 

and affect work incentives15. Some less relevant taxes and benefits that are not 

simulated are simply uprated by the wage index and therefore do not contribute to 

these effects. As poverty threshold I use the official At-risk-of-poverty threshold of the 

European Commission, which is defined as 60% of median equivalised household 

income. I anchor this relative poverty line in the first year analysed (in real terms) to 

exclude possible ‘poverty line effects’.  

Most relevant policy changes  

Next I present the most relevant changes in the Belgian (cash) tax-benefit system 

between 2005 and 2014 (a similar description until 2012 can be found in Decoster et 

al. (2015a)). Reforms refer mainly to policies directed to households with members 

available for the labour market. In Table IV-B1 of the Appendix, I present the main 

changes in the parameters of policies. Figure IV-1 exemplifies some of these changes 

for a hypothetical single parent household with an hourly gross wage of €13 in 2014 

prices (equivalent to around €2150 monthly if the person worked full-time, i.e. 38 

 
13 Therefore, available for the labour market means people aged between 18 and 65 years old 
excluding self-employed (due to the limited quality of their income data (Immervoll, 2004)), 
(early) retired, students, disabled, or other inactive.  
14 While the average wages grew 22.4% in the period analysed, CPI  grew 19.48%. Thus, 
estimated policy effects are only slightly larger using CPI.  
15 E.g. suppose that to calculate PTR changes between two points in time the same underlying 
population is used, all wages are uprated by the average wage growth, and out-of-work 
benefits grow more than that. Then the benefits withdrawn if one moves to work represent a 
larger proportion of wages in the second period, which increases PTRs.  
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hours per week). The flat continuous net income line until around 20 hours of work 

reflects the 100% withdrawal of social assistance (SA). This can also be seen in the 

declining dashed-dotted benefits line representing decreasing SA as people increase 

their hours of work. Benefits for this household also include child benefits (CBs).  

Figure IV-1. Budget constraints, single parent with an hourly wage of €13, 2005-2014 

 

Note: EUROMOD’s wage index is used to bring amounts to euros of 2014. In this way, the 

evolution of policy parameters is contrasted to the evolution of wages.   

Source: EUROMOD’s Hypothetical Households Tool (HHoT).   

The main policy change affecting poverty, revenue and participation incentives was 

increases in unemployment benefits (only somewhat noticeable in Figure IV-1 due to 

the specific characteristics of this household). The primary rises occurred in 2009 and 

2014. Increases were generally the same for the three types of recipients defined by 

the rules of unemployment benefits (UBs). An exception to this was in 2009 when the 

55% replacement rate for cohabitants was equalised with the rate for singles and head 

of households at 60%16. The other across the board changes corresponded to an 

 
16 Singles are considered as people living alone (and not paying inter-household transfers); 
head of households as people whose partners have earnings and UBs below certain limits and 
do not have other replacement incomes, or whose dependent children have no or low 
earnings; people not fulfilling the last two conditions are considered cohabitants. The earnings 
limit for partners was €384.27 per month in 2005 and in real terms doubled in 2009 and grew 
around another 10% in 2011.     
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increase in replacement rates from 60% to 65% for the three first months of a spell in 

2014, and important increases in the maximum and minimum limits of UBs in 2009 

and 2014. It is relevant to mention here a data limitation of my analysis: it is not 

possible to identify people according to the length of their unemployment spells. For 

this reason, UBs are simulated as if everybody was in their first year of unemployment, 

while there were also reductions to these benefits for the long-term unemployed. As a 

consequence, probably the mechanical effect of UB changes on poverty and spending 

will be overestimated, while the estimation errors of labour supply effects are less 

clear-cut17.  

Other policies that went through some changes were social contribution (SC) and SA. 

SC rebates were expanded in 2006, while in 2009 there was also an increase in the 

base reduction – although there are few workers with incomes low enough to be 

entitled to the full base reduction (for a description of SC rebates see Appendix A). 

This can be noticed in the decline in the steepness of the dotted SC line in Figure IV-1. 

With respect to SA, these benefits grew in some years considerably faster than 

average wages, although relatively few jobless households receive this benefit (in the 

survey data).  

There were also other smaller changes to CBs and special SCs for employees. With 

respect to child benefits, in 2007 two supplements were implemented. A ‘back-to-

school’ premium was gradually introduced and a special means-tested supplement for 

single parents was implemented (somewhat complemented by increases in the 

income limit for social supplements for single parents on replacement incomes). This 

can be noticed in Figure IV-1 by the rise of the dashed-dotted benefits line. In relation 

to special SCs, their brackets were not uprated during the whole period. This might 

have increased payments for people who were just below the lower bound of a 

bracket and whose earnings grew (e.g. going above the bound exempting this 

payment). 

Work incentives variation, econometric specification and simulation 

The specific work incentives variation generated by the policy reforms affects the 

econometric specification chosen. To analyse the effect of policy reforms on the 

evolution of work incentives I utilise two approaches. First, I do this on a selection of 

 
17 Using longitudinal data to study transitions into employment, in Collado (2018) I found that 
among the long-term unemployed, those unemployed between 12 and 24 months (around one 
eighth of the unemployed) were somewhat sensitive to changes in participation incentives (in 
terms of average marginal effects), while results for those unemployed for more were not 
statistically significant. Thus, in the current paper, elasticities could be slightly larger if I had 
retrospective information. However, for those (relatively few) unemployed between 12 and 24 
months, the labour supply effect in the simulations would run in the opposite direction 
compared to the current simulations (because their UBs actually decreased).  
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hypothetical households to remove compositional effects, and I break down the 

evolutions by the categories defined by the main policy changes. Second, I analyse the 

evolution of the average incentives of groups defined by those categories.  

With respect to the first approach, I present some selected results in Figure IV-2. At 

the top left corner we observe the evolution of Participation Tax Rates (PTRs) by UB 

recipient type. We see that the evolution of PTRs was similar for singles and head of 

households, while PTRs increased importantly in 2009 for cohabitants due to the large 

increase in UBs for this category. At the top right corner of the figure, we see that PTRs 

have evolved somewhat similarly for people working for different levels of hourly 

wages, except in 2006. This household corresponds to a cohabitant and therefore the 

curves are generally driven by increases in UBs. The somewhat different evolutions in 

2006 are due to the expansion of SC rebates, which made work pay more at medium 

and low full-time equivalent (FTE) earnings. Moving to the bottom left corner of the 

figure, we do not see many differences between a single person with or without 

children, except in 2007. This was due to the introduction of the special mean-tested 

supplement for single parents, which for specific earnings levels could affect how 

much work paid. Lastly, at the bottom right corner we see the evolution of Effective 

Marginal Tax Rates (EMTRs). We see that the increase in SC reductions in 2006 had an 

effect on them but not a large one. The increase in EMTRs for people with high hourly 

wages in 2011 was caused by special SCs based on taxable income. The brackets for 

these contributions were not uprated during the whole period and this hypothetical 

household happened to cross the exemption limit in this year.   
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Figure IV-2. Policy effects on work incentives of hypothetical households, 2005-2014 

 

Note: I analyse hypothetical household formed by singles and couples, with and without 

children, with different hourly wages, and here I present some selected results. Full-time (FT) 

means working 38 hours per week, while part-time (PT) 30 hours. Families with children have 

two children of 7 and 14 years old. The partners of the analysed cohabitants are working FT for 

the same hourly wage.  

Source: EUROMOD’s Hypothetical Households Tool (HHoT) 

The second approach to explore the effect of policies on work incentives consists of 

analysing the evolution of the average incentives of groups defined by the 

aforementioned policy changes (Figure IV-B1 in appendix). Accordingly, at the 

extensive margin I define (10) groups for PTR evolutions using (5) groups based on UB 

type and having or not children (relevant for CBs), and (2) pertinent groups based on 

FTE earnings deciles (relevant for SC reductions). To define (4) groups for EMTRs I use 

the same (2) FTE earnings decile groups and (2) groups based on taxable income 

deciles (relevant for special SCs). From the evolutions of EMTRs I exclude people 

working full-time or more hours because the design of the SC rebates creates a 

discontinuity at this point18. Results show that PTRs have increased for most groups, 

 
18 Beyond FT (equal to 38 hours), to calculate the reduction (see Appendix A for a description) 
FTE earnings are computed under the assumption that the person still works 38 hours. If hours 
worked go beyond FT, the mentioned assumption implies that FTE increase (since one earns 
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while the differences between EMTRs in 2005 and 2014 are negligible19. Although the 

increases in PTRs were important, they were not very different across groups. This 

might complicate the usage of a model only exploiting this type of variation. I explore 

this in the next sub-section.  

Since there were not many policy changes affecting the intensive margin and 

elasticities in this margin tend to be small (e.g. Bargain et al., 2014; Collado, 2018), I 

only estimate models for the extensive margin. I try estimating two models: one 

exploiting variation in Participation Tax Rates (PTRs) (Kalíšková, 2018), and another 

exploiting earnings net of PTRs (Bartels & Shupe, 2018; Jäntti et al., 2015).  

The first model regresses the probability of being employed on individual PTRs and 

other control variables. To account for possible omitted variable bias I instrument 

individual PTRs with a group–level simulated instrumental variable (IV) (Cutler & 

Gruber, 1996). This is expressed in equations 5 and 6. Being employed and 

unemployed is defined by being seven or more months in the respective state. Most 

people in my sub-sample are either employed or unemployed 12 months (more than 

90%)20. The instrumental variable 𝐼𝑉_𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑔𝑡 is built in the following way. First I use the 

groups 𝑔 defined above based on the main policy changes. Then, using the population 

of the first year I calculate the average PTR for these groups in each year following the 

respective year’s policies. In this way, those group-averages reflect exclusively 

mechanical policy changes21. PTRs use predicted earnings (more details in Appendix A) 

for people both in and out of work; therefore, I solely utilise the variation I am 

interested in. Other controls are included in vector 𝑿, and I also include year fixed 

effects 𝛼𝑡 to control for common shocks, and group fixed effects 𝛼𝑔 to control for 

constant group differences. Including year and group fixed effects and the fact that the 

variation from the IV is at the group level, implies that I exploit only within-group 

variation.  

 
more while still working FT). After a plateau-area limit, social contribution rebates are 
withdrawn when FTE increase. This implies that after 38 hours the slope of the budget 
constraint decreases, creating a discontinuity. Furthermore, people working FT probably have 
other type of restrictions to work overtime.  
19 The peak in EMTRs in 2007 was due to a tax credit that included civil servants only in this 
year and that was strongly targeted at low earnings. 
20 The very few people exactly six months in each state are not considered in the regression 
analysis (but are considered for prediction). Regression results are very similar if I compare only 
those 12 months in each state, or if I compare those unemployed 12 months to those 
employed at least one month.  
21 The increase in the earnings limit for partners mentioned in footnote 16 practicaly did not 
provoke changes in group composition, which could have weakened the instrument. For 
instance, only 0.4% of the observations in the 2005 sub-sample changes group when applying 
the policies of 2014. 
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1st stage: 𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑉𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑔𝑡 + 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛼𝑔 + 𝜷𝑖𝑡
′𝑿𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 

 

(5) 

2nd stage: 𝑃𝑟(𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝛬(𝛽𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖�̂� + 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛼𝑔 + 𝜷𝑖𝑡
′𝑿𝑖𝑡) 

 

(6) 

The second model I attempt estimating also regresses the probability of being 

employed, but this time on Net-of-PTR earnings (NPTRE). The rest of the model is 

similar to the previous one (see equations 7 and 8) except for the way of dealing with 

endogeneity. Because I also exploit changes in gross earnings (𝑒𝑖𝑡), to deal with 

endogeneity one cannot use the previous approach of ‘freezing’ the population and 

recalculating policies. Instead, I define (16) groups based on (2) education level, (4) 

birth cohort and (2) gender, and utilise the averages of those groups as IV (Blundell et 

al., 1998). This and the fact that I include year and group fixed effects imply that the 

model exploits differential growth between groups. Although this model exploits 

variation in both gross earnings and PTRs, later for the decomposition analysis I will 

predict employment probabilities modifying only PTRs. 

1st stage: 𝑒𝑖𝑡(1 − 𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑖𝑡) = 𝑁𝑃𝑇𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑉_𝑁𝑃𝑇𝑅𝐸𝑔𝑡 + 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛼𝑔 + 𝜷𝑖𝑡
′𝑿𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 

 

(7) 

2nd stage: 𝑃𝑟(𝐸𝑖𝑡 = 1) = 𝛬(𝛽𝑁𝑃𝑇𝑅𝐸𝑁𝑃𝑇𝑅𝐸𝑖𝑡
̂ + 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛼𝑔 + 𝜷𝑖𝑡

′𝑿𝑖𝑡) 

 

(8) 

Besides predicting the probability of employment under the policies of a given year, 

the pseudo-distribution approach of Equation 2 requires the household incomes of 

individuals when both employed and unemployed. For the observed status of 

individuals in employment or unemployment 12 months, I use their observed 

household incomes. For their unobserved status, I change individuals into this state 

and use EUROMOD to obtain simulated full-year incomes (for the estimation of 

earnings for the unemployed see Appendix B). For people observed in both 

employment and unemployment during the year, I do the same assuming as observed 

the state that was observed for seven or more months. For people observed exactly 

six months in each state, I use the observed incomes regardless of their status. 

Results  
I start this results section by studying the direct (or mechanical) contribution that 

changes to different (cash) tax-benefit components had on poverty, net revenue and 

PTRs. I do so before including labour supply reactions because those reactions are 

caused by the effect of the combined changes to the different tax-benefit 

components. To study these mechanical effects, I calculate each indicator using the 

population of 2005 and applying the policies of the different years involved. For the 

poverty gap and net revenue, this corresponds to estimating the policy effects of 

equation 1. For the detailed decomposition, I assign to each tax-benefit component its 
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proportional contribution to the policy effects22. Because tax-benefit components can 

correspond to different employment states, in addition I separate their contributions 

by the household work intensity declared at the moment of the interview. Results are 

presented in Figure IV-B2 in Appendix. Looking at the total policy effects and 

consistent with previous research, we see that policy changes have decreased poverty 

as well as net revenue (Decoster et al., 2015a; Hills et al., 2019; Paulus & Tasseva, 

2017). In terms of the specific tax-benefit components, policy effects have mainly 

been driven by unemployment benefits (UBs). This was also somewhat the case for 

‘employed’ household in the case of net revenue because people in these households 

might have been receiving UBs in a different moment than the interview. Taxes seem 

important; however, this is mainly the response to more generous UBs as they are 

partially taxable. Child benefits (CBs) and Social contribution (SC) reductions 

somewhat contributed as well to poverty reduction and higher expenditure. For their 

part, in Figure IV-B3 average PTRs are decomposed in terms of changes in the different 

tax-benefit components. Here we see that UBs also drove most of the changes in 

average PTRs23. 

Coming to the behavioural responses, for the two types of labour supply models I try 

to estimate, Table IV-1 presents the results of statistical tests of the relevance of 

instrumental variables (IVs) and of the exogeneity of the variables being instrumented. 

Given that the variation from the IVs is at the group level and that I include year and 

group fixed effects, the first-stage relevance tests assess whether there are different 

evolutions across the groups defined in the previous sub-section. As suspected, in the 

first row we see that the conditional relationship between the simulated group-

average PTRs and individual PTRs is very low. Although there were important policy 

changes affecting PTRs, they tended to be common across groups and therefore the 

year fixed effects absorb this variation. Fortunately, the relevance of the group-

average net of PTR earnings (NPTRE) is higher. The corresponding exogeneity test 

shows that results are not very different whether I use this instrument or not. Using 

the instrument would come at the cost of high standard errors because its variation is 

much lower than that of the instrumented variable. For these reasons, I use this model 

without the instrument.  

 

 
22 For the poverty gap, as people might enter and exit poverty due to policy changes, to assign 
the proportional contribution of a tax-benefit component I consider households that were poor 
under the policies of both periods. 
23 Average PTRs might hide changes for specific groups. I did the same decomposition for the 
aforementioned groups defined by the policy reforms. This showed a very similar picture, with 
SC rebates and CBs having slightly stronger but practically unnoticeable effects for people at 
the bottom of FTE earnings distribution and with children respectively. 
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Table IV-1. Relevance and exogeneity test results 

Instrumental variable 
Relevance Wald exogeneity 

test  
p-value 

Partial R-sq. F 

Mean group PTR 0.00 21 - 

Mean group NPTRE 0.02 559 0.59 
Note: To estimate relevance I use the Stata command ivregress since the reduced form for the 

endogenous explanatory variable is linear. To test exogeneity I use the Stata command ivprobit. 

These commands are able to accommodate the survey’s sample design except the strata. 

Results were obtained using all control variables (without interactions). People above and 

below the first and last percentile of the PTRs distribution are excluded. 

Source: EUROMOD 

Table IV-2 shows the results of the selected model. To simulate later more 

heterogeneous effects, I include in the model interactions that the literature 

traditionally studies: gender, education, having children and age. Column 1 shows the 

results in odds. Column 2 shows the Average Marginal Effects (AME) of the variables 

and of the difference between the categories of the interactions. Column 3 shows the 

level of the AME of the categories of the interactions. Results for NPTREs are 

presented for an increase of €100 per month. All monetary amounts are in monthly 

euros of 2014. That being said, in column 2 we see that for an increase of €100 in the 

monthly income difference between working and not working, the probability of being 

in the labour market increases by 0.6 percentage points. This AME is equivalent to an 

elasticity of 0.05, with the employment rate in the sub-sample (including the top half 

of the income distribution for estimation) being 88% and the average NPTRE €784. My 

elasticity is between the ones that Jäntti et al. (2015) and Bartels and Shupe (2018) 

found, which are 0.01 and 0.08 respectively. Among the interactions, elderly people 

seem less sensitive to changes in their marginal net earnings, while males and more 

educated people somewhat more sensitive. The results of this model are the ones I 

use for the decomposition analysis. 
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Table IV-2. Labour supply model results 

 (1) (2) (3) 

 DV: Emp. DV: Emp. DV: Emp. 

 logit logit logit 

VARIABLES odds AME AME (levels) 

    

NPTRE (100 euro 2014) 1.050*** 0.006***  

 [1.018,1.082] [0.005,0.007]  

NPTRE * Male = 0   0.004*** 

   [0.003,0.006] 

NPTRE * Male = 1 1.053*** 0.004*** 0.008*** 

 [1.028,1.079] [0.002,0.005] [0.006,0.010] 

NPTRE * High Edu. = 0   0.006*** 

   [0.004,0.007] 

NPTRE * High Edu. = 1 1.034** 0.002** 0.008*** 

 [1.008,1.060] [0.001,0.003] [0.006,0.009] 

Children = 1 1.073 0.023***  

 [0.927,1.242] [0.014,0.032]  

NPTRE * Children = 0   0.006*** 

   [0.004,0.007] 

NPTRE * Children = 1 1.028** 0.001 0.007*** 

 [1.010,1.047] [-0.000,0.003] [0.006,0.008] 

NPTRE * 18-34   0.008*** 

   [0.006,0.009] 

NPTRE * 35-49 1.005 0.000 0.008*** 

 [0.980,1.030] [-0.001,0.001] [0.007,0.009] 

NPTRE * 50-64 0.921*** -0.006*** 0.002 

 [0.896,0.946] [-0.008,-0.004] [0.000,0.003] 

    

Group FE Yes   

Year FE Yes   

    

Pseudo-R2 0.0969   

Log likelihood -5.921e+06   

AIC 1.180e+07   

N 24508 24508 24508 

Note: *** p<0.01 ** p<0.05 * p<0.1, 90% confidence intervals in brackets. AME=average 

marginal effects. In column 3 AMEs refer to the level of the effect of increasing the NPTRE in 

€100 for the categories of the interacted variables. The 16 groups are defined by education 

(higher education or not), birth cohort (before-the-60s, 60s, 70s and 80-90s) and gender. All 

groups have at least 133 observations except four groups that have between 16 and 55 

observations. People above and below the first and last percentile of the PTR distribution are 

excluded for estimation but included for prediction. Information criteria are able to 

accommodate the survey’s sample design except the strata. 

Source: EUROMOD 
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With the results of the labour supply model I am able to make the decomposition 

described in equation 2. Figure IV-3 presents the results of this decomposition for the 

policy and the policy-driven labour supply effects. In relation to the mechanical policy 

effect, tax-benefit reforms reduced the average poverty gap among the poor and net 

revenue per person at the bottom half of the income distribution by €31 and €56 per 

month. This means that the poverty gap decreased by €0.55 for each euro of net 

revenue decline. This corresponds to the defined Anti-poverty Marginal Benefit of 

Public Funds (AMBF) without taking into account labour supply reactions.  

Figure IV-3. Decomposition of policy and policy-driven labour supply effects on the 

poverty gap and net revenue at the bottom half of the income distribution, 2005-2014 

 

Note: See Figure IV-B2. 90% confidence intervals.  

Source: EUROMOD 

When looking at the labour supply effect, we see an extra effect on budget deficits. 

This happened because unemployment benefits grew faster than in-work 

compensations, which increases PTR and therefore decreases NPTRE. This is translated 

into a reduction in the probability of being in the labour market according to the 

labour supply model. Applying the policies of 2014 to the population of 2005 reduces 

NPTRE by €132 per month on average, which the model’s elasticity translates into a 
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1% decrease in employment. Then the probability of being a taxpayer decreases and 

of receiving out-of-work benefits increases. Labour supply effects on the poverty gap 

are much less noticeable than on net revenue. This is because benefits cushion income 

drops when unemployed. In other words, from the perspective of income 

maintenance there are not many changes. However, from the perspective of revenue 

it does make a difference whether people pay taxes or receive benefits. For this 

reason, the policy-driven labour supply effect is much more visible on net revenue (-

€16.69 per person). Accordingly, when including labour supply reactions the AMBF 

decreases to €0.41.  

Lastly, as a comparison for the AMBF of the reforms between 2005 and 2014, I 

calculate the AMBF between 2005 and 2009. Up to 2009 most of the large policy 

changes had already been implemented, except for the additional increase in UBs in 

2014. Without considering labour supply reactions, the AMBF up to 2009 was €0.08. 

This reflects the fact that until that period there was less poverty reduction with 

respect to the decline in net revenue. When including labour supply reactions, the 

AMBF up to 2009 decreases to €0.07. This mainly reflects the fact that policy changes 

until 2009 increased PTRs less than changes up to 2014 (Figure IV-B3). 

Conclusion 
To connect the anti-poverty impact and the efficiency of tax-benefit reforms, in this 

paper I measured the poverty gap change per unit of net revenue that reforms 

produce. I refer to this measure as the Anti-Poverty Marginal Benefit of Public Funds 

(AMBF). Through a microsimulation decomposition framework, I separate the impact 

of reform from the environment in which they operate. While most previous 

decompositions considering labour supply reactions have exploited cross-sectional 

variation in base- or end-period data too, I identify those reactions partly exploiting 

the same changes that reforms produce. The AMBF can also be seen as a special case 

of the Social Marginal Cost of Public Funds (MCF) (Dahlby, 1998) in which changes in 

welfare come only from the incomes of people below the poverty threshold. While the 

recent literature estimating the MCF has used a small reform approach combined with 

tax-benefit microsimulations, my approach is fully based on microsimulations. 

In an empirical application to the (cash) tax-benefit reforms implemented in Belgium 

between 2005 and 2014, I estimated the reduction in the poverty gap per euro of net 

revenue that these reforms provoked. Without taking into account labour supply 

reactions, results indicate that reforms reduced the average poverty gap among the 

poor in €0.55 for each euro of net revenue decline per person at the bottom half of 

the income distribution. This reduction in poverty with a concomitant increase in 

budget deficit was mainly due to large increases in unemployment benefits, and 

secondarily, to augmentations in social contribution reductions and child benefits. The 
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AMBF decreases to €0.41 when including labour supply reactions because policy 

changes reduced the probability of being in the labour market. This means that the 

probability of being a taxpayer decreased and of receiving out-of-work benefits 

increased. The decline in the probability of being in the labour market was because 

unemployment benefits grew faster than in-work compensations, which weakened 

participation incentives. As a reference, up to 2009 the ‘mechanical’ ratio between 

poverty and revenue changes was €0.08 and it goes down to €0.07 when including 

labour supply reactions. This meant that reforms in later years were more targeted to 

the poor and created somewhat more deadweight cost. These results highlight the 

importance of looking simultaneously at and balancing potential reforms to in- and 

out-of-work benefits. At a broader level—and bearing in mind that these outcomes 

come only from tax-benefit policy—, results show the difficulty of dealing with a social 

trilemma: reducing poverty while not discouraging work nor running large public 

deficits.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A  

Work incentives 

For the formula of PTRs one needs household taxes and benefits (therefore also net 

incomes) when people are both employed and unemployed. In the non-observed 

state, household net incomes are simulated changing individual 𝑖 into this state and 

running EUROMOD assuming other household members do not change their 

behaviour. To predict gross wages for unemployed people I utilise a Heckman 

selection equation, while for hours of work I impute the most likely option (see 

below). Incomes when employed and unemployed are made comparable by 

estimating earnings and out-of-work benefits on a full-year basis. In the formula, the 

difference between household 𝑇(. ) when in- and out-of-work is expressed in relation 

to the earnings of individual 𝑖. In this way, PTRs take into account household incomes 

but represent an individual measure. This implies that I calculate them separately for 

each (available) partner in a couple: one time modifying the earnings of one partner, 

keeping constant the income sources of the other partner, and then vice versa. With 

respect to EMTRs, they follow a similar logic measuring the proportion of household 

earnings taken in tax and withdrawn benefits when a household member increases 

her hours of work by 5%.  

Estimating earnings 

• I predict log hourly wages using a Heckman selection model. This model 

controls for sample selection bias given that those currently in work might 

have unobserved characteristics different from those currently out of work. I 

partially follow Bargain et al. (2014) in estimating separate wage equations for 

men and women containing age and experience (including squared terms), 

education, number of children and number of children below three years old. 

The extra exclusion variables in the selection equation are other household 

incomes and the number of children younger than three years old, between 

four and six, between seven and 12, and between 13 and 17. To improve my 

estimations, I do not include in the model people with too high/low hours 

(below 30 and above 70 for full-timers, and more than 36 for part-timers) and 

with a second job. In EU-SILC, income and employment information refer to 

the year before the interview, while weekly hours worked to the year of the 

interview. For this reason, I also exclude from the model employed people 

who changed their job or were not in the same full/part-time regime during 

the whole year. I impute wages for these excluded employed people based on 

the same model but using an OLS regression. I also bottom code wages using 

minimum wages from OECD (2014).  
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• In relation to hours of work, I assign people to their most likely option among 

the most common options by gender. Thus, I assume that the unemployed 

(employed) men censored (excluded) from the previous model work 39 hours. 

For women, I assign them to either 20, 30 or 38 hours of work according to 

their highest predicted probability using a multinomial logistic model. This 

model contains the same variables as the selection equation of the Heckman 

model.  

Simulating out-of-work benefits  

Unemployment benefits (UBs) are not ready to be simulated in EUROMOD’s baseline. 

Moreover, even when activated, they are programmed only for people observed in 

unemployment and not for ‘new unemployed’. I implement a few modifications in 

both cases24. To check the eligibility of new unemployed, I extrapolate the observed 

months in work to the previous two years. For UBs amounts, I utilise observed wages 

(e.g. to apply the replacement rates) when possible and suitable, and otherwise I 

predict them (see above). For PTRs, UBs in the out-of-work state are calculated using 

predicted earnings for both employed and unemployed people. This is consistent with 

the earnings I utilise in the corresponding in-work state. When calculating work 

incentives in the intensive margin, the UBs of unemployed partners are estimated 

using observed wages if these partners happened to be employed at the moment of 

the interview and therefore declared those wages, and otherwise they are predicted.  

By default, social assistance (SA) is simulated for every entitled household assuming a 

given amount of random non-take up. I do not apply the random non-take up and 

instead do the following: 

• For people observed in unemployment: I only simulate SA if their households 

are actually taking it up. I make one exception for the counterfactual situation 

 
24 The following special UBs are not simulated either and instead regular UB simulations are 
used. First, if people work involuntarily part-time they could receive an income guarantee 
connected to their UBs (though instead EUROMOD allows combining earnings and SA). As a 
reference, the EUROMOD country report shows that part-time employees with income 
guarantee only amounted to around 6% among the categories that should be simulated. 
Second, those working part-time voluntarily should receive a ‘halved’ UB as well. According to 
my own calculations based on EU-SILC, only around ¼ of people working less than 30 hours did 
so because they did “not want to work more”. Third, benefits for the category “temporary 
unemployed” are not simulated either. This category is for people still bounded by a contract 
while work is temporarily suspended (e.g. because of economic circumstances). Replacement 
rates are slightly higher for this group and do not decrease over time. According to the 
EUROMOD country report, among the categories that should be simulated, temporary 
unemployed represented around 20%. Fourth, seniority supplements and UBs after studies are 
not simulated either. 
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in which an unemployed person works: if when not working she is not 

receiving SA but UB, when I assume she works I allow her household to take 

up SA if they are entitled to it.     

• For people observed in employment: I only simulate SA in the situation in 

which they work if their households are actually taking it up. In the 

counterfactual situation in which these people do not work, I assume their 

households would take up social assistance if entitled to it.  

Social contribution reductions 

SCs generally correspond to 13.07% of gross earnings (e.g. if the person of Figure IV-1 

works 38 hours per week earning around €2150 monthly, SC are approximately €280). 

Reductions to these contributions are calculated based on full-time equivalent (FTE) 

gross earnings and, given an hourly wage, they are proportional to hours worked up to 

full-time hours25. Below a plateau-area limit, workers are entitled to a full base 

reduction. The plateau-area limit was around €1500 in 2014, which is quite close to 

the minimum wage, while the base reduction was around €183. Above the plateau-

area limit, FTE earnings are withdrawn from the base reduction at a given rate until a 

phase-out-area limit. The withdrawal rate was around 20% in 2014 and the phase-out-

area limit around €2395 (this implied a SC reduction of around €55 at 38 hours for the 

person in Figure IV-1). 

  

 
25 This means that SC reductions do not distort financial incentives to work more hours but do 
distort incentives to work more than full-time (as the rebate does not increase beyond that) 
and incentives to increase hourly wages. 
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Appendix B 

Table IV-B1. Main changes in the parameters of policies with respect to average 

wages, 2005-2014 

 
Note: At the top, the year-to-year wage index growth is displayed. In the rest of the table, the 

growth of each parameter with respect to the growth of the wage index is displayed (e.g. from 

2007 to 2009, the upper limit of UBs grew 20.06 percentage points more than the wage index). 

For replacement rates I present the difference that changes would have caused to an average 

wage. In the first column are presented the 2005 parameters (monthly and in prices of that 

year for monetary values). When policies were implemented in a year after 2005, their initial 

value is presented in the respective column. In the rows marked with an asterisk, the 

parameter corresponds to the minimum and maximum across the categories defined by the 

policies (for other rows involving categories, the growth was the same across them). ‘6/3’ 

refers to 6 months except in 2014 when it refers to 3. Social supplements are for parents on 

replacement incomes.  

Source: EUROMOD 

  

2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2009 2009-2011 2011-2014 2005-2014

Wage index 100 3.65 2.47 3.98 4.65 5.91 22.40

Unemployment benefits

Replacement rate single and head months 1 to 6/3 60% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.83 10.20

Replacement rate cohabitating months 1 to 6/3 55% 0.00 0.00 9.45 0.00 8.83 22.25

Max UB months 1 to 6 € 2,054.56 -1.65 -0.46 20.06 0.70 9.04 33.90

Min UB* € 1,106.70 -1.64 -0.46 4.29 1.43 2.33 6.96

Max UB months 6 to 12 € 2,054.56 -1.65 -0.46 11.63 0.69 0.21 12.07

Social insurance contributions

Base reduction € 125.00 8.35 -0.33 18.39 -4.65 -0.78 24.78

Plateau-area limit of reduction € 1,234.23 -3.65 1.56 4.08 -0.61 -1.87 -0.72

Phase-out area limit of reduction € 1,703.42 15.87 -0.47 2.14 -0.61 -1.86 17.64

Exemption from special contribution € 1,549.34 -3.65 -2.47 -3.98 -4.65 -5.91 -22.40

Social assistance

Max social assistance* € 817.77 -1.65 0.55 8.63 -0.61 2.34 10.87

Means-test disregard* € 310.00 -3.65 -2.47 -3.98 -4.65 -5.91 -22.40

Child benefits

Special supplement for single-parents's € 20.00 108.32 -0.62 -1.86

Back-to-school premium 0-5 years old € 25.50 -0.61 -1.88

Back-to-school premium 6-11 years old € 51.00 2.13 -0.60 -1.86

Back-to-school premium 12-17 years old € 71.40 2.14 -0.61 -1.86

Back-to-school premium 18-24 years old € 50.00 54.53 32.83

Income limit for single-parents's social supplement € 1,672.38 -1.65 -2.47 16.83 -0.61 1.81 15.70

Year-to-year growth

Year-to-year growth in relation to wage index growth
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Figure IV-B1. Mean work incentives by groups defined by main policy changes, 2005-

2014 

 

 

Note: FTE earning deciles are divided from 1 to 2 and 3 to 10, while taxable income deciles 

from 1 to 3 and 4 to 10. sing=single, coha=cohabitant, head=head of household, w/o=without, 

ch.=children. For EMTRs, people working full-time or more are excluded because the design of 

SC rebates creates a discontinuity at this point.  

Source: EUROMOD 
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Figure IV-B2. Policy effects on poverty and net revenue at the bottom half of the 

income distribution by tax-benefit component, 2005-2014 

 

 

Note: UB=unemployment benefit, SA=social assistance, CB=child benefit, SCE=social 

contribution employee, SCS=social contribution self-employed. I separate households into the 

ones with unemployed members and the ones where everybody available for the labour 

market works. The poverty gap for ‘employed’ households is positive while the contribution of 

most components negative because the number of people living in ‘employed’ poor 

households decreased slightly more than the sum of the poverty gaps (which slightly increased 

the average poverty gap). Although I do not focus on the behaviour of self-employed, I do 

include some of them as partners of employed people. I exclude households with negative 

equivalised disposable incomes that are below -1.5 times median equivalised disposable 

income (following Paulus & Tasseva, 2017).   

Source: EUROMOD 
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Figure IV-B3. Decomposition of average participation tax rates at the bottom half of 

the income distribution by tax-benefit component, 2005-2014 

 

Note: UB=unemployment benefit, SC=social contribution. The sum of the components of the 

right axis adds up to the average PTR on the left axis. Other tax-benefit components are not 

displayed because they practically do not contribute to the average PTR. 

Source: EUROMOD 
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Conclusion of the thesis 
In this thesis I studied whether making work pay (MWP) imposes constraints on 

poverty reduction in North-western EU countries. This thesis contributes some new 

evidence supporting these restrictions, while identifying the relative importance of 

some of them. In the first chapter I studied these constraints at the policy level, while 

in the other chapters I studied them at the level of socio-economic outcomes.  

At the policy level, in the first chapter, co-authors and I studied a new and 

complementary hypothesis to explain the erosion of the minimum social floor: 

because policy makers are generally interested in keeping a hierarchy between the 

incomes when people are in and out of work, the evolutions of minimum wages can 

constrain the growth of minimum incomes. We found a mixed picture regarding this 

hypothesis: between 2004 and 2007 in five out of the nine countries studied, 

minimum income packages for (hypothetical) single-parent families developed at a 

slower pace than statutory or collectively agreed (net) minimum wages. Why in the 

other countries minimum incomes grew at the detriment of work incentives could be 

due to several reasons. Besides the limitations of our approach, changes in spendable 

incomes could paint a more qualified picture (e.g. according to Kleven (2014), 

participation incentives in Scandinavia are probably stronger when this is considered),  

and the number of minimum wages earners or jobless household may matter as well, 

among others. At the same time, recently in Cantillon, Parolin, and Collado (2020), we 

provided supporting evidence from country-year panel data suggesting that declines in 

minimum (or low) gross wages are associated with declines in minimum income (e.g. 

with an elasticity of 0.33 in our more general specification). 

Moving towards the socio-economic outcomes level, in the second chapter, I looked at 

the potential importance of participation incentives for poverty reduction and 

calculated the cost of closing the poverty gap while trying to maintain those incentives 

in the first three deciles of the income distribution. We studied this in Belgium, 

Denmark and the UK in 2011. We did so by estimating the cost of topping up net 

(earned and unearned) incomes up to the poverty threshold and decreasing the 

topping-up by a proportion of earned income as this surpassed the poverty threshold. 

We showed that closing the poverty gap in this way would cost about twice as much 

as just lifting incomes up to the level of poverty thresholds. The cost would obviously 

be lower in countries with smaller poverty gaps and with weaker financial 

participation incentives (e.g. Belgium), while higher if countries wanted to increase 

those incentives. In the latter situation, the cost would be lower in countries that are 

already making a stronger ‘gross-to-net’ effort at the bottom of the income 

distribution (e.g. the UK). On a side note, one should bear in mind that such topping-

up decreasing in earnings inevitably diminishes the marginal gain of working more 
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hours, signalling an extra trade-off. However, as it was shown in the third chapter, 

behavioural responses in this margin seem less relevant.   

In the third chapter, I calculated the actual effects that changes in financial work 

incentives have on labour supply. More specifically, I studied how in Belgium changes 

in the year-to-year evolution of how much work paid for long-term unemployed 

people (LTU, defined as more than 12 months unemployed) affected their likelihood of 

returning to the labour market. Belgium is an interesting case because its long-term 

unemployment rate is high and the household incomes of many LTU are below the at-

risk-of-poverty threshold. Results showed that year-to-year changes in MWP between 

2005 and 2012 somewhat affected this likelihood for some LTU. At the same time, 

changes in how much work (marginally) paid did not seem to affect the hours worked 

by part-timers, with the caveat that changes in MWP for this group were small. The 

absence of responses in the intensive margin would imply that there might be some 

room to compensate increases in out-of-work transfers by increasing the targeting—

with respect to earnings—of in-work compensations. When breaking down the results, 

it is noteworthy that people who are very long-term unemployed (more than 24 

months) did not seem very sensitive to changes in participation incentives in terms of 

average marginal effects. The interaction in terms of odds also showed that this group 

seemed less sensitive; however, it was not statistically significant, probably due to my 

small sub-sample. Overall, this might call for tailored services for this group. 

In the fourth and last chapter, to connect both the anti-poverty and efficiency 

dimensions of tax-benefit reforms, I defined a simple framework to calculate the 

marginal benefit of public funds in terms of poverty reduction. More specifically, to 

calculate the poverty gap change per unit of net revenue that tax-benefit reforms 

produce, considering both their mechanical and labour supply effects. The framework 

consists in using a microsimulation-based decomposition to isolate the impact of 

reforms from the environment in which they operate, and accounting for labour 

supply reactions by using reduced-form models that partially exploit the same 

variation that reforms produce over time. In the empirical application I calculated this 

indicator in Belgium between 2005 and 2014, focusing on revenue changes at the 

bottom half of the income distribution. Results showed that without considering 

labour supply reactions, reforms reduced the poverty gap among the poor by €0.55 for 

each euro of net revenue decline. However, this drops to €0.41 when negative labour 

supply reactions are included, which were caused by unemployment benefits growing 

faster than in-work compensations. The results from this and the previous chapter 

highlight the importance of looking simultaneously at reforms to in- and out-of-work 

benefits. Otherwise this can have negative consequences for the efficiency of reforms. 

For instance, having spent more in in-work compensations when unemployment 

benefits were raised in Belgium would have produced less negative impact on labour 
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supply. Consequently, for each euro of net revenue decrease, more poverty could 

have been reduced.  

All in all, the results of this thesis point towards the importance of keeping a balance 

between reforms to in- and out-of-work transfers to achieve better poverty, 

employment and public finance outcomes, and that this is not a ‘cheap’ thing to do. 

At a more general level, an open question is what will happen to MWP and poverty in 

the future with respect to the evolution of factors less directly amenable by ‘post-

distribution’ policy. As it was shown in the first chapter, how much work pays is not 

only related to tax-benefit reforms but also to changes in the distribution of earnings 

before direct government intervention. Although many countries have statutory 

minimum wages and can therefore exert some influence, potential effects on labour 

demand constrain large modifications. For this reason, observing changes in the labour 

market is very important for tax-benefit policy. In the first chapter it was shown as 

well how countries are increasingly redistributing resources to working households, 

which in part has counteracted pressure on low wages. If processes such as 

automation keep displacing middle-skill jobs (Buyst et al., 2018; Goos et al., 2014), 

increasing redistribution might be required, with its concomitant political challenges. 

This, of course, is uncertain and will depend on future developments in job 

polarisation, its distributional consequences, and other changes in the labour market.  

Some results of this thesis are also related to an announcement made by the Belgian 

government some months ago that generated an avid response from a large group of 

economist from universities in Belgium and abroad (Demonty, 2018). The Belgian 

government announced its intention to increase the declining tilt in the time profile of 

unemployment benefits. The authorities claimed to be using scientific evidence and 

had the intention of encouraging unemployed people to search for work more actively 

and accept job offers faster. In their response, the group of economists agreed that a 

decreasing benefit augments financial work incentives more than a flat benefit 

because the unemployed person anticipates the reduction. In addition, they said, 

however, that this does not imply that decreasing benefits increase the probability of 

employment. Their justification was that long-term unemployment is concentrated 

among people for whom MWP has less impact, which calls for an increasing tilt 

instead of a decreasing one (Kolsrud, Landais, Nilsson, & Spinnewijn, 2018). In the 

third chapter I only studied LTU, without comparing them against people unemployed 

for less than a year. However, I did attempt to separate the effect of changes in MWP 

for LTU and very LTU (defined as more than 12 and 24 months unemployed 

respectively). In this regard, in terms of average marginal effects, I found that only the 

former group was clearly sensitive to these changes. In term of odds, very LTU also 

seemed less sensitive; however, this interaction was not statistically significant, 
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probably due to my small sub-sample. Thus, my results somewhat support the 

conclusion that reducing the level of unemployment benefits for people who are long-

term unemployed could have as only consequence the reduction of their welfare. In 

addition, my limitations point to a direction where more research, data and 

infrastructure are needed, on which I expand more below.  

After having reviewed the main conclusions of this thesis and some of their 

implications, the following general policy guidelines can be recommended: 

• Keeping a certain balance between in- and out-of-work transfers when the 

latter are increased would contribute to the poverty-reducing efficiency of 

each euro spent. The reason is that, in doing so, negative labour supply 

responses and the concomitant loss of revenue can be reduced or avoided. 

• To achieve the previous recommendation, indicators that follow how much 

work pays and its components would help to maintain policy packages 

coherent (as the recommendation of one of my co-authors in Cantillon, 

Marchal, & Luigjes, 2017). By these components I refer to in- and out-of-work 

tax-benefits and gross incomes.  

• If benefits for LTU were to be increased in Belgium, there might be some room 

to compensate this upsurge in spending by increasing the targeting—with 

respect to earnings—of in-work compensations. This would be possible due to 

the apparently small labour supply responses in the intensive margin. 

The recommendation of increasing the targeting of in-work transfers deserves 

attention and more research. The idea is that for unemployed people with low 

benefits and low earnings potential, out-of-work benefits could be increased to a more 

adequate level while their in-work transfers could be raised as well. More targeting in 

this context means that once in-work, people working more hours—and therefore 

having higher earnings—would receive a proportionally smaller transfer. This makes, 

for instance, working part-time (proportionally) more financially rewarding than 

working full-time. This could be less of a problem, however, because people seemed 

not to react much in this intensive margin. The second chapter of this thesis was part 

of a book together with the work of Vandelannoote and Verbist (2018). Contrary to 

myself, these authors did identify reactions in the intensive margin, which then might 

call for different recommendations (e.g. reducing distortions at this margin). However, 

their elasticities where identified in a different way: not based on actual longitudinal 

changes as I did, but on cross-sectional differences in budget constraints across 

people, and therefore applying a structural model of labour supply. Future research 

could validate structural models with reduced-form models (e.g. as Thoresen & Vattø, 

2015 did for Norway). In addition, advances in computing power could allow finding 

empirically the optimal parameters of policies. This given their multiple possibilities, 
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the heterogeneous responses of people, and different margins involved (such research 

agenda would be similar to the stylised optimal taxation exercise of Islam & 

Colombino, 2018 but using actual policies; Vandelannoote & Verbist, 2018 went in 

similar direction but studied only few scenarios).  

This thesis had some limitations which leave several avenues for further research. 

First, in order to focus on the effects of policy on poverty and net revenue, in the last 

chapter I isolated these effects from ‘other’ effects. While this allowed me to focus on 

policies, more research is needed on the distributional effects of other non-policy 

factors such as migration (see e.g. Blanchflower et al., 2007 on the UK case), non-

standard work (see e.g. Horemans et al., 2016), (demand-driven) job polarisation 

(Buyst et al., 2018; Goos et al., 2014) and others. Second, due to data constraints, I did 

not focus on other non-cash policy changes that could be studied as well (e.g. 

sanctioning (see e.g. Langenbucher, 2015), childcare (see e.g. Vandelannoote et al., 

2015 on the Belgian case), etc.). Third, I did not focus on longer-term effects of policy. 

I refer to outcomes such as quality of job matches and human capital accumulation. 

For example, in the third chapter I showed that changes in how much work paid (viz. 

substitution effects) did have some effect on LTU coming back to the labour market, 

while changes in the level of benefits (viz. income effects) seemed less important in 

this regard. However, the latter also can affect the quality of the time spent in 

unemployment and, together with the length of a spell, might impact longer-term 

outcomes such as the ones mentioned. Thus, including longer-term outcomes might 

give a somewhat different assessment of total policy effects.  

Another avenue for further research is studying the constraints of MWP on poverty 

reduction in i) several countries at the same time using microdata and ii) including 

interactions with institutional factors. Studying several countries could allow including 

factors that might not change in all of them during a given period (e.g. minimum 

wages, collective bargaining, etc.). The two parts of this idea are not new, but they 

have not been implemented together or appropriately. Three relevant studies that 

have studied the effect of changes in taxes and benefits on labour supply in a multi-

country setting, while making use of microdata, are: Kalíšková (2018), Shupe and 

Bartels (2016) and Biegert (2017). The first two utilised the tax-benefit 

microsimulation model EUROMOD and are similar to each other, except—among 

others—in their identification strategies. The main macro interaction that both papers 

studied was whether differences in the effect of MWP differed across countries 

(without digging deeper in the characteristics of those countries). For his part, Biegert 

(2017) focused on institutional interaction and studied the effect of changes in the 

level of out-of-work benefits instead of how much work pays— the latter being related 

to the difference between those benefits and in-work incomes. However, this study 

has two caveats. First, distinguishing both income and substitution effects is important 
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for policy design and including only one of them might hide spurious relationships, 

which is particularly relevant since income effects are usually not found or are very 

small. Second, the indicators reflecting the level of benefits in Biegert (2017) were not 

the actual benefits that people received as these indicators were not based on micro 

data but on averages of hypothetical households. That being said, there is space for a 

study using tax-benefit microsimulation to identify separately substitution and income 

effects and studying relevant institutional interactions with MWP. This could shed new 

light on the suitability of different strategies in different contexts.  

Lastly, with the advancement of data availability and research infrastructure, further 

progress could be achieved as well. For example, using register data in combination 

with tax-benefit microsimulation could increase the precision of estimates. The 

longitudinal nature of this type of data could also allow for including intertemporal 

redistributive and insurance aspects of tax-benefit policies, and intertemporal 

decisions when studying labour supply reactions. The study of labour supply reactions 

could also be complemented by including demand side constraints.  

What will be the destiny of poverty and MWP? This dissertation showed that MWP 

imposes constraints on poverty reduction and that during the short period between 

2004 and 2014 one could already see large changes in the environment in which tax-

benefit policies operated. Even more changes can be seen taking a longer-term 

perspective and probably more will come in the future. For anti-poverty policies to 

work efficiently, mechanisms that serve both the social inclusion and employment 

goals of governments must be in place. This has somewhat been the tendency in 

North-western EU countries; however, neither the goal of reducing poverty nor 

balancing both aspects has generally been achieved. This would require even more 

redistribution in countries with already high taxation. Perhaps other forms of taxation 

(e.g. wealth) could be used, or the progressivity of the system augmented, but those 

are questions for another dissertation.  
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